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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

The EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) is a cornerstone of EU climate policy. It has been in operation 
since 2005 and covers about 40% of total EU greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In the EU ETS, prices for 
EU Allowances (EUAs) have been fairly low for the majority of its operation, but started to pick up after 
2018, when the EU agreed on reforms for the EU ETS in its fourth trading period including 
strengthening its stability mechanism - the Market Stability Reserve (MSR). EUA prices continued to rise 
in 2021 when the EU signed its 2050 climate neutrality goal into law and set out to reflect this goal in 
the architecture of the EU ETS. Following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the market for EUAs – as other 
commodity markets – has been in some turmoil with relatively large price jumps and high volatility. 

These price movements and the fact that additional financial actors became active on the market for 
EUAs during the past years, have prompted concerns over their influence on the EUA price amongst 
some lawmakers. In March 2022, the European Securities and Market Authority (ESMA) published its 
report on emission allowances and associated derivatives and concluded that “overall, (…) the data 
analysis has not unearthed any major abnormality or fundamental issue in the functioning of the EU 
carbon market from a financial supervisory perspective.” (para. 337). ESMA does, however, cite 
substantial shortcomings related to the availability of data, which makes it impossible to analyse some 
research questions in depth. It proceeds to put forward a number of measures that would increase 
market transparency and oversight, as well as describing two measures that could be considered 
should the influence of (some) financial actors prove detrimental in the future. These are: Position limits 
on the holding of allowances and the setting up of an independent market authority. 

Along with the ESMA report, a number of scientific studies and consultancy reports have been 
published that also examine the role of financial actors in the market. They all agree that financial actors 
do perform a whole range of actions that are beneficial for the market. They also agree that there is an 
issue with data availability and transparency related to investigating the impact of these actions. Their 
conclusions on the potentially detrimental impact of some actions and the urgency of regulation do 
differ, however. Some authors conclude that the market is working well, and no intervention is needed, 
while others are concerned that the extent of detrimental actions is simply not being picked up due to 
monitoring issues and it is of high importance to intensify work on this issue. 

Aim  

The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the available knowledge on the role of financials on 
the market of EUAs and their impact on the allowance price. Since the ESMA report analyses data up 
until March 2022, a further aim is to update quantitative analysis to September 2022 in order to check 
whether key conclusions of the ESMA report should be changed in light of more recent developments. 
By carrying out a number of interviews with experts and stakeholders, we aim to enrich the analysis 
based on literature and data with up-to-date assessments from the field. Finally, by including a 
discussion of other non-financial-market measures to stabilise prices and integrate this with the review 
of measures in financial market regulation, we go beyond the perspective of financial supervisors by 
providing an integrated assessment of these different types of measures. This includes, in particular, a 
discussion of potential reforms to the Market Stability Reserve (MSR). 
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Key Findings 

While new financial actors have entered the market, their impact on the price is likely limited to date. 
Of particular concern are so-called buy-and-hold strategies where allowances or derivates are bought 
and held for a long period of time potentially “squeezing” or “cornering” the market. We confirm that 
the volumes held for long-term investment have stayed rather small and that no definite trend can be 
observed. 

It has to be stressed that potentially detrimental actions of financial actors are not characterised by 
rising price levels, but rather by price movements that are out of touch with market fundamentals or 
excessive volatility. 

The quantitative analysis on EUA prices shows that since the drop in prices in February and March 2022 
EUA prices have somewhat recovered but are exhibiting high volatility. Over the course of 2022 we 
have observed a divergence in the spread of EUA futures compared to previous years. This likely reflects 
increased interest rates and financial constraints amongst actors that would otherwise make use of 
these arbitrage opportunities. Despite several metrics of volatility spiking to unprecedented levels at 
the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, these metrics returned within ranges 
observed in previous years.  

The quantitative analysis on open positions shows that the number of financial and non-financial 
position holders of EUA derivatives has continued to grow in 2022 albeit at a slower rate than observed 
previously. At the same time, aggregate derivative positions held have been stable and have even 
declined since February 2022 reflecting short-term financial constraints and long-term uncertainty. 
Based upon the updated “Working T-index" there is some evidence that excessive speculation has 
increased over time and continues to increase. The analysis shows that “excess” speculation is the result 
of positions taken by both financial and non-financial actors.  

A definite recommendation stemming from both the literature and our own quantitative analysis 
relates to the improvement of data availability and data quality. This includes an improvement of the 
weekly reports on open positions. More detail and guidance should be added to these reports.  

Policymakers should continue to consider setting up an independent market authority. This could 
enable harmonisation of data to detect early signs of market manipulation, for example. This authority 
could also be responsible for making information about the market available to all stakeholders. 

Direct regulation of financials on the market for EUAs, e.g. via position limits, should be considered, 
especially if there is a risk that the market is squeezed due to buy-and-hold strategies. When designing 
position limits, a political decision would have to be made on what constitutes “excess” speculation 
knowing that the line between speculative and risk reducing activities is blurry. 

Excluding financials from the market altogether is generally seen as a step that would entail more risks 
than benefits at this stage, threatening market liquidity and price formation. 

Findings from both the literature and interviews imply that concerns about market stability should first 
and foremost be addressed via the ETS architecture (not financial market regulation). The MSR is seen 
by many market actors as an important safeguard against an excessive surplus and therefore an 
important stability mechanism. It is therefore vital that the MSR is strengthened, the most effective 
mechanism being a reduction of the trigger levels over time, as proposed by the EP. This is of even 
higher importance at a time when the Commission is considering using allowances from the MSR to 
finance the REPowerEU package. What is more, even from a technical perspective the so-called 
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“hedging corridor” can be considered too generous, as many utilities have decreased their hedging 
positions since the start of 2022 due to increased prices and margins, as well as increased uncertainty.  

The introduction of a price corridor would be the most direct and effective measure for controlling the 
price path – and would prompt many speculators to leave the market as there would be little 
uncertainty left to speculate on. However, designing a price corridor entails the risk of setting it too 
high or – more likely – too low, thus impeding the achievement of climate goals. Volatility within the 
price corridor still remains. 

Policy Suggestions 

Our key findings lead to the following policy suggestions: 

• Push for an ambitious reform of the MSR, especially adopting dynamically declining trigger 
levels; 

• Work on increased transparency and market oversight related to the market for EUAs with a 
goal of both making more and data of better quality available and sharing market insights with 
all stakeholders. Setting up an independent market authority should be further examined to 
this end; and 

• Keep a close eye on developments on the market for EUAs, in particular related to long-term 
investment (buy-and-hold strategies) and consider imposing stricter regulations (e.g. position 
limits) in the future. 
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1. CONTEXT AND SUBJECT OF THE STUDY 
The EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) is a cornerstone of EU climate policy. It has been in operation 
since 2005 and covers about 40% of total EU GHG emissions (EEA 2021; EEA 2022). The EU ETS is based 
on the principle of cap-and-trade, whereby a maximum amount of available emission permits is set by 
the cap, which can then be traded between participants (Crocker 1966; Dales 1968). The resulting 
allowance price theoretically leads to the most cost-efficient emission reduction path by signalling to 
the regulated participants the marginal reduction cost. 

In the EU ETS, prices for EU Allowances (EUAs) have been fairly low for the majority of its time in 
operation due to a combination of lacking ambition, the impact of the economic and financial crisis, 
the impact of renewable energy targets and an influx of international credits. Prices started to pick up 
again in 2018, when the EU agreed on reforms for the EU ETS in its fourth trading period including a 
strengthening of its stability mechanism: the Market Stability Reserve (MSR) (EU 2018). Prices picked up 
significantly in 2021, when the EU put into place its Climate Law (EU 2021) turning the requirement to 
achieve climate neutrality in 2050 into a legally binding commitment and establishing an interim 
reduction target of 55% until 2030. In July 2021, the European Commission presented a suite of 
legislative proposals (including for the EU ETS; EC 2021a) aimed at making the policy mix “fit for 55” – 
fit for achieving the 55% reduction target in 2030.  

Along with the rise in prices, the EU market has seen an influx of new financial market actors, raising 
concerns amongst some policy makers and EU Member States (MS) about their potentially detrimental 
influence on the level and volatility of the allowance price. The European Parliament (EP) adopted a 
proposal for a series of legislative amendments to stabilize the prices in the EU ETS (EP 2022). It is 
argued that such amendments are justified in the face of large instability and price spikes in the market. 
Amongst others, the Parliament suggested restricting access of non-compliance entities to the market, 
or even to impose bans for such actors. This is presumed to limit speculative activity in the ETS. 

In 2021, in light of the concerns regarding the EU ETS, the European Commission requested the 
European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) to carry out a review of the EU ETS in order to 
evaluate whether a more intensive monitoring of the market is needed and whether concrete steps 
regarding the regulation of the market need to be taken from a securities supervisors’ perspective. 
ESMA published its preliminary report on emission allowances and associated derivatives in November 
2021, followed by its final report in March 2022. In this final report, ESMA (2022a) concludes that 
“overall, (…) the data analysis has not unearthed any major abnormality or fundamental issue in the 
functioning of the EU carbon market from a financial supervisory perspective.” (para. 337). There is no 
indication of price swings being misaligned with market fundamentals. However, ESMA cautions that 
the entrance of a large number of new financial participants warrants further monitoring. Of particular 
concern are buy-and-hold strategies that could bind a large share of allowances. Nevertheless, the data 
compiled by ESMA does not indicate that such strategies are being adopted on a major scale to date 
in the EU ETS. However, ESMA emphasizes that both the increase in the relative share of options traded 
in late 2021 as well as recent developments in the over-the-counter (OTC) market, which is less 
transparent in nature, require further monitoring.  

Moreover, ESMA calls attention to the “challenges of having a comprehensive view of this market and 
an in-depth understanding of its developments.” (para. 336). In line with other researchers, it points to 
the fact that little data is available (especially publicly), and that data is not always of sufficient quality. 
When conducting their review of the market for EUAs, it was difficult for ESMA to trace the origins of 
market participants or gain a comprehensive picture of the different locations participants trade from.  
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For instance, changes due to Brexit have impaired ESMA’s monitoring of the trading activities of third-
country entities, and have further led to a relocation of some market participants. Similarly, Quemin 
and Pahle (2022) conclude that as of now an adequate monitoring system that could help detect 
excessive speculation does not exist for the EU ETS. Various potential measures which can lead to 
increased transparency and improved possibilities for market monitoring are suggested by ESMA. 
Additional suggestions for potential future action include i) the introduction of position limits (i.e. the 
maximum amount of allowances that can be held by any one actor at a given point in time) and ii) the 
establishment of an independent market authority. 

One month before the ESMA report was published, Russia invaded Ukraine, plunging commodity 
markets – including the market for EUAs – into some disarray. The European Commission has put 
forward a number of energy policy initiatives aimed at reducing energy dependence on Russia, 
increasing the speed of the energy transition and addressing high energy costs for households and 
businesses (EC 2022b, 2022c). The REPowerEU package – when adopted – in particular, could deeply 
affect the balance of demand and supply in the EU ETS. On the one hand reducing the demand for 
certificates as emissions are reduced by accelerating the shift to renewable energy and increasing 
energy savings. On the other hand, affecting the supply of emissions if allowances are taken from the 
MSR in order to be auctioned and used as financing for the REPowerEU plan. 

These initiatives are not reflected in the ETS cap proposed as part of the “Fit for 55” package. They are 
likely to reduce demand and increase supply, prompting concerns of an allowance surplus in the EU 
ETS with associated price drops. This trend is exacerbated by the fact that utilities covered by the EU 
ETS have reduced their hedging positions due to increased uncertainty and higher margin calls leading 
to a situation where excessive surplus seems to be a more direct concern than a potential squeeze of 
the market by long-term investors. 

The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the available knowledge on the role of financials on 
the market for EUAs and their impact on the allowance price. Since the ESMA report analyses data up 
until March 2022, a further aim is to update their quantitative analysis to check whether key conclusions 
of the ESMA report should be changed in light of more recent developments. We aim to provide the 
ITRE Committee with concrete policy suggestions both related to the regulation of the market for EUAs 
and the design of the ETS itself. 

In this study, we apply a number of qualitative and quantitative methods. We compile the current 
literature on the role of financials on the market for EUAs. We further conduct quantitative analysis of 
data on EUA price developments and position limits on the market with a particular focus on the period 
following 04 March 2022: the cut-off date for ESMA’s data analysis. In the context of this study, we have 
conducted interviews with four representatives from research, market analysis, industry, and 
government agencies in order to verify results and incorporate the most recent knowledge on the 
market (see Section 7 in the Annex for our guiding interview questions). 

The remainder of the report is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the development 
of the EU ETS and the market for EUAs since 2005. Section 3 takes a close look at the different actors 
(compliance and financial) that are active on the market for EUAs and also describes the actions they 
carry out on this market. It further summarises the knowledge on the incidence of financials on 
allowance price developments. Section 4 presents the quantitative analysis with a focus on the period 
March – September 2022. Section 5 discusses the measures that can be taken in order to stabilise prices 
– both related to the regulation of financial markets, as well as to the design of the ETS. Section 6 
concludes and provides policy suggestions. 
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2. THE EU EMISSIONS TRADING SYSTEM (EU ETS) AND THE
MARKET FOR EUAS

The role of financial actors on the ETS market is complex and multi-faceted. In order to better 
understand what kinds of activities take place on the market, the impact that these activities have on 
prices and volatility, and what kind of market interventions may be useful, necessary, or impactful, it is 
important to understand the fundamentals of the European Union’s (EU’s) Emission Trading System 
(EU ETS). In this section we briefly introduce the EU ETS and how the market has developed over the 
years, which serves as a basis for further analysis in the report.  

The EU ETS is a cornerstone of the EU’s climate policy. It is the central policy instrument to ensure that 
legally-binding emission reduction targets (or caps on total emissions) are met in an economically 
efficient manner. Launched in 2005, the EU ETS was the first international carbon trading system. It 
encompasses the EU-27 as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway. A link to the Swiss ETS has been 
established. A link to the United Kingdom (UK) ETS could well be established in the future1. Besides the 
EU ETS, several other emissions trading systems have been established, notably in South Korea, New 
Zealand, China, as well as several regional trading schemes in the USA and Canada. The annual 
International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP) report (2022) estimates that around 17% of global GHG 
emissions are covered by 25 operational ETSs at the start of 2022. The EU ETS currently covers about 
40% of total EU GHG emissions (EEA 2021; EEA 2022).  

The EU ETS is based on the principle of cap-and-trade. Thereby, a maximum number of available 
emissions permits is set by a cap. On the market, participants can trade these permits (Crocker 1966; 
Dales 1968). Compliance entities who must comply with limiting their aggregate emissions to stay 
below a pre-determined cap can either reduce their emissions or purchase emission allowances on the 
ETS market (World Bank 2022). The resulting allowance price theoretically leads to the most cost-
efficient emission reduction path by signalling to the regulated participants the marginal abatement 
cost. Analysis shows that the EU ETS was indeed more cost-efficient than a reference command-and-
control policy (Cludius et al. 2019). 

2.1. Development of the EU ETS since 2005 
The EU ETS has undergone significant transformations throughout the years. Since 2005 its 
development has been structured into four phases. The initial phase (2005-2007) was framed as a 
“learning by doing” period. During this time the ETS only covered emissions from power generators 
and energy-intensive industries and almost all allowances were allocated at no cost. The cap on 
allowances was set at the national level through National Allocation Plans (NAPs). This cap setting 
process, however, took place without reliable emissions data. Banking allowances into the second 
trading period was not possible. As a result, the total number of allowances issued exceeded emissions 
and the price for allowances fell to zero (Figure 1).   

After Bulgaria and Romania had joined the EU and the EU ETS in 2006, in the second trading period 
running from 2008 to 2012 Liechtenstein and Norway joined the EU ETS and the aviation sector was 
brought into the trading system.  

1 The UK established an independent emissions trading system in 2021 to replace their participation in the EU ETS. Several stakeholders 
and industry representatives have expressed the importance of linking the UK ETS with the EU ETS to level the playing field between 
global competitors and prevent carbon leakage UK ETS Authority 2022. 
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This second trading period represented and important step in learning from the initial trading period 
and laying the groundwork for the larger reforms starting with the third trading period.  

From the second trading period onwards, the banking of allowances between periods was enabled 
and – while free allocation of allowances was still the norm – the amount of allowances auctioned 
increased.  

Figure 1: Supply of and demand for allowances, cumulative surplus and EUA prices 

 

Source: Oeko-Institut based on EEA (2022) and EEX 

The cap was still set on the basis of NAPs during the second trading period. These were somewhat more 
ambitious than for the first trading period (Neuhoff et al. 2006) and verified emissions data from the 
pilot phase could be used to determine the cap. Again, however, emissions were lower than available 
allowances in every year of the second trading period with the exception of the year 2008 (Figure 1). 
This was due to a number of factors: i) the 2008 economic and ensuing financial crisis leading to a 
reduction in economic activity and emissions; ii) ambitious renewable energy targets that led to lower-
than-expected emissions and were even overshot at the national level; iii) an influx of a large amount 
of international reduction credits (Certified Emission Reductions – CERs and Emission Reduction Unis – 
ERUs) which increased the overall amount of allowances available. A surplus of allowances resulted, 
which stood at over 2 billion allowances at the end of 2012 (Figure 1). Due to this surplus, as well as a 
lack of ambitious long-term climate targets (both internationally and at EU level) the carbon price fell 
from close to 30 EUR/tCO2e in 2008 to about 7 EUR/tCO2e at the end of 2012 (Figure 1). 

For the third trading period (2013-2020), the ETS framework was amended significantly. National caps 
were replaced by a single, EU-wide cap on emissions that declined with a linear reduction factor. A 
much larger share of allowances was auctioned, with full auctioning becoming the norm for the 
electricity sector, while industry still received the majority of allowances for free due to carbon leakage 
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concerns 2. Iceland and Croatia entered the EU ETS and the system started covering N2O and PFC 
emissions, e.g. from aluminium production.  

Several steps were taken during the third trading period to tackle the surplus that had built up by the 
end of 2012 in an attempt to stabilise the market. In a first step, the European Commission reacted by 
postponing auctioning of 900 million allowances (i.e. back-loading) from the years 2014, 2015 and 2016 
to 2019 and 2020 (EC 2014). Since back-loading was deemed a temporary and insufficient measure, 
however, the Market Stability Reserve (MSR) was introduced in 2015 and started operating in 2019 (EU 
2015). The MSR is a rule-based mechanism that regulates the supply of allowances according to the 
total number of allowances in circulation (TNAC). It was intended to both tackle the surplus of 
allowances in the EU ETS market and to strengthen the market against future shocks. At the same time, 
a revised ETS Directive for the fourth trading period was adopted (EU 2018), increasing the ambition of 
the ETS cap and strengthening the MSR (see Section 2.2 for an in-depth description of the MSR). These 
reforms led to a steady increase in the EUA price from 2017 onwards (cf. Figure 1).  

The EU ETS is now in its fourth phase (2021-2030). A process is ongoing at the EU-level to align the 
ambition of the EU ETS with new targets set by the EU, including climate neutrality in the EU by 2050 
and the 55% reduction target by 2030. To achieve these reduction targets for 2030, the European 
Commission proposes that sectors covered in the EU ETS3 must reduce their emissions by 61% 
compared to 2005 (Cludius and Graichen 2021; EC 2021a). In order to achieve this goal, the linear 
reduction factor (LRF) governing the cap would have to be increased from currently 2.2% to 4.2% from 
2024 onwards.  

2.2. The Market Stability Reserve (MSR) 
The MSR is the main market stability mechanism operational in the EU ETS as of now. It started 
operating in 2019 as a long-term solution to address surplus allowances that were driving down the 
carbon price and to improve the market’s resilience against major shocks (EU 2015). The MSR regulates 
the supply of allowances and should ideally bring the total number of allowances in circulation into a 
corridor between 400 and 833 million allowances (cf. Figure 2). This area is called the “hedging 
corridor”. It takes into account the fact that electricity producers and – to some extent – industrials buy 
allowances in advance to hedge their future product sales. To date, the TNAC has stood far above the 
hedging corridor in all years. 

It is a point of discussion whether hedging needs are actually going down and the corridor should be 
adjusted. The general sense is that this is the case (cf. Vivid Economics 2021) and the EP has a position 
in the trialogue that would require the hedging corridor to decrease over time in line with the declining 
cap (EP 2022). 

The total number of allowances in circulation (TNAC) is estimated by aggregating all EUAs, CERs and 
ERUs that have entered the market since 2008 and subtracting cumulated emissions in ETS sectors over 
the same timeframe. This number is published in May each year and amounted to 1.45 million 
allowances in 2021 (EC 2022a). If the total number of allowances on the market exceeds the upper 
threshold of 833 million allowances, 24% of the surplus allowances are placed into the MSR.  

                                                             
2  If businesses transfer their production or investment activity from one country with stringent climate policy to another with less stringent 

policy due to the costs related to these policies, this is referred to as carbon leakage. Under the EU ETS, allowances are handed out for 
free to those sectors deemed at risk of carbon leakage in order to reduce their carbon cost. 

3  The Commission proposed to include the maritime sector into the EU ETS from 2024 onwards. 
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If the TNAC falls below the lower threshold of 400 million allowances, 100 million allowances are 
released from the MSR. Both the withholding and release of allowances operate via changes to the 
auctioning calendar. 

Figure 2: TNAC and the hedging corridor 2018 - 2021 

 
Source: Cludius and Graichen (2022), EC (2019), EC (2020), EC (2021b), EC (2022a) 

At the end of 2021, 2.6 million allowances had been placed into the MSR (EC 2022a). This number is 
made up of the 900 million allowances that were back-loaded between 2014 and 2016 and then 
transferred to the MSR, unused allowances from the third trading period, as well as those allowances 
that were placed into the MSR between 2019 and 2021 due to the TNAC exceeding the upper threshold 
in the previous years. 

With the reform of the ETS for the fourth trading period (EU 2018), the MSR was significantly 
strengthened in particular by introducing a mechanism that cancels allowances in the reserve 
exceeding the previous year’s auctioning amount. This cancelling is set to start in 2024. 

2.3. The market for EU allowances, their derivates and options 
The physical products that are available under the EU ETS are EU Allowances (EUAs) and EU Aviation 
Allowances (EUAAs). The stationary sector and the aviation sector in the EU ETS have two separate caps. 
EUAs apply to the cap for the stationary sector, while EUAAs apply to the cap for the aviation sector. 
Since the beginning of the fourth trading period these two types of allowances are fully fungible. One 
EUA or EUAA entitles an installation or aircraft operator to emit 1 tCO2e4.  

 

                                                             
4  Other tradable units include certified emission reduction units (CERs), emission reduction units (ERUs), and voluntary offsets that reduce 

emissions outside of the regulatory frame. CERs and ERUs could be submitted to cover compliance under the EU ETS (first directly, then 
after exchanging them for EUAs). From 2021 onwards, no international units can be used for compliance in the EU ETS (EC 2022d). 
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A compliance year in the EU ETS runs from the 1st of January to the 31st of December. By the 30th of April 
of the following year, installations must submit allowances covering their emissions of the previous 
year. The majority of installations in the industry sector receive part of their allowances for free. If 
companies do not need their allowances in order to cover their emissions, they can either bank them 
for future emissions or sell them (Adelphi 2016).  

Box 1: The Union Registry  

 
Source: Authors’ own elaboration. 

In the fourth trading period, 55% of allowances are to be auctioned (EU 2018). Actual auctioned 
amounts are usually lower, since the MSR withholds allowances due to the prevailing surplus. 
Centralized auctions are held by the European Energy Exchange AG (EEX), at which EUAs are released 
along a predetermined calendar (Roques et al. 2022). A number of authorized market participants, 
including both compliance entities as well as other market actors, can apply for joining the auctions to 
make bids for EUAs and EUAAs (ESMA 2022a).  

There are several admission requirements to participate in the auctions, such as being based in the EU 
and owning an account within the Union Registry (see Box 1). Additional requirements for entering the 
auctions apply to investment firms, credit institutions, as well as other actors who join auctions to bid 
on behalf of their clients. In the time period from January 2021 to December 2021, the EEX auctions 
consisted of 48 participants, among those 34 non-financial actors and 14 financial actors (ESMA 2022a).  

The auction price for EUAs and EUAAs is established using a single-round uniform price auction. All 
bids are sorted by their offer price and all participants receive allowances for the uniform price in case 
the price they bid was higher than the final auctioning price. When bidding successfully, actors receive 
the allowances they have acquired into their account in the Union Registry. This is done via the 
accounts of European Commodity Clearing (ECC), who act as intermediaries in order to safeguard the 
transaction process. 

The Union Registry is a centralised electronic database of the EU ETS operated by the European 
Commission. It was introduced in the second trading period of the EU ETS, requiring all entities 
who participate in the ETS to open an account at the Registry (ESMA 2022). The Union Registry acts 
as a central site at which all information regarding allowances and account holders is recorded, 
including information about account holders, account balances, and physical EUA transactions 
(adelphi 2016). The Registry keeps track of the ownership of all allowances in its electronic 
accounts. It also records the verified CO2e emissions of compliance entities as well as the 
allowances surrendered to cover those. All physical transfers of allowances are recorded.  

Several types of accounts exist. Operator Holding Accounts are used by compliance entities to fulfil 
their compliance obligations. Trading Accounts are used for trading of EUAs and can be opened 
by both compliance as well as non-compliance entities. Omnibus Accounts are accounts of 
financial entities who trade on behalf of their clients who are compliance entities. ESMA points out 
that currently, the Registry cannot distinguish between omnibus and own accounts, and cannot 
identify the account holders of omnibus accounts. This contributes to unclarities regarding the 
identity and activities of some market participants. Information on the physical transfer of 
allowances is published with a three year delay and some issues exist with the consistency and 
user-friendliness of the publicly available data (Cludius and Betz 2020). 
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In addition to the auctions which are also called the “primary market”, secondary markets are used to 
trade EUAs, EUAAs and derivative contracts. Three types of derivative contracts exist: 

• Daily futures / spot contracts: These are contracts with daily expiration. The spot price is the 
current price of EUAs for current purchase, payment, and delivery on the market; 

• Futures contracts: These are contracts where buyers and sellers commit to buying or selling 
allowances at a future date. The contracts have various maturity dates, for instance, they can 
expire weekly, monthly, or yearly; and 

• Options on futures: These contracts give actors the right to buy or sell an EUA derivative 
contract at certain date for certain price. 

All of these derivative contracts have a standard contract size of 1000 EUAs (i.e., 1000 tCO2e). The 
trading of derivatives between market actors is performed via a Central Counter Party (CCP) account, 
which acts as an intermediary to safeguard the process. Main centralized trading venues for secondary 
markets of EUA derivatives are the EEX (based in Germany), the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE, based 
in the Netherlands) and Nasdaq Oslo (based in Norway). Out of the three, the ICE plays the most 
important role, holding around 85% of total gross positions. The remaining 15% are held by the EEX, 
with Nasdaq holding only a marginal number of positions (ESMA 2022a). 

In addition to trading on organised exchanges, such as the EEX and ICE, allowances and their 
derivatives can also be traded over-the-counter (OTC) (Oxera 2022). This describes the trading via 
privately negotiated contracts between market participants, traded outside of regulated trading 
platforms. Delivery of thus traded allowances or derivatives still occurs through the Union Registry. In 
some cases, financial institutions (e.g., brokers) can act as intermediaries in the OTC trading process of 
market participants (Oxera 2022). 

While OTC dominated trading in the very early stages of the ETS, the share of organised trades 
performed via centralised exchanges increased rapidly. Already at the end of the first trading period 
about 70% of all trading volume was traded on exchanges. The largest share of trades in the EU ETS 
occurs via exchanges in future markets (Quemin and Pahle 2022). OTC may still be interesting to some 
participants as it implies lower transaction costs compared to the trading via exchanges and may 
therefore create less financial entry barriers to trading for smaller trading entities.  

Trades via exchanges are associated with higher transaction and administrative costs, meaning they 
are only profitable for companies with higher annual trading volumes. Thus, most members of the 
exchanges are big utilities and financial institutions (Görlach et al. 2022). Although entry cost may be 
higher, trading via exchanges has a number of advantages (Oxera 2022):  

• Participants do not need to establish a prior relationship with their trading partners but can 
simply access the exchange platform to perform their trades;  

• Exchanges facilitate anonymous and bilateral trading. Orders are matched on a time-price 
basis, and no individual sellers or buyers are identified;  

• Exchanges attract a broader and more diverse group of participants, which contributes to 
increased liquidity in the market; and 

• Centralised trading platforms offer a transparent environment for exchanges, as all quotes and 
prices are accessible. This can contribute to making the ETS less susceptible to market 
manipulation. 
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2.4. Regulation of the market for EUAs 
In this report, we focus mainly on the stability of the market for EUAs and on the role that certain market 
actors or actions can have on that stability, e.g. via excessive speculation. While we refer to actions that 
are legal but could be regulated, a number of regulations exist that aim at preventing illegal actions on 
the market, such as fraud or money laundering. Some of these regulations also entail reporting 
requirements, the data of which are used also in the quantitative analysis (Section 4). 

The trading of EUAs and their derivatives is regulated by European legislation for financial markets 
(Roques et al. 2022). In the aftermath of the financial crisis in 2008, the EU has increased the regulatory 
scope of financial markets (Görlach et al. 2022). Furthermore, three EU-wide supervisory authorities 
were established, consisting of ESMA, the European Banking Authority (EBA), and the European 
Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA). These authorities are responsible for 
supervising financial markets in cooperation with the respective National Competent Authorities 
(NCAs) and have contributed to an increased number of guidelines and regulations among EU financial 
markets. 

The ETS has undergone many regulatory developments over the past trading periods. Specifically, 
directives have been revised, and new directives and regulations have been adopted to prevent market 
abuse and manipulation and to foster transparency. The current regulatory framework of the ETS 
includes (Oxera 2022): 

• The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive and Regulation (MiFID II and MiFIR); 

• The EU Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) and European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR); 
and 

• Further measures (i.e., the Directive on Criminal Sanctions for Market Abuse, the Anti-Money 
Laundering Directive). 

MiFID II & MiFIR 

The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) was adopted in 2007, with its revised version 
MiFID II being in force since 2018. It serves as a directive for Member States, which is then incorporated 
into national law (Görlach et al. 2022). As allowances are considered financial elements under MIFID II, 
they are subject to weekly or daily position reporting (Oxera 2022). Trades of EUAs and their derivatives 
must be reported to the respective National Competent Authorities (NCA), as the transaction data 
allows NCAs to monitor the ETS market. However, there are no position reports required for OTC trades, 
EUAAs, daily futures on EUAs, options on EUA futures, and EUA futures traded on Nasdaq Oslo.  

The MIFID II disclosure and notification obligations apply to investment firms and market operators 
who operate trading venues (Görlach et al. 2022) and investment firms must employ risk management 
policies and procedures (ESMA 2022a). Further requirements for algorithmic trading apply, which refers 
to automated trading based on pre-determined algorithms. As emission allowances are not classified 
as commodity derivatives, no position limits and position management controls are applicable. 

The MiFID I already covered most transactions regarding derivatives. The revised MiFID II extends its 
scope to the spot market. Furthermore, more detailed positions reporting requirements are included, 
emissions allowances are considered a separate category under pre- and post-transparency 
obligations, and more derivative contracts of emissions allowances are covered by the directive. 

The MiFIR supplements the MiFID II. Since it is a regulation, it must be applied by MS directly. Thus, the 
MiFIR consists of rules for MS which are established alongside the MiFID II. 
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MAR & EMIR 

The EU Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) is a regulatory framework for EU financial markets, which 
imposes high fines for insider dealing, unlawful disclosures of insider information, and market 
manipulation (Oxera 2022). For instance, it is prohibited to place orders or enter transactions which 
give false or misleading information about supply and demand or bring the market price to an 
abnormal or artificial level. The MAR entered into force in 2014 and is applicable since 2016 (Görlach et 
al. 2022). As it is a regulation rather than a directive, it has immediate effects on all MS. It introduces a 
system of market surveillance, where separate rules for the activities of participants on primary auctions 
and secondary markets are set (ESMA 2022a). For instance, official trading venues, such as ICE and EEX, 
must employ measures which ensure a fair and orderly market functioning. Furthermore, by applying 
separate rules for issuers and intermediaries, abusive activities in the market should be prevented. The 
NCAs are in charge of enforcing as well as prosecuting breaches of the MAR. 

According to ESMA, several lines of defence against market manipulation specified in the MAR can be 
distinguished. First, on a firm level, arrangements, systems, and procedures must be implemented to 
detect trading activities which may be abusive and report these to the respective NCA. Thus, 
transactions and orders must be analysed, and alerts must be generated in case of any conspicuous 
activity. Second, market operators and investment firms which operate trading venues must have 
systems and procedures in place to prevent market abuse. Thus, they must execute structured market 
surveillance activities. For instance, EEX and ICE can perform position management activities and set 
interval price limits to prevent large price movements (Oxera 2022). Third, NCAs are in charge of the 
regulatory market surveillance. For instance, the Dutch Authority for Financial Markets monitors the 
ICE, as the trading platform is based in the Netherlands. NCAs may also combine trading information 
on an EU-level to generate automatic alerts of conspicuous activity. NCAs have the most authority 
among the three levels; for instance, they can take actions such as requesting the freezing of assets or 
suspending trading. They cooperate with each other as well as with ESMA. 

The MAR is specifically focussed on market abuse and insider trading (ESMA 2022a). Therefore, it does 
neither detect nor prevent those speculative activities which influence the price levels, but do not 
represent a violation of the MAR. Furthermore, only derivatives are fully covered by the MAR. Spot 
contracts, in contrast, are not considered financial instruments and thus, are not subject to the rules set 
by the MAR. 

The European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) aims at improving the transparency of trading 
by specifying reporting requirements for trades in EU financial markets. It obliges the reporting of 
information about the conclusion, modification, and termination of derivative contracts, both traded 
OTC as well as via centralised exchanges. Thereby, traders must report the contacts to the authorised 
trade repository, which makes the information accessible to ESMA. The EMIR was adopted in 2012. 
However, the regulation only considers emission allowances defined as financial instruments under 
MiFID II. Thus, alike the MAR, it does not cover the spot market for EUAs. 

Further measures 

Two further regulatory measures are cited in the literature in the context of the ETS (e.g., Görlach et al. 
2022). First, the Directive on Criminal Sanctions for Market Abuse complements the MAR in specifying 
minimum rules for sanctions in case of violations of the MAR. Entering into force in 2014, it established 
insider dealing and market manipulation to be considered a criminal offense in EU financial markets. 
Second, the Anti-Money Laundering Directive aims at preventing the financial system being used for 
criminal activities, specifically, money laundering and terrorist financing. It entered into force in 2015 
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and aims at ensuring the transparency of trades. It requires the identification of traders and origins of 
money transfers and thus predominantly targets credit and financial institutions. 
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3. ROLE OF FINANCIALS ON THE MARKET FOR EUAS 
There are a large variety of actors active on the EU ETS market and they often carry out multiple 
functions. In this section, we introduce the roles of financial actors on commodity markets in general 
and then investigate the main actors on the market for EUAs including compliance entities. We provide 
an overview of how these may be defined and categorised to demonstrate that this is not always 
straightforward. This is important for further considerations related to the regulation of the market or 
individual actors, which we discuss in Section 5.2. We also focus on the different types of actions that 
financial and other actors undertake on the market and finish by summing up insights from the 
literature related to the incidence financial actors have on market stability and allowance price 
dynamics. 

3.1. Financial actors and their roles in commodity markets 
Within the last few decades, there has been an increased financialisation of commodity markets 
(Quemin and Pahle 2022). This process can be observed in the market for emission allowances as well, 
particularly in the EU. ETS markets are somewhat unique in comparison to other commodity markets 
because they are politically designed markets that should work towards climate goals. The EU ETS has 
a clear political ambition and questions remain about how to regulate the market. Should it be treated 
like a ”regular” market or be treated differently because of its political nature and the fundamental 
function fulfils? 

ESMA (2022a) draws some parallels between ETS markets and other markets. For example, position 
limits apply to agricultural commodity derivatives, since the commodity (i.e., food) is a basic and 
necessary good for humans. When discussing position limits for EUAs, ESMA writes that it could be 
argued that the ETS is just as vital for humans as it aims at lowering CO2 emissions and protecting the 
climate and livelihood of all humans. 

Overall, the way that the EU ETS should or should not be regulated is often a question of fundamental 
opinions of the function and role of this particular market in relation to other markets. Interviewees 
mentioned that, fundamentally, the decision to what extent a further regulation of the market is 
necessary depends on what is seen as the main goal of the market for EUAs: 

• Drive cost-efficiency in the EU ETS (narrow scope) or 

• Promote wider economic efficiency (wider scope). 
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3.2. Actors on the market for EUAs 
The actors on the market for EUAs can broadly be grouped into compliance entities and financial actors 
(Figure 3). Compliance entities must participate in the ETS and surrender allowances covering their 
emissions. Both large and smaller emitters are included, which can broadly be divided into utilities, 
industrial installations, and aircraft operators. In Figure 3 we focus on the stationary sector i.e., utilities 
and industrials. 

Figure 3: Overview of actors on the market for EUAs 

 
Source: Own figure based on Görlach et al. (2022), Oxera (2022), Roques et al. (2022), and Quemin and Pahle (2022). 

3.2.1. Compliance entities 

Compliance entities can trade both to meet their compliance obligations as well as for their own profit. 
Most utilities have been subject to full EUA auctioning since 2013 and are proactive in their trading and 
hedging activities. Their hedging activities are usually related to forward sales of electricity (typically 
over a 3-year period). Industrial actors have more diverse hedging strategies that depend on the sector 
and they have less incentive to be active on the market, because they still receive free allocations of 
EUAs.   

Amongst compliance entities, larger companies and larger emitters are more likely to participate in the 
carbon market (Abrell et al. 2021). There are generally more benefits for these actors than costs for 
participating in the market and since they are usually already involved in other markets (e.g., the 
electricity market) they already have an established trading infrastructure in place (Görlach et al, 2022). 
This makes it easier for these actors to engage with the carbon market.  

Evidence from the first, second and third trading period suggests that the majority of compliance 
entities on the carbon market are passive and only a small number of emitters are very active in the 
carbon market (Görlach et al. 2022; Cludius and Betz 2020). For instance, a survey conducted by 
KfW/ZEW reports that only two thirds of German emitters actually planned to trade at all on the market 
in 2014 (Görlach et al. 2022).  

What is more, companies who receive more allowances by free allocation compared to their emissions 
(net sellers) are less active than companies whose freely allocated allowances are below their emissions 
(net buyers) (Abrell et al. 2021). This points to a discrepancy between the actual or perceived 
opportunity costs of holding allowances – while net buyers are motivated to acquire allowances to 
avoid non-compliance and related penalties, net sellers may perceive the holding of allowances to 
prevent penalties in the future as more valuable than potential gains from trading activities.  

    Compliance  

       Entities 
Utilities Industrials 

    Financial  
        Actors 

Intermediaries 

e.g. banks, credit institutions, 
brokers, investment firms 

Speculators & Investors 

e.g. hedge/pension funds, 
trusts, retail investors 
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In an analysis of companies’ trading behaviour between 2005-2014, we also see an increase in the 
trading activity of larger companies from the first to the second and third trading periods.  

Small companies on the other hand, generally benefit less from the trades in the carbon market and 
are hence less actively involved in the market (Görlach et al. 2022). This is due to relatively high 
transaction costs in the ETS creating entry barriers for smaller trading entities. Transaction costs include 
direct costs, such as payments for brokerage and exchange membership fees, indirect costs e.g., costs 
for information gathering, bargaining, and internal decision making, but there are also costs for writing 
and enforcing contracts (Baudry et al. 2021; Jaraitė-Kažukauskė and Kažukauskas 2015). The higher the 
transaction costs, the harder it is for companies to participate in the market. Transaction costs were 
found to decrease with larger trading experience (Jaraitė-Kažukauskė and Kažukauskas 2015), making 
smaller companies and companies with fewer installations less likely to participate as they experience 
larger barriers to market entry (Abrell et al. 2021). Smaller companies with smaller trading volumes are 
also more likely to trade via intermediaries such as banks (Cludius and Betz 2020). In general, the more 
liquidity there is in a market, the lower the transaction costs as liquidity is a proxy for the ease and 
speed with which assets in a market can be bought and sold. Financial actors play an important role in 
supporting the liquidity of the EU ETS market (Roques et al. 2022).  

The remaining information asymmetries between different market actors – but also between policy 
makers / regulators and market actors could be tackled by dedicated measures. One such measure that 
could reduce the costs of information gathering, is the publication of regular market monitoring 
reports available to all market participants and stakeholders. This is standard practice in the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). See Annex 3 for an example of a RGGI market report. 

3.2.2. Types of financial actors and their role on the market for EUAs 

Around 65% of the actors in the secondary market for EUAs are financial actors (Roques et al. 2022). 
The majority of these financial actors act as intermediaries and generally include banks, credit 
institutions, investment firms as well as brokers (Quemin and Pahle 2022; Roques et al. 2022) (see also 
Figure 3). Financial intermediaries support compliance entities in their access to trading venues and 
act as their counterparty for trading on future markets (Görlach et al. 2022; Roques et al. 2022). Besides 
selling forward or future contracts, banks also act as intermediaries at exchanges trading allowances 
for smaller emitters for whom it is not attractive or possible to gain access to the trading venues 
themselves (Görlach et al. 2022). These financial actors are generally understood to provide an 
important liquidity-providing role (Quemin and Pahle 2022). 

Proprietary traders such as hedge/pension funds, trusts, or retail investors are also active on the market 
and trade exclusively and independently for profit. They seek either short-term profit or long-term 
investments and are understood to be speculators and investors on the market. While there has always 
been some speculation on the market for EUAs, this group generally entered the market after 2017-18 
when EUA prices started to rise, and new possibilities emerged for making profits from price increases 
and price changes in general. These new actors include long-term investors wanting to “green” their 
portfolio, but also some speculative players (see also Figure 3) (Quemin and Pahle 2022).  

The way different types of financial actors are classified in the literature sometimes differs or overlaps. 
Table 1 therefore gives an overview of the different financial actors and their actions as classified in the 
literature. 
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Table 1: Overview of financial actors in the literature  

Source Actor Description 

ESMA (2022a) 

Investment firms or credit 
institutions 

Hold mainly short positions to trade with compliance 
entities, trade on behalf of clients, tend to trade futures of 

all maturities 

Investment funds 

Managing funds for collective or alternative investments, 
tend to trade futures with maturity of less than 1 year, trade 

more options (compared to investment firms and credit 
institutions), many of them participate in the ETS, but the 
volume traded and positions taken are small compared to 

other actors 

Other financial 
institutions 

Includes insurance and reinsurance companies, institutions 
for occupational retirement provision 

Quemin and 
Pahle (2022) 

Intermediaries (banks, 
credit institutions, 

brokers, investment firms) 

“Market makers” and service providers for trading and 
hedging of compliance entities, they trade and take 

positions on behalf of their clients, provide liquidity to 
market, counterparties for compliance entities (they buy 
physical EUAs, carry them and sell futures to compliance 

entities), they might also trade on their own behalf to earn 
profits 

Speculators and investors 
(hedge/ pension funds, 
trusts, retail investors) 

Many new market actors of this kind in recent years, long-
term investors who want to “green” their portfolio (buy-
and-hold strategy), speculative actors who want to make 

gains from short-term price variation, direct (EUAs, 
derivatives) and indirect (e.g., exchange-traded funds) 

investments 

Roques et al. 
(2022) 

Categorisation is adapted from Quemin and Pahle (2022) 

Görlach et al. 
(2022) 

Service providers (retail/ 
investment banks, 

institutional investors 
(insurance companies/ 
pension funds), brokers 

Provide services to compliance entities, predominantly 
function as intermediaries (buy/ sell allowances for their 

customers, facilitate the trading of allowances) 

Proprietary traders 
(commodity trading 

houses) 

Trade independently for their own profit, take own risks, 
profit from speculative trading or from time spreads 

between the prices on the spot market and the prices of 
future and forward contracts 

Oxera (2022) 

Investment firms or credit 
institutions (e.g., banks) 

“Market makers”, provide market access for compliance 
entities, take long and short positions, perform carry trades 

(buy EUAs, sell EUA futures) 

Investment funds (e.g., 
ETFs, pension funds) 

Carbon as asset class, hedge against inflation risks, see 
diversification of portfolio since carbon shows low 

correlation to traditional asset classes, predominantly trade 
futures 

Other trading houses 
(e.g., algorithmic trading 

firms, commodity traders) 

“Market makers”, seek arbitrage opportunities, take 
positions (long and short) 

Source: Authors’ own elaboration. 
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Financial trading plays an important role in price discovery, as it ensures that information about supply 
and demand of EUAs is quickly reflected in their prices (Roques et al. 2022; Cludius and Betz 2020). This 
is confirmed by Quemin and Pahle (2022) who note that the participation of financial actors in the 
market is necessary to provide liquidity to the market, lower transaction costs, improve price discovery 
and act as counterparties for futures and forwards to compliance entities. In fact, on markets that did 
not allow financial actors to trade at all, for example in South Korea, there was very low liquidity as 
trading was very limited (see section 5.2.3 for a discussion on the exclusion of financial actors). 

On the other hand, financial actors can drive excessive speculation and lead to market destabilisation 
through increased price volatility or price bubbles. In turn, there is then a possibility that financial 
trading determines prices, rather than market fundamentals related to the supply of EUAs determined 
by the cap and verified emissions. We are going to explore these issues further in the following sections. 

3.3. Actions on the market for EUAs 
As outlined above, while some actors may be more likely to carry out certain actions on the market, 
actions cannot be exclusively attributed to certain actors. A recurring point in the interviews was 
therefore that regulation may have to focus on certain actions rather than actors.  

In this subsection, we provide an overview of the main actions that can be taken on the market for 
EUAs. Table 2 provides a general overview. Typical actions relate to buying or selling allowances on the 
spot market in order to acquire allowances for compliance, selling excess allowances or intermediating 
for compliance entities. On the market for EUA derivates, compliance entities buy future or forward in 
order to cover (a share) of their future emissions, while financial actors offer these forwards or futures 
in order to earn a risk premium. Finally, both large compliance entities and financial actors take part in 
speculative activities on the derivates market trading on their own account and hoping to make profits.  

It becomes clear, therefore, that it is not always easy to clearly attribute certain actions to certain actors. 
Speculation is carried out both by large compliance entities and financial actors. 

Table 2: Overview of financial trading activities on the EU ETS market 

EUA Spot EUA derivatives 

Direct purchase Hedging Speculation 

Goal of compliance entities: 
covering emissions, selling 

excess allowance 

Goal of compliance entities: 
covering future emissions 

Goal of large compliance 
entities and financial actors: 

making profits by own account 
trading 

Goal of financial actors: 
acting as intermediaries for 

compliance entities and earn a 
profit 

Goal of financial actors: 
offering forwards or futures 

and earning the risk premium, 
intermediating 

Source: Authors’ own elaboration. 

Similarly, it is also very difficult to clearly distinguish between what constitutes hedging and what can 
be classified as speculation. All participants in the market have a strategy that should somehow 
maximise gains from trading. As part of their hedging strategy compliance entities have to speculate 
about the development of the prices in the future. Similarly, a hedging position would be adjusted 
following particular changes in the price of EUAs or the price volatility. Interviewees implied that 
defining what constitutes excessive speculation is rather a political decision than something that can 
clearly be defined using a certain indicator.  
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Or rather: the values a certain indicator would have to achieve would be based on a political decision 
– much like the decision regarding the size of the MSR’s hedging corridor (cf. Section 2.2). 

Keeping these limitations regarding a classification in mind, we describe what is traditionally 
understood as hedging vs. speculation in the following: 

• Hedging is one of the most important motives for trading on the market for EUAs, because it 
serves as a risk-management strategy for companies in the market. Compliance entities buy 
emission permits in advance by buying future or forward contracts. This stabilizes their overall 
profits and ensures that they will have sufficient EUAs for covering their emissions, since they 
have a certain number of allowances available at this future date. Thus, hedging is in line with 
the environmental purpose of the ETS, as it reflects how emitters manage their emissions 
(Quemin and Pahle 2022). It is usually financial actors and in particular banks that sell future or 
forward contracts. They sell these contracts with a risk premium (Tietjen et al. 2021). As they 
have more liquidity available, they are better placed to offer hedging products than other 
entities; and  

• When actors speculate on the market, they hope to gain financial profits from expected price 
changes. As outlined above, both large compliance entities and financial actors engage in 
speculation. Speculation is an important driver of price development. For example, price 
increases after reforms of the carbon market are the results of trading activities of speculative 
investors at large compliance entities, banks or hedge funds, who enter a position in 
anticipation of the effect that the reform will have on the price (Friedrich et al., 2020). This 
speculation is triggered therefore by anticipated future scarcity of allowances. When the MSR 
was introduced and the reform of the ETS for the fourth trading period announced such price 
shifts could be observed. The same is true for the period following the adoption of the EU 
Climate Law (cf. also Section 4.1). Speculation in and of itself is not automatically detrimental. 
It can also lead to a re-adjustment of the market to market fundamentals. Only if speculation 
drives prices outside of what could be expected from market fundamentals is it of concern 
(Quemin and Pahle 2022). In fact, if compliance entities take a rather short-sighted view 
(Quemin and Trotignon 2021), speculation by actors with a more long-term view can have a 
balancing effect. 

The literature generally distinguishes short- and long-term speculation. Quemin and Pahle 
(2022) note that short-term speculation, especially when carried out via high-frequency 
trading, could be of concern as it creates “noise” on the market and links the EUA market to 
other markets where certain algorithms also operate. While there does not seem to be a 
consensus on whether or not short-term (high-frequency) speculation poses a problem, there 
seems to be more of a consensus regarding the potentially detrimental effects of long-term 
speculation and so called buy-and-hold strategies both in the literature (Vivid Economics 2021; 
Quemin and Pahle 2022) and interviews. 

3.4. The incidence of financials on price stability and price dynamics  
Several studies have argued that the structural characteristics of the EU ETS are susceptive to 
speculative trading (Roques et al. 2022). First, there is an inelasticity of supply. The number of 
allowances that are absorbed and released by the MSR is determined once per year, meaning that any 
unexpected shocks during the year can lead to high price volatility. There is also an inherent 
uncertainty in the EU ETS over long-term commitments, as new reforms that change the function of 
the market come up regularly. Quemin and Pahle (2022) confirm this by adding that in political markets, 
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the availability and value of the asset is determined politically rather than strictly related to the actual 
physical availability of the asset. Indeed, some literature suggests that in the past, reforms triggered 
market participants into speculations about price impacts of the reform, which can lead to 
overreactions and a destabilization of the market (Friedrich et al, 2020). 

Out of the group of financial actors, the activities of speculators and investors in the EU ETS market who 
do not act as intermediaries but trade on their own behalf have come into particular focus when it 
comes to their influence on EUA price levels and price volatility (Quemin and Pahle 2022; Roques et al. 
2022). If price changes happen too rapidly and unrelated to developments in market fundamentals, 
compliance entities’ ability to predict future prices is compromised and the efficient functioning of the 
market is threatened (Willner & Perino, 2022). While high price volatility may be beneficial for 
speculators who gain profit from large price changes, they are detrimental for compliance entities who 
are reliant on their ability of purchasing and trading EUAs to offset their emissions (Jeszke and Lizak 
2021).  

When applying “buy-and-hold" strategies allowances are bought on the spot market and held for a 
long period of time. Investors or speculators can also “go long” in futures or forward markets, i.e. buy 
futures or forward contracts and holding those. If these actions take up a large share of the market, 
they may lead to a situation where the market is “squeezed” or “cornered” and not enough derivates 
or allowances are available for compliance entities to cover their hedging needs or emissions. Quemin 
and Pahle (2022) point out that the risk of such a market squeeze is increasing as the overall amount of 
available allowances decreases as the cap declines.  

If investment funds and other financial institutions have built up a large position, they could also rapidly 
exit the market and close their positions in response to macroeconomic events that require them to 
liquidise these assets (Quemin and Pahle 2022). This could further destabilise the EUA market by adding 
uncertainty and introducing more volatility, thus impacting the strength of the price signal for low 
carbon investments. 

There exists some disagreement in the literature and among experts as to: 

• How detrimental an increased involvement of financials in the market may be; and  

• Whether the market has already experienced such detrimental impacts and how likely it is to 
experience these impacts going forward 

The answer to the first question is based mainly on whether the benefits associated with the market 
participation of financials are viewed as more important than the associated risks. Table 3 lists both the 
benefits and risks associated with their participation in the market. 

Table 3: Benefits and risks of the involvement of financials in the EU ETS  

Benefits of market participation Associated risks 

Provide liquidity to the market 
Act as counterparties for trading of compliance 

entities (i.e., take short positions) 
Facilitate market entry for smaller compliance 

entities (i.e., trade on their behalf) 
Perform carry trades (buy physical EUAs, sell 

EUA futures) 

Rely on short-term speculation for profits: This 
can influence cross-market price volatility 

Make long-term investments (buy-and-hold 
strategy): This reduces the number of 

allowances on the market and can cause price 
drops if investors liquidise their allowances after 

some time 

Source: Authors’ own elaboration. 
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While more actors on the market make it more complex and predicting actual outcomes more difficult, 
more trading on the market means that prices adjust more quickly to market fundamentals. In that 
sense volatility can also be a sign of this adjustment process (Oxera 2022). Pyrka et al. (2022) argue that 
increased activities from financial institutions was one of the main reasons for EUA price increases in 
2021. On the other hand, financial actors that speculate on the market, provide more liquidity and/or 
more efficiency in forecasting future prices. This in turn can also lead to less volatility, which is 
consistent with findings from Wadud et al. (2021) and from Oxera (2022). They argue that financial 
actors play an important role in keeping the market liquid and that their activities do not necessarily 
lead to increased price volatility.  

Others argue that the role of financial actors should be considered within broader market contexts. 
Acceptable levels of financial speculation may be dependent on the maturity of the market (Roques et 
al. 2022). The EU ETS market is now established and more mature than in its early stages. While at the 
beginning of the market’s development it was most important to ensure liquidity (through allowing a 
broad and unlimited participation of financial actors), it is now critical to focus on sending a predictable 
price signal to encourage long-term investment decisions, which may require a closer monitoring of 
the activities of financial actors (Roques et al. 2022). 

Regarding the second question above, as to whether the detrimental impacts of financials on the 
market for EUAs could already be witnessed, Roques et al. (2022) argue that a growing number of 
investment funds active on the market for EUAs is correlated with increasing EUA prices. While this is 
the case (see also Section 5.2), correlation is not causation. It could also simply be the case that 
investment funds are attracted by rising prices in the market for EUAs. This was mentioned a number 
of times in our interviews. 

Roques et al. (2022) further argue that the price increase in 2018 was too high to be associated with 
market fundamentals and exhibited the characteristics of a price bubble. In the interviews it was 
mentioned that – to date – the volumes held by purely investive or speculative traders such as hedge 
funds are small. Too small to have a large impact on the price and that, in fact, they are price takers 
rather than makers. The question then is whether the price reaction observed in 2018 can be attributed 
to one kind of financial actor or rather to the reaction of the market as a whole, including, for example, 
compliance entities and intermediaries making assumptions about future developments and adjusting 
positions accordingly. 

Finally, Roques et al. (2022) summarise their market intelligence that the massive price drop after 
Russia’s invasion of the Ukraine can be traced back to a liquidation of speculative positions. It is possible 
that positions were liquidised because of fears that sanctions against Russia would prevent actors from 
doing so later, but this cannot be determined with certainty. On the other hand, evidence from 
interviews suggest that also utilities liquidized their positions in order to serve higher margin calls. 
Again, this points to the fact that the market as a whole influenced the price movement, and individual 
actors merely reacted to the movement. At the same time, the current macro-economic and political 
uncertainty regarding the ETS likely means that some of the (newer) speculative traders are more 
hesitant to act or even turn their back on the market. 

In the following section, we will examine these questions in more detail based on the most recent 
available data and relate our results back to those in the literature. 
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4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
In this section, we provide quantitative analysis on price and position data in order to investigate 
further the results from the literature with a special focus on the period March – September 2022. We 
update quantitative results from the ESMA report, as well as from Oxera (2022) and Quemin and Pahle 
(2022). 

In terms of an update of the analysis in the ESMA report, we can only update those sections for which 
data are publicly available. In particular, we can update ESMA’s findings on price dynamics and volatility 
(ESMA 2022a, Section 4.2) and their findings on the development of open positions of different types 
of market participants (ESMA 2022a, Section 4.3.6 and European Security and Markets Authority 2021, 
Section 4.2.3). The other data ESMA uses in their quantitative analysis is either confidential or 
proprietary. The analysis of price dynamics and volatility, as well as of open positions, is, however, the 
centrepiece of the argument related to the question of whether financials influence market stability.  

It has to be noted that ESMA presents a whole range of quantitative findings and then goes on to 
discuss whether results imply that financials destabilise the market. While this seems to be mostly 
based on expert judgement, Quemin and Pahle (2022) present possible indicators that could be used 
to formally determine whether excess speculation exists in the market for EUAs.  

4.1. Price dynamics and volatility  
In theory, the carbon price (and thus, the price of EUAs) reflects the price of the underlying market 
fundamentals (Oxera 2022). Thereby, it indicates the current and expected costs of carbon emission 
abatement (Roques et al. 2022). Thus, EUA prices are an important indicator of scarcity of allowances in 
the market (Perino and Willner 2022). As noted above, the actions of financials on the market have 
come into starker focus in particular related to the question of whether their actions influence price 
movements. In the following, we will further investigate this question. 

4.1.1. Spot prices 

An overview of the development of the EUA price between 2018 and 2022 is shown in Figure 4. The 
EUA spot price has increased considerably over the time period with the following key factors 
contributing to this observed trend:  
 

• Introduction of the Market Stability Reserve (MSR):  Given the expected supply cuts to allowances 
following the introduction of the MSR in January 2019, the EUA price increased significantly 
(i.e. rising from 8 EUR in January 2018 to 30 EUR in July 2019). In the same timeframe, reforms for 
the fourth trading period of the ETS were adopted, increasing ambition and further 
strengthening the MSR. Both speculative activities where market participants betted on rising 
prices and an increase in hedging positions in anticipation of this tightening of the market likely 
contributed to this trend; 

• Initial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic:  Initially the arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic resulted 
in a broad market sell off (i.e. EUA prices dropped from 23 EUR on the 12th of March 2020 to 15 EUR 
by the 18th of March 2020) due primarily to concerns about the likelihood of a sharp economic 
slowdown. However, the EUA price quickly rebounded from this initial low and exceeded 30 
EUR at several trading days throughout the rest of 2020;  

• Approval of the European Green Deal:  The proposal of more ambitious climate policies for 2030 
and 2050 increased the expectation amongst market participants of a tighter supply of 
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allowances in the future. Indeed, by the time the European Climate Law was adopted in June 
2021, which made the target of climate neutrality by 2050 legally binding, the EUA price had 
risen to around 50 EUR. 

Figure 4: EUA spot price trend between 2018 and 2022 

 
Source:  EEX Reports and own calculation. 

Note:  Red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report. 

• Longer term impact of COVID-19 pandemic:  Following the easing of lockdown restrictions, the 
opening up of the EU economy resulted in a huge surge in demand for natural gas at a time 
when the supply of natural gas was unable, for various reasons (i.e. such as depleted gas 
reserves after a colder than expected previous winter and suspicions that Russia was 
withholding natural gas exports to gain political influence), to meet the increased level of 
demand. The replacement of gas-fired energy production with coal became more financially 
viable due to increasing power prices as a result of heightened utility demand. As a 
consequence, carbon prices increased to over 80 EUR by the end of December 2021 as 
additional EUAs were purchased by utilities to cover the increased use of a more CO2 intensive 
fuel; 

• Russian invasion of Ukraine – As a consequence of the invasion of Ukraine by Russian forces, the 
EUA price experienced a sharp decline by over 30 % between the 23rd of February 2022 and the 
1st of March 2022. This may have reflected an expectation in the market that there would likely 
be a reduced need for EUAs due to a combination of possible gas supply disruptions, import 
bans and the risk of economic recession as a consequence of the Russian military aggression in 
Ukraine. The EUA price drop may also have reflected market participants closing positions in 
EUAs to meet elevated margin calls (see Box 2), for instance, for gas contracts (ESMA 2022a); 
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• Since the drop in prices in March 2022 EUA prices have somewhat recovered but are exhibiting 
high volatility. Interviewees have noted that – at the currently very high gas prices – it is hard, 
at present, to relate the observed prices back to market fundamentals. It seems to be the case 
that utilities hedge less due to an increase in uncertainty and more expensive hedging 
conditions. Investors and speculators also seem to be somewhat cautious. Uncertainty also 
exists around the mid- and long-term impacts of the REPowerEU package and its financing. By 
accelerating emission reductions, it could lead to a supply overhang on the market, which may 
already be anticipated by participants today. 

Box 2: Margin calls 

 
Source: Authors’ own elaboration. 

4.1.2. Forward curve 

An overview of the development of the forward curve between 2018 and 2022 for EUA futures with 
delivery ranging from December 2022 until December 2025 is shown in Figure 5 and is compared to 
the daily EUA spot price over the same time period. As is explained in the following, the forward curve 
is an important indicator of whether or not the market functions efficiently. 

The futures price of EUAs was consistently higher than the EUA spot price. This is referred to as the 
market being in “contango”. In theory, the spot price and the futures price should converge as the 
futures contract approaches maturity. Before they converge, the price difference between the two 
contracts can be explained by the opportunity cost of buying and holding the spot allowance. This 
“cost of carry” increases, for example, with rising interest rates. 

If the market is functioning efficiently, the current price for EUAs should reflect the expected future cost 
for achieving an additional ton of CO2 emission reduction. This is the case because allowances can be 
banked freely across periods. In practice, it is highly uncertain at what level this marginal reduction cost 
will be in the long term. In the short and medium term, and besides uncertainty, the level of trust placed 
in the climate commitment of policy makers also plays a role in determining the price (Oxera 2022). 

 

 

 

When purchasing securities, investors can rely on margin accounts, which are accounts allowing 
investors to borrow funds from a broker instead of purchasing securities with their own cash. The 
brokerage firm, in turn, charges interest on the margin funds. If purchased securities increase in 
value beyond the broker’s interest rate, investors will receive a higher total return. However, if 
securities decline in value, investors will incur a loss and on top of that, must pay back interest to 
the broker. Margin calls take place when the percentage of equity in an investor’s margin account 
falls below a certain maintenance margin level which is required by the broker. The broker then 
specifies a number of days until the investor must deposit additional cash or securities to offset 
the difference between the price of the security and the maintenance margin level. Thereby, the 
broker ensures that the investor’s equity and the value on the margin account rise at the least to 
the maintenance margin level. Margin calls usually signify that securities which are held on a 
margin account depreciated in value. However, they can also occur if a stock increases in price and 
investors who have sold the stock short incur losses. Margin calls are relatively more likely to 
happen during times of higher market volatility. 
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Figure 5:  Daily prices of EUA futures contracts with December expiry compared to EUA spot 
price 

 
Source:  EEX Reports and own calculation. 

Note:  Red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report. 

The spot and futures market prices are closely linked. However, more recently a divergence between 
the spot price and EUA futures has been observed during 2022 – especially after the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine. This divergence is even more clearly observed in Figure 6 where the spread between the 
December 2022 and December 2025 futures contracts is plotted both in absolute terms (blue line) and 
relative terms (green line). The spread has more than doubled in absolute terms in 2022 and currently 
stands at more than 12 EUR. In percentage terms, however, the spread observed in 2018-19 stood at a 
similar level as the spread that we observe in the market today.  

While the current spread is likely to reflect more recent increases in interest rates that increase the cost 
of carry of allowances, it is likely that the climate of uncertainty, as well as liquidity constraints of market 
actors play a role. The latter would lead to a situation where arbitrage opportunities cannot be taken 
advantage of simply because market actors cannot afford to do so. 
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Figure 6: Spread between Dec 2025 and Dec 2022 EUA futures contracts  

 
Source:  EEX Reports and own calculation. 

Figure 7 further illustrates these insights by plotting shifts in the forward curves for March 2018, March 
2021, March 2022, and September 2022. The steeper the slope, the higher the spread between the price 
of future contracts of different maturity. The September 2022 curve clearly has the steepest slope 
further indicating that the market may not function completely efficiently due to a number of 
constraints. 
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Figure 7: Shifts in the futures curve of EUA contracts with Dec expiry on EEX 

 
Source: EEX Reports and own calculation. 

4.1.3. Volatility 

When investigating a potentially detrimental role of financials on market stability, besides investigating 
whether their involvement may lead to a situation where prices are no longer determined by market 
fundamentals, researchers also look at their potential impact on volatility. On the one hand, without 
the liquidity generated by financial actors, volatility and prices would likely be higher (Roques et al. 
2022). If speculation becomes excessive, however, and disconnected from market fundamentals, this 
is potentially problematic as long-term investment decisions will be riskier since price volatility needs 
to be considered in investment calculations, thus hampering the efficient emission reduction role the 
ETS should play.  

Besides high volatility, i.e. price uncertainty over the longer term, Quemin and Pahle (2022) also caution 
against short-term intraday volatility. They refer to algorithmic trading which works across a number 
of commodity markets and introduces cross-market volatility and “noise”. They argue that this type of 
noise is not necessary for the main function of the EU ETS, i.e. cost-efficiently reducing emissions. While 
this was echoed in some interviews, other interview partners expressed the view that while actors that 
want to make profits from short-term price changes may be influenced by this noise, it generally should 
not be an issue for compliance entities.  

The ESMA report calculates that the historic volatility of EUAs traded from the 1st of January 2019 until 
the 31st of December 2021 was around 2.9% and this was considerably higher than for equities and 
government bonds with historic volatilities of 1.2% and 0.3% respectively for the same time period.  

Table 4 provides the original volatilities calculated in the ESMA report, with an update to include the 
shorter time period after the Russian invasion of Ukraine (see values in bold).  
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The ESMA report found that volatilities marginally increased for all indicators over two time periods 
between March 2018 and February 2022.  We have included an additional update to take into account 
the time period after the start of the Russian invasion in Ukraine and this indeed resulted in a larger 
increase in volatility across the three indicators. This strong increase, however, is mainly related to those 
days following the invasion on 24 February 2022. 

When including the most recent data but looking at a two-year timeframe (Table 5), only a small 
increase can be observed. Table 5 provides the three indicators of volatility for the time-period from 
mid-2018 to mid-2020 and mid-2020 to mid-2022.  

We therefore conclude that taking a more long-term view, aggregated volatility measures have so far 
not increased dramatically, and it remains to be seen how they will develop going forward. In the 
following, we will look at dynamic measures showing the development over time. 

Table 4:  Comparison of volatility indicators in the EUA future price based on ESMA time 
periods with an update for the period after the Russian invasion of Ukraine 

Timeframe Historical volatility Intraday volatility RS volatility 

Mar 2018 – Feb 2020 0.0253  0.0231  0.0206 

Mar 2020 – Feb 2022 0.0284  0.0251 0.0230 

Mar 2022 – July 2022 0.0305 0.0345 0.0363 

Source: EEX Reports and own calculation. 

Table 5: Comparison of volatility indicators in the EUA future price 2018 - 2022 

Timeframe Historical volatility Intraday volatility RS volatility 

01/09/18 – 31/08/20 0.0288 0.0257 0.0230 

01/09/20 – 31/08/22 0.0270 0.0259 0.0250 

Source: EEX Reports and own calculation. 

Note:  Please refer to Section 8.1 for a description of the methodology for estimating the different volatility measures. 

Figure 8 plots the 5-day rolling standard deviation of EUA futures from the beginning of 2018 until now. 
Although extreme values of historic volatility are visible in Figure 8 in September 2018, March 2020, 
December 2021 and March 2022 (refer to Section 4.1.1 for an explanation for these extreme values) – 
no upward trend in average volatility can be observed.  

This is further confirmed in Figure 9 for intraday volatilities.  
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Figure 8: Historical volatility (5 day rolling standard deviation) of EUA futures 

 

Figure 9: Intraday volatility of EUA futures  

 
Source (both figures): EEX Reports and own calculation. 

Note (both figures): Red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report. 
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Despite several metrics of volatility temporarily spiking to unprecedented levels during the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, these metrics returned within ranges observed in previous years. 
As noted above, it is difficult to even attribute individual spikes to price adjustments that are related to 
market fundamentals vs. potentially excessive volatility related to speculation. Evidence suggests that 
following the Russian invasion of Ukraine both were true. On the one hand, market participants 
responded to what they feared was a bleak outlook for the economy with a potential drop in emissions. 
On the other hand, there seems to be some intelligence that investors and speculators shed their 
positions due to uncertainty. Finally, there was another technical reason: Some market participants had 
to sell their positions in order to free up some liquidity that was needed elsewhere (e.g. to pay for higher 
margin calls, see above). 

4.2. Open positions 
The following analysis is based on information on trading positions compiled from the weekly ICE COT 
reports. It is important to be aware of the limitations of the data collected from these reports as the 
accuracy and completeness of the dataset has been previously critiqued in the literature (refer to 
Section 8.2 in the Annex for a more detailed description of the dataset used for the analysis in this 
section). Despite these limitations, information from these reports remains useful for understanding 
the dynamics of the market and the different trading behaviours of participants.   

4.2.1. Financial vs. non-financial actors 

Figure 10 shows the number of holders by type of counterparty of EUA derivative contracts traded on 
the ICE between January 2018 and September 2022. 

• Financials include: investment firms, investment funds or other financial institutions; and 

• Non-financials include: operators with compliance obligations under the ETS Directive and 
commercial undertakings.  

Overall, the number of financial participants holding positions in EUA derivates on the ICE has increased 
from around 200 in early 2018 to around 500 in September 2022. Similarly, the number of non-financial 
participants increased from around 100 to around 200 over the same period. Given that the number of 
holders increased for both financial and non-financial counterparties, there is not clear evidence that 
an increase in financial actors alone contributed to the considerable rise in the EUA price. This view was 
also supported during the interviews where it was mentioned that the correlation between the price 
increase and the number of investors/speculators in the market is likely due to increased prices 
attracting additional players and that it is rather unlikely that these new investors/speculators have 
influenced the price. This is further confirmed in the analysis of volumes held below. 
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Figure 10: Number of holders of EUA derivative contracts traded on ICE  

 
Source:  ESMA (2022) 

Note:  No data available between January 2021 until June 2021 from ESMA register. There also appears to have been a re-
categorisation whereby some firms previously classed as operators with obligations are now classed as commercial 
undertakings. The red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report. 

Figure 11 shows the magnitude of the long positions and short positions held according to participant 
type: 

• A long position means that the holder has bought a future, i.e. paid for a number of EUAs to be 
delivered at a future point in time, classically to hedge EUA price risks (e.g. utilities); and 

• A short position means that the holder has sold the future, i.e. has sold a number of allowances 
to be delivered in the future hoping to make a gain by selling the future a little more expensive 
than buying it (typically banks acting as hedging counterparties). 

This data shows that non-financial firms tend to hold long positions (i.e. light green), in contrast 
financial firms tend to hold short positions (i.e. dark red). This reflects the complementary roles of 
different actors within the expected functioning of the market, whereby non-financial entities buy EUA 
futures to hedge their carbon price exposure, while financial counterparties offer these futures. 
Positions that are likely not related to compliance activities and could be potentially detrimental to the 
market, are long positions (see explanation above) held by financials. These could be related to buy-
and-hold strategies. Similarly, non-financial short positions could be related to speculative activities by 
these entities (refer to Section 4.2.2 for further information).  

The number of positions held by both financial and non-financial actors follows an annual cycle, 
however, the overall magnitude of positions has remained broadly stable over the period  investigated 
and up until now (Oxera 2022).  
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This is true both of those positions related to risk-reducing compliance activities (non-financials long / 
financials short) and those activities potentially related to speculation (financials long / non-financials 
short). 

Figure 11: Commitment of traders based on ICE data for 2018 to 2022 

 
Source:  ESMA (2022b). 

Note: No data available between January 2021 until June 2021 from ESMA register. There also seems to have been a re-
categorisation whereby some firms that were previously defined as operators with obligations are now defined as 
commercial undertakings. The red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report. 

In fact, after the price drop and extreme volatility observed in February 2022, both long and short 
positions have generally decreased. This is in line with the observation above that positions were likely 
sold due to liquidity constraints and uncertainty. In general, utilities are hedging less than in the past 
as a consequence of higher compliance costs leading to more abatement in the power sector, lower 
emissions and therefore less exposure to carbon costs. National policies to phase out the use of coal 
power have also contributed to this decline in hedging demand from utilities across Europe. However, 
the declining trend that can be observed in Figure 11 may be offset by the hedging demand of 
industrial players. Although the hedging demand from industry is likely to be mixed due to the 
allocation of allowances for free varying by sector. Industrial sectors with banked allowances from 
previous trading phases may opt to simply hold on to these allowances rather than purchase EUA 
futures in order to protect against increasing compliance costs in the future. Going forward, it is to be 
expected that the volume of hedging should decline as the decarbonisation of the electricity sector 
progresses. If this process is accelerated due to new plans, such as REPowerEU, hedging needs could 
go down even faster (cf. Section 2.2). 
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4.2.2. Risk reducing actions and excessive speculation 
Within the weekly ICE COT reports, self-reported information is provided on the number of short and 
long positions that are held by the different types of counterparties as well as whether these positions 
are for risk reducing purposes or other purposes. Based upon this self-reported information, the 
following two indicators have been updated following a methodology previously applied by Quemin 
and Pahle (2021): 

• Net short vs long positions; and 

• Net other vs risk reducing positions. 

We assume in this analysis that risk reducing positions are more likely those related to compliance 
activities such as buying futures for hedging, while other positions are more likely related to activities 
where a gain from the market is to be generated. In order to derive the net positions, the aggregated 
long and short positions are deducted from each other, i.e. net short means that these counterparties 
hold more short than long positions while net long means they hold more long than short positions. If 
the size of positions is similar, they hold a similar amount of short and long positions. Similarly for risk 
reducing vs. other positions. 

Figure 12 shows the outcome of plotting these two indicators for each week over from 2018 to 2022 
for the five different types of counterparties.  

Quemin and Pahle (2021) classify the market behaviour of different types of counterparties by plotting 
these two indicators against each other as follows: 

• Investment firms are characterised by taking net short positions that are deemed as being for 
other purposes. In doing so, these financial actors play an important role in providing liquidity 
and acting as counterparties for hedges to, for example, utilities; 

• Operators with compliance obligations and commercial undertakings are both characterised by 
mainly taking net long positions that are classified as risk reducing and are therefore for the 
purposes of hedging potential EUA price risks; and 

• Investment funds and other financial institutions are mainly characterised as taking both short 
and long positions that may be for either risk reducing or other purposes. There is more 
uncertainty about the impact of these financial actors in the EUA market. As noted above, while 
these actors play an important role in price discovery, concerns relate to the potentially 
destabilising adoption of buy and hold strategies and liquidising net long positions for reasons 
beyond market fundamentals.  
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Figure 12:  Comparison of trading positions of the different trading counterparties between 
2018 and 2022 based on ICE data 

 
Source:  ESMA (2022b) and own calculation. 

As noted above, the extent to which “excessive” speculation beyond market fundamentals can be 
quantified is challenging to define as to a certain extent all participants speculate when trading in EUA 
derivatives, whether for hedging risk or for financial gain. However, the development of approaches 
such as the compilation of the “Working T-index" as a metric of “excess” speculation by Quemin and 
Pahle (2022) provides important insights when forming opinions on whether price volatility is being 
enhanced by financial actors and whether or not the benefits of such speculation offsets the potential 
negative consequences.  

Quemin and Pahle (2022) show that T-index values increased from around 50% to 90% of total hedging 
volumes from 2018 to 2020 and have fluctuated between 70% and 90% since then. Figure 13 provides 
our own update to this analysis by calculating the “Working T-Index" which is estimated based on the 
long other position held by participants in the market relative to the sum of both short and long risk 
reducing positions for all actors in total and for financial actors only. Our update shows a similar trend 
to Quemin and Pahle (2021) but also found that the T-index values have increased further and may 
even be in excess of 100% in 2022.  
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Figure 13:  Estimating the positions taken in excess of hedging need for all market actors and 
for financial actors only 

 
Source:  ESMA (2022b) 

Note:  Positions in excess of hedging is calculated based on ICE data by dividing the long other positions by the sum of 
short and long risk reducing positions. 

While we conclude that the total volume of speculation may not have gone up, this update provides 
some evidence that “excess” speculation is likely to have increased in recent years, especially in 
response to policy announcements and external shocks such as the Russian military aggression in 
Ukraine. Note that reduced hedging also plays a role in changes in this indicator as “excess” speculation 
is calculated related to aggregate hedging. Oxera (2022) further note that it may be hard to distinctly 
classify actions into risk-reducing and other as some actions may be related to hedging future carbon 
risks by participants as of yet not included in the ETS that are classified as other. 

The extent to which this “excess” speculation is due to the trading behaviour of financial actors is 
uncertain but Figure 13 does suggest that these financial actors may be influencing the upward trend 
observed in recent years. However, the analysis also shows that “excess” speculation also occurs as a 
result of the behaviour of non-financial actors. This finding represents a challenge to policy makers 
intending to prevent excessive speculation through regulation as it is very difficult to determine what 
constitutes “good” and “bad” speculation and at present there is not enough confidence in the 
underlying data collected in COT reports to reach a firm conclusion. More transparent evidence will 
need to be accurately and consistently collected from market participants in order to further address 
this question in the future.   
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5. INCREASING STABILITY ON THE MARKET FOR EUAS 
When considering options for market stability and controlling volatility on the market for EUAs, one 
should take into account that price dynamics are impacted by a number of factors (Figure 14): i) ETS 
design such as the cap, allocation rules and stability mechanisms such as the MSR ii) external 
developments, e.g. economic, geopolitical and iii) actions of participants on the market. While the 
second item of these, i.e. geopolitical, economic and other external factors generally cannot be 
controlled by ETS policy makers, the design of the ETS is controlled directly by policymakers, while the 
actions of market participants are controlled indirectly via regulation.  

Figure 14: Main influencing factors of prices and price movements on the market for EUAs 

 
Source: Authors’ own elaboration. 

In this section, we outline a number of measures that could be taken with regard to improving stability 
of the EUA market. In a first step, we discuss the different recommendations on the table to improve 
data availability and data quality which would facilitate the monitoring of the market (Section 5.1). In a 
next step, we look at mechanisms related to the regulation of financial actors or actions on the market 
(Section 5.2). In a final step, we discuss measures that are related to ETS design and the architecture of 
stability mechanisms, in particular the MSR and how these are related to concerns about market 
stability (Section 5.3). 

5.1. Mechanisms that increase transparency 
Mechanisms that increase transparency should ensure that both more comprehensive and better data 
is (more widely) available, but also that analysis based on this data (e.g. market reports) are being made 
available to all stakeholders, such as to reduce information asymmetries on the market, but also 
between market participants and policy makers. 
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ESMA outlines eight suggestions for policy measures to improve the monitoring, transparency, 
reporting, and market surveillance of the market for EUAs.  

• First, ESMA suggests extending the scope of position management controls. Under the MiFID II, 
any trading venue where commodity derivatives are traded must apply position management 
controls, for instance by recording information about the size and purpose of a position. ESMA 
recommends extending these controls to the ongoing monitoring of positions of every 
commodity derivative traded and setting accountability levels. Thereby, the trading venue can 
be alerted when a very large position is accumulated by a market participant;  

• Second, ESMA advises the further clarification of position reporting in emissions allowances. 
Currently, trading venues are required to publish weekly reports detailing the aggregate 
positions held by actors of various categories. Furthermore, the venues are required to provide 
the NCAs with a breakdown of positions held by all actors on their trading venue on a daily 
basis. However, according to ESMA there is some uncertainty under the MiFID II with regards 
to how positions should be reported. Therefore, ESMA suggests changing the Union Registry 
Regulation so that all owners of emission allowances can be identified. If this is done, the 
reporting requirements specified in the MiFID II could be removed. This can ensure the 
collection of more market information, and an improved tracking of market developments over 
time; 

• Third, there should be an improvement in granularity and consistency of weekly position 
reports. ESMA argues that more details in these reports are needed, as this is useful information 
for market participants. Furthermore, as we also experienced in our quantitative analysis, there 
are some difficulties and inconsistencies in the categorisation of market participants. Therefore, 
ESMA advises to publish both combined reports on open positions in futures and options on 
futures as well as open positions in futures only. Furthermore, some of the classification issues 
could be tackled by ensuring the consistent labelling of non-EU entities in the reports. 
Implementing such a measure can provide more detailed market information, which in turn 
improves market transparency; 

• Fourth, transparency calibrations are instruments for determining pre- and post-trade 
transparency defined in the MiFID II. ESMA suggests refining these instruments, entailing a 
recalibration of transparency thresholds for emission allowances and their derivatives;  

• Fifth, the transparency and reporting of OTC transactions should be improved. Currently the 
reporting of OTC transactions in spot emission allowances and OTC transactions in derivatives 
is out of the scope of MiFIR. This leads to unclarities in the reporting of trades of EUAs with 
expiry date up to three days, which compromises reporting consistency and transparency. 
Thus, on the one hand, ESMA advises to provide short-term guidance regarding the reporting 
of spot EUAs. On the other hand, in the long-term the scope and transparency of the MiFIR 
should be reviewed and extended. The implementation of this measure can improve the 
monitoring of the OTC market segment, contributing to both completeness as well as 
consistency of ETS market data; 

• Sixth, a tracking chain of transactions should be provided in the MiFIR regulatory reports. At 
the moment it is difficult to reconstruct transaction data, as data is aggregated over several 
clients. Furthermore, often either no identifiers are implemented, or identifiers are used 
incorrectly. Therefore, ESMA suggests the introduction of new identifiers and more clarity on 
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transaction data reporting. This can advance accuracy of monitoring as clear identifiers prevent 
the double-counting of data; 

• Seventh, ESMA requests the access to primary market transaction data. Currently, auctioning 
platforms are only required to report the buy side of every transaction. However, as the 
secondary market of EUA derivatives is highly interconnected with the primary market, it 
should be ensured that primary market reporting is done in a complete and transparent 
fashion. Information from the primary market, in turn, enables an effective monitoring of the 
secondary market. To this end, ESMA suggests adjusting the EU Auction Regulation in a way 
that NCAs and ESMA receive full information on all primary market transactions; and  

• Eighth, ESMA argues in favour of improving the Union Registry. Since 2012 all EU ETS 
operations are centralised in the Union Registry. ESMA advises to implement requirements for 
the identification of account holders so that all data in the Registry adheres to the same 
standards and structures used in the MiFID II and EMIR. A more complete and consistent market 
data pool can then be used for market surveillance and to maintain an orderly functioning of 
the ETS. 

ESMA arguably provides the most detailed information on how data availability, quality and 
transparency could be improved and almost all of the sources reviewed and all interviewees agree that 
this should be a number one priority, including Oxera (2022) and Quemin and Pahle (2022).  

Related to the COT reports that are self-reported, it would be important to clarify the definition of each 
counterparty type to remove inconsistencies in reporting and also tackle the incompleteness of data 
as in the recent data extract there is no information for the first half of 2021. Retroactive updates of the 
data also lead to uncertainty and an inability to monitor changes accurately over time. More guidance 
is likely needed to improve accuracy and consistency of the reports, especially with regards to the 
definitions of the existing reporting fields. Some form of oversight from an independent actor may help 
to improve confidence in the quality of reporting. 

Besides increasing the availability and quality of data, policy makers should also strive towards making 
market analysis available to all market participants and other stakeholders, thus reducing information 
asymmetries on the market (cf. Annex 3 where RGGI market reports are presented as an interesting 
example in this case). 

5.2. Regulation of financial actors or actions on the market 
ESMA (2022a) also discusses two regulatory measures, which it does not formulate as policy 
recommendations, but rather presents the benefits and disadvantages of these two options for further 
consideration. 

5.2.1. Imposing position limits  

Position limits are limits imposed on the number of shares or derivative contracts that a trader, a group 
of traders or investors can possess. By limiting entities in the number of positions they can hold, 
situations in which individual entities gain market control by acquiring a large number of allowances 
or derivatives of allowances can be prevented (ESMA 2022a), i.e. it is less likely that the market would 
be “cornered” or “squeezed.” Currently, position limits only apply to selected commodity derivatives, 
such as agricultural derivative contracts, and are not imposed in the EU ETS market. 
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ESMA details the following advantages to imposing position limits: 

• The finite supply of allowances makes the EU ETS market susceptible to market participants 
trying to establish a dominant position to corner the market. This susceptibility is enhanced by 
the continuing decrease in the supply of allowances as the cap is tightened; 

• It could be argued that the derivate market for EUAs is – similar to agricultural derivative market 
– a market of particular importance for the citizens of the EU, as its efficient functioning ensures 
that climate targets are met in the covered sectors; and 

• Prior experience from other markets indicates that position limits did not harm the efficient 
functioning of the market. Furthermore, some positions can be exempted from the limits, such 
as hedging positions by non-financial actors. 

However, ESMA (2022a) also cautions about some disadvantages which should be evaluated when 
considering position limits: 

• Imposing position limits will imply a major change to the current EUA derivates market, the full 
impacts of which are impossible to evaluate a priori; 

• Position limits restrict the ability of financial actors to exercise their full capacities of providing 
liquidity to the market and acting as counterparties for the trading of compliance entities. This, 
in turn, carries the risk of decreasing liquidity, which can increase price volatility and contribute 
to decreased market resilience; 

• There are already some measures currently in place which may make the introduction of 
position limits superfluous. For instance, there are daily auctions of allowances in which the 
auctioning platforms can limit the maximum number of allowances which entities can bid for. 
Furthermore, the free allocation of allowances, which will continue over the next years, 
guarantees the supply of allowances, even in the face of market domination of individual 
market participants; 

• Position limits imply higher costs and complexity for the trading of compliance entities. Seeing 
that there are currently only a few compliance entities that are particularly active in trading (cf. 
also Görlach et al. 2022; Betz and Schmidt 2015), the number of such active participants may 
even decrease when position limits are imposed; and 

• Position limits increase the complexity of regulation of the EU ETS market, as such limits require 
a determination of the number of allowances in circulation as well as the size of current 
positions of participants on a regular basis. 

ESMA (2022a) does not reach a final conclusion on the subject of position limits in the EU ETS market. 
Instead, the authors caution that the impact of such limits cannot be fully anticipated beforehand and 
highlight that longer in-depth analyses are needed to arrive at a balanced conclusion.  

ESMA, as well as other sources from the literature and interviewees conclude that it would be a 
challenge to set position limits “correctly” as a number of questions would have to be answered: 

• Would position limits apply to certain actors (e.g. financial operators only) or apply to all players 
on the market and provide exemptions for the risk reducing / hedging activities of compliance 
companies and their counterparties?; 

• How would the specifics of the EUA market and the changing market environment be taken 
into account? For example, if exemptions for hedging are set, how does one take into account 
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a change in aggregate hedging behaviour as observed after the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
and the following uncertainty on energy markets?; and 

• Should position limits apply to positions held in derivates or to positions of physical / spot 
market allowances? Who would then be responsible for setting those limits? The exchanges or 
the Commission in the Registry? What is possible from a legal point of view? 

While there seems to be some agreement that position limits could be a good solution to a potential 
market squeeze through certain trading activities, there is much less agreement on how easily those 
limits could be designed and whether they would have the desired effect – or may even prove 
detrimental to market liquidity. Oxera (2022) caution that position limits could restrict compliance 
entities in their ability to purchase EUA futures from financial intermediaries. What is more, a potential 
shift towards OTC transactions due to position limits could raise transaction costs and decrease the 
liquidity in the market. Jeszke and Lizak (2021), on the other hand, see position limits as a useful 
measure to prevent price volatility. 

The quantitative analysis implies that attempts to regulate excessive speculation are very challenging 
as all counterparties speculate to a certain extent and it may be hard to come up with a measure that 
prevents “excessive speculation” while preserving room for trading strategies and without creating a 
disincentive for financial actors to participate leading to potential liquidity concerns.  

Evidence from the interviews suggests that even the announcement that position limits could be 
considered has led to a situation where traders and investors are reluctant to act and cautious of 
building up position that would potentially be covered by these kinds of limits. 

5.2.2. Establishing an independent market authority 

In its report, ESMA (2022a) also evaluates the potential of establishing a centralized, independent 
market authority. ESMA notes that to date only one such authority exists in the EU, namely the Agency 
for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) who monitors the wholesale electricity market. While 
the market for EUAs can be considered a “very European market in nature” and a vital one at that – as 
it contributes to reaching the EU’s climate targets, ESMA does not reach a final conclusion on whether 
an independent market authority should be set up at the EU level but rather presents a number of 
arguments in favour and against. According to ESMA, the following arguments are in favour of setting 
up such an authority: 

• A centralised market authority can ensure that all market data is collected, ordered, and 
harmonised according to pre-defined standards. Once all data is consistent and compiled, a 
market surveillance software can be applied to generate alerts for cases of potential market 
manipulation. At the moment, several different and scattered datasets exist that are not always 
evaluated together. This applies, in particular to the data available to the National Competent 
Authorities (NCAs); 

• As manipulative behaviour in one part of the market can exert an influence on the market 
functioning as a whole, a centralised monitoring authority may be imperative to monitor the 
developments at a holistic level; and 

• Establishing a centralised market authority allows for exploring further options for cross-
market monitoring, such as in collaboration with ACER. By including other asset classes which 
correlate with EUAs, cross-market influences by trading behaviour in other markets can be 
counteracted. 
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Nevertheless, some potential downsides should be examined when considering the establishment of 
a centralised market authority in the EU ETS market: 

• The formation of a centralised market authority implies a major change to the structure of the 
market for EUAs. Thus, it should only be implemented if a failure of the current market 
surveillance authorities can clearly be identified; 

• A centralised market authority would make the market for EUAs even more complex by adding 
an additional layer of monitoring in addition to existing market surveillance instruments; and 

• After its formation, it will take some time to until the potential benefit of a centralised market 
authority for the market for EUAs can be evaluated. 

Currently, the market surveillance of EUAs is carried out by the three countries where active exchanges 
are located (the Netherlands, Germany, and Norway). As an interim step, ESMA advises that the 
collaboration on market surveillance between these three countries could be strengthened. ESMA also 
recommends establishing a way in which data can be exchanged between ACER and ESMA such as to 
better form a comprehensive view of the interrelated development of the EUAs and energy wholesale 
markets. 

The authors of the ESMA report also caution that while such centralised authority can help to monitor 
price manipulation, it cannot directly influence the price dynamics of EUAs and derivative contracts.  

5.2.3. Excluding financials from emissions trading 

Finally, the exclusion of financial actors from emissions trading is being discussed as a possible market 
regulation mechanism. Although the participation of financial actors is an established element of the 
EU ETS, other national ETS markets have sought to exclude or heavily regulate the participation of these 
actors in the market. Notably, the Korean Emissions Trading System (KETS), established in 2015, has had 
very limited participation of banks and investors in the market. In the KETS, carbon allowance credits 
are traded on the Korean Exchange (Korean Allowance Units - KAUs) and offset credits generated from 
emissions reduction projects traded over the counter (Korean Offset Credits - KOCs). Particularly during 
its first two phases of operation the KETS saw extreme liquidity problems in exchange trading (Etienne 
and Yu 2017). Only a few trades were executed on the first few days of the opening of the KETS, for 
example, and KAU trading ceased for 8 months before picking up again slightly. Offset credits, on the 
other hand, where traded at much higher price than carbon allowance credits and much more regularly 
and vigorously between offset-based project developers and regulated agents. Currently ten active 
brokerage companies in the OTC market account for a large portion of trading volume.  

Within its current third phase, the KETS has sought to introduce third party market participants to serve 
as a market buffer in the event of a thin market (Hyun and Oh 2015). Nonetheless, only four financial 
actors (including state and public banks), are included in the KETS market. The initial exclusion of 
financial actors can be linked to uncertainties and inexperience with risk management within emissions 
trading systems. There were fears over speculative activities of third parties which led to high entry 
barriers to ensure market stabilisation. As a result, however, the KETS is characterised by low market 
liquidity. This can be linked to high free allocations to compliance entities and the lack of forward prices 
in the market, but also to the lack of financial actors (Kuneman et al. 2020). The transactions of the KETS 
are strongly characterised by compliance-focused transactions and a strong preference to engage in 
OTC trading over spot trading. This produces market dynamics that could lead to the possibility of 
nearly zero trading activities (Hyun and Oh 2015). Kuneman et al. (2020) argue that including financial 
actors that engage in daily allowance trades could improve market liquidity, tackle the concertation of 
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sellers in the market, and reduce transaction costs by enabling the outsourcing of trading strategies 
from inexperienced or smaller compliance entities to financial actors.  

In the pilot phases and the gradual establishment of an ETS in China, financial actors will also be 
excluded initially, although the Draft Interim Regulations indicate that other actors outside of 
compliance entities may be allowed at a later stage (ICAP 2021).  

Although experiences with the exclusion of financials from the market are mixed at best (Kuneman et 
al. 2020; Hyun and Oh 2015), it is also being discussed for the EU ETS. The EP has brought this 
suggestion forward into the trialogue discussions (EP 2022). This would exclude all actors from the 
market that are not regulated entities with a possible exception for financial actors that trade on behalf 
of compliance entities. This is motivated by the recent price volatilities in the market and the suspicion 
that these may be linked to the speculative activities of financial actors on the market. As noted above, 
however, this link cannot be unequivocally established to date. Most of the literature, experts and 
stakeholders emphasise the detrimental impacts of a complete exclusion of financial actors. Consensus 
within the expert community is that excluding financial actors would lead to an extreme drop in the 
liquidity of the market and have negative impacts on the trading activities on the EU ETS. This is also 
what can be observed in the KETS, where financial actors are slowly being introduced to counteract the 
low liquidity of the market.  

What is more, we note above those potentially detrimental actions such as buy-and-hold strategies are 
not necessarily limited to certain actors. It is therefore likely that any regulation would have to target 
actions rather than actors (including exceptions for market actions that are related to fulfilling 
compliance obligations).    

5.3. Quantity- and price-based stability mechanisms 
Besides imposing financial market regulation in order to stabilise prices and prevent volatility, 
policymakers can also turn to design elements of the EU ETS itself to fulfil this function. 

5.3.1. Strengthening the MSR 

With the MSR, the EU ETS already has a quantity-based stability mechanism in place which was 
established in order to remove historic surplus in the market and stabilise the market going forward 
(see Section 2.2 for a discussion of the MSR). While the European Commission has put forward a number 
of suggestions regarding the reform of the MSR as part of the “Fit-for-55" package, it is unclear whether 
the MSR would really be fit to stabilise the market, in particular if emissions are lower than expected 
(Cludius and Graichen 2022; Zaklan et al. 2021).  

In contrast to one of the main concerns related to the actions of financials in the market – namely the 
build-up of excessive long positions that would lead to a possible supply shortage with associated risks, 
there is a real risk of another structural surplus being built up if the MSR is not reformed further. 
Dynamically declining thresholds of the hedging corridor is one of the most effective mechanisms in 
this regard (Cludius and Graichen 2022; Matthes 2022).  

Evidence from interviews suggest that the proposed financing of the REPowerEU package by 
auctioning EUAs from the MSR heightens concerns that there could be a supply overhang in a market 
where hedging positions are reduced, and financial investors become more cautious. What is more, a 
potential recession and the medium-term impacts of the REPowerEU package in reducing emissions 
by promoting renewables and efficiency could lead to a situation where there could be a significant 
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supply overhang on the market. Concerns over these developments may already be reflected in the 
current price level (see above).  

While there is some disagreement whether this would be a temporary phenomenon and be 
superseded by the increasingly ambitious cap in the medium and long term or indeed a long-term 
threat to the effectiveness of the EU ETS, there seems to be some agreement that a strong MSR that 
increases confidence that any excess supply would be taken up by the reserve is important for market 
functioning.  

Therefore, the suggestion of the EP to dynamically decrease the upper threshold of the MSR in line with 
the cap seems to be a very promising option, not only from a market stability point of view, but also 
from a purely technical perspective, as hedging needs have decreased since the introduction of the 
MSR and in particular following the invasion of Ukraine and are expected to decrease further going 
forward (Vivid Economics 2021 and evidence from interviews). 

The MSR is not without criticism with a number of researchers arguing that it actually increases price 
volatility in certain situations and arguing in favour of a price-based stability mechanism (Perino et al. 
2022; Tietjen et al. 2021; Quemin and Trotignon 2021; Jeszke and Lizak 2021; Friedrich et al. 2020). 
These will be explored in the next section. 

5.3.2. Introducing price-based measures 

Article 29a of the ETS Directive represents the only price-based stability element in this directive by 
specifying that an additional 100 million allowances can be released should prices more than triple in 
more than six consecutive months compared to the previous two years. However, Jeszke and Lizak 
(2021) argue that Article 29a in its current form is ineffective as it is unlikely to be triggered and gives 
room for price manipulation.  

Perino and Willner (2022) set out a number of principles that a price-based mechanism should adhere 
to and then go on to propose such a mechanism (the “Price Containment Mechanism”). The principles 
include: First, regulation should establish continuity by gradually adjusting the supply of EUAs. Second, 
market participants should be able to reliably predict the future prices of EUAs. Third, there should be 
symmetry between releasing allowances into the market and removing them from the market. Thus, 
any price stabilisation mechanism should ensure allowances to both be released as well as removed 
from the market in light of price spikes and price drops of EUAs, respectively. Fourth, any intervention 
should be synchronised with the current EUA supply. Fifth, price-based regulation needs to take into 
account the rate of inflation.  

The introduction of a price based mechanism such as a price corridor would most likely lead to a 
situation where the market is no longer interesting for speculators and investors, thus removing some 
of the threats discussed in this report. It would also provide a clear signal to investors. On the downside, 
there is a risk that the level of the price corridor is not in line with reduction targets. Interviewees also 
expressed the view that while price corridors provide a good signal for investors they do not necessarily 
lower volatility as the price can fluctuate freely within the corridor. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
Financial operators have been an important part of the market for EUAs since its inception in 2005 and 
are responsible for the largest trading volume on the market. They have performed a whole range of 
services beneficial to the market by intermediating for (smaller) compliance entities, providing market 
intelligence, engaging in market making activities and acting as counterparties for future trades used 
for hedging price risk by compliance entities. Due to the relatively low prices and uncertainty about 
future ambition, the market was arguably not a big target for speculative activities for a long time. Since 
prices have started picking up around 2017/18, however, a number of new financial players have 
become interested in the market, including those that want to generate gains from speculating. This 
new interest encompasses both short-term speculation and long-term speculation and investment.  

6.1. Overall results on potentially detrimental actions of financials 
There is a debate about whether short-term speculation and potentially ensuing short-term volatility 
poses a problem to the market. If it is carried out by algorithms also used on other markets, it can create 
a link between volatility on the market for EUAs and those other markets. Related to long-term 
speculation and in particular buy-and-hold strategies (“going long”) there is a consensus that if this 
happens at a major scale it could disrupt the market by i) squeezing the market and creating “price 
bubbles” when less and less allowances are available with a declining cap or ii) leading to sudden price 
drops if investors decide to liquidize their positions at a certain point in time. 

ESMA and other authors have however concluded that to date, the volumes held for long-term 
investment are rather small and that there is no definite trend regarding their level of involvement in 
the market. This is something we confirm with our quantitative analysis. The development of these 
investment strategies definitely remains an issue that should be closely monitored. 

It has to be stressed that potentially detrimental actions of financial actors are not characterised by 
rising price levels in general, but rather by price movements that are out of touch with market 
fundamentals or excessive volatility. 

6.2. Insights from the quantitative analysis updating ESMA’s findings 
The following key insights have been learnt from the quantitative analysis undertaken in this study to 
update key findings from the ESMA report and academic literature: 

• Since the drop in prices in March 2022, EUA prices have somewhat recovered but are exhibiting 
high volatility. Interviewees have noted that – at the currently very high gas prices – it is hard, 
at present, to relate the observed prices back to market fundamentals. It seems to be the case 
that utilities hedge less due to an increase in uncertainty and more expensive hedging 
conditions. Investors and speculators also seem to be somewhat cautious; 

• Over the course of 2022 we have observed a divergence in the spread of EUA futures compared 
to previous years. This likely reflects increased interest rates and financial constraints amongst 
actors that would otherwise make use of these arbitrage opportunities;  

• Despite several metrics of volatility (i.e. historical, intraday and RS volatilities) temporarily 
spiking to unprecedented levels at the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 
2022, these metrics returned within ranges observed in previous years. Indeed, the average 
trend of volatility over time has remained relatively stable despite several highly volatile events 
between 2018 and 2022. 
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• The number of financial and non-financial position holders of EUA derivatives has continued to 
grow in 2022 albeit at a slower rate than observed previously. Given that the number of holders 
increased for both financial and non-financial counterparties there is not clear evidence that 
an increase in financial actors alone contributed to the considerable rise in the EUA price; 

• The aggregate derivative positions held have been stable and have even declined since 
February 2022, reflecting both short-term financial constraints and uncertainty as well as 
declining hedging needs in the longer term; and 

• Based upon the updated “Working T-index" values that provides a metric for understanding 
excessive speculation, the share of speculation beyond compliance related trading has 
increased over time and continues to increase. The extent to which this “excess” speculation is 
due to the trading behaviour of financial actors is uncertain but our analysis does suggest that 
these financial actors may be influencing the upward trend observed in recent years. However, 
the analysis also shows that “excess” speculation also occurs as a result of the behaviour of non-
financial actors, making it difficult to differentiate between the speculation of different actors 
in the market from a regulatory perspective.   

6.3. Policy suggestions related to market regulation 
A definite recommendation stemming from both the literature and our own quantitative analysis 
relates to the improvement of data availability and data quality. Experts agree that the market is 
relatively non-transparent and that information asymmetries exist. Especially relevant to the 
quantitative analysis also carried out in this report is that the classifications in the weekly position 
reports are not clear, in part because they are self-reported, but also because some market participants 
can fall under two or more categories. There could be increased guidance on how reporting should be 
carried out, more categories could be introduced, and more frequent and detailed reporting take place, 
at least to competent authorities. 

ESMA (2022a) suggests a centralized approach to market monitoring and data collection through an 
independent market authority. This could enable harmonisation of data to detect early signs of 
market manipulation, for example. An authority could also be responsible for making information 
about the market available to all stakeholders. It, however, adds an additional layer of monitoring in 
addition to existing market surveillance instruments, and even if it is introduced it will take some time 
to until the potential benefit of a centralised market authority for the EU ETS market can be evaluated. 
Besides making monitoring of certain detrimental (but legal) trading strategies easier, better data 
availability and stronger market oversight are also beneficial for detecting criminal activity on the 
market. 

Direct regulation of financials on the market for EUAs, e.g. via position limits, should be considered, 
especially if there is a risk that the market is squeezed due to buy-and-hold strategies. However, 
position limits are challenging to design, and it could be difficult to impose these via the exchanges, as 
the EU bodies cannot regulate this directly in their existing frameworks. Some interviewees took the 
view that position limits could work well if they were well designed, but that designing them is a 
challenge. In a market with high volatility, it is difficult to determine what these limits should be based 
on. It is also important that activities related to hedging of compliance entities are exempted from 
position limits. At the same time, the difference between hedging and speculative activities is not clear 
cut, requiring a political decision on what constitutes speculation. However, even the announcement 
that position limits could be imposed and related monitoring of the market, could lead to a situation 
where actors do not build up long positions that are too large. 
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Excluding financials from the market altogether is generally seen as a step that would entail more 
risks than benefits at this stage, threatening market liquidity and price formation. 

6.4. Policy suggestions related to ETS design 
The general consensus is that the EUA price does largely follow market fundamentals and follows a 
price trajectory that is in line with the declining cap. Findings from both the literature and interviews 
imply that concerns about market stability should first and foremost be addressed via the ETS 
architecture (not financial market regulation). This can be achieved by i) designing a strong MSR that 
acts as a safeguard against an overshooting surplus or ii) introducing price controls, such as a price 
corridor.  

While critique of the MSR exists, it is nonetheless seen by many market actors as an important safeguard 
against an excessive surplus and therefore an important stability mechanism. It is therefore vital that 
the MSR is strengthened, the most effective mechanism being a reduction of the trigger levels over 
time. This is of even higher importance at a time when the Commission is considering using allowances 
from the MSR to finance the REPowerEU package. What is more, even from a technical perspective the 
so-called “hedging corridor” can be considered too generous, as many utilities have decreased their 
hedging positions since the start of 2022 due to increased prices and margins, as well as increased 
uncertainty.  

In fact, contrary to the concern that the market may be squeezed by long-term investment strategies, 
the current concern is rather that there could be a large surplus on the market due to changed 
investment and hedging strategies. This surplus may be compounded further if the REPowerEU 
package leads to additional emissions reductions not reflected in the cap of the ETS. 

The introduction of a price corridor would be the most direct and effective measure at controlling the 
price path – and would probably lead to a lot of speculators leaving the market as there would be little 
uncertainty left to speculate on. However, designing a price corridor entails the risk of setting it too 
high or – more likely – too low, thus impeding the achievement of climate goals. Volatility within the 
price corridor still remains. 

6.5. Final policy suggestions  
We put forward the following three main suggestions: 

• Push for an ambitious reform of the MSR, especially adopting dynamically declining trigger 
levels; 

• Work on increased transparency and market oversight related to the market for EUAs with 
a goal of both making more and data of better quality available and sharing market 
insights with all stakeholders. Setting up an independent market authority should be further 
examined to this end; and 

• Keep a close eye on developments on the market for EUAs, in particular related to long-term 
investment (buy-and-hold strategies) and consider imposing stricter regulations (e.g. 
position limits) in the future. 

Since it is likely that the EU will introduce a second trading system covering the buildings and transport 
sector (“ETS-2”), the allowance market in the EU is likely to grow significantly in the near future.  
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It is therefore important not only for the EU ETS but also for the planned ETS-2 to achieve a sustainable 
level of market stability and reliability without cutting off beneficial roles that are being played in the 
market, also by financial actors.  
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ANNEX 1 GUIDING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
Guiding interview questions related to the study “The role of financial operators in the ETS market and 
the incidence of their activities in determining the allowances price” carried out on behalf of the EP’s 
ITRE Committee. 

Block 1: Reactions to EU Parliament proposal to exclude financial actors from the EU ETS 

Background: The EU Parliament has proposed to exclude financial actors from the EU ETS (an exception 
could be financial entities trading on behalf of compliance actors). This stands in contrast to the 
Commission and Council positions. This is a reaction to the current price spikes in the allowance prices. 
The underlying assumption is that financial actors have played a part in driving these price spikes and 
that their activities therefore should be limited/excluded from the market.   

Question Follow-up 

How do financial actors influence the prices in 
the market? 

Does their activity play a role in the recent price 
spikes? 

What is your view on the proposal of the EU 
parliament to exclude financial actors from the 

market/ limit their activity in the market? 

If no total ban, should their activity be limited? If 
so, in what way? 

What is your view on the proposal of the EU 
parliament to exclude financial actors from the 

market/ limit their activity in the market? 

If no total ban, should their activity be limited? If 
so, in what way? 

In the political debate, who seems to be more / 
less critical of financials and their actions on the 

market for EUAs? 

 

What are potentially detrimental actions that 
financials carry out on the market for EUAs?  

Short-term high frequency trading --> noise? 
Long-term buy-and-hold strategies --> 

potentially squeezing the market? 

Do other market actors, e.g. large compliance 
entities with trading experience also carry out 

some of these actions? 

If squeezing the market is a concern: Do you see 
a problem for regulated entities to hedge their 

risk going forward?  

Are there other options to hedge carbon risk for 
compliance entities than to buy EUAs? 

Do you agree with ESMA's findings from March 
2022? I.e. that the market should for now 

operate as it stands and position limits and a 
centralised market monitoring be introduced? 

Did ESMA have all the data and information at 
its disposal to draw sound conclusions? How 
could market transparency be improved? Is 
there a need for improvement? What about 

information asymmetries? 

What other - possibly non-financial-market - 
measures could be taken to mitigate volatility 

risk? 

E.g. price corridor? 
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Block 2: Reactions & reflections on developments in the wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine  

Background: Geopolitical developments in the wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine have resulted in 
prices shocks across various (financial) markets (e.g. gas, oil, carbon markets) and in uncertainties for 
firms. We investigate the effect these external pressures have on financial actors and their activities on 
the EU ETS.    

Question Follow-up 

How is the activity of financial actors impacted 
by recent price shocks (anecdotal evidence of 

liquidation of positions to serve margins on 
other contracts)? 

And how did this impact the market in general? 

What about impacts on compliance entities that 
are very active in trading? 

 

Do recent developments provide a stronger 
basis for regulating financials / financial 

activities more strongly? 

 

How is the activity of financial actors impacted 
by recent price shocks (anecdotal evidence of 

liquidation of positions to serve margins on 
other contracts)? 

And how did this impact the market in general? 

What about impacts on compliance entities that 
are very active in trading? 

 

 

Block 3: Background on financial actors and their activities on the market  
Background: A comprehensive review of the existing literature has given insights into financial actors 
on the EU ETS, but insights into who these actors are and their activities remains partial.   

Question Follow-up 

Who are the "big players" on the carbon market 
(in terms of financial actors?)  

Want to know examples of big firms, what types 
of firms (banks or specifically investment firms, 

for example)? 

What kinds of activities do these firms 
undertake? 

Do financial actors generally bundle their 
activities or are there actors who only broker or 

only invest, for example?  

What kind of market share do these "big 
players" have? 

And can the market share of activities (for 
example investing, brokering, etc.) be 

determined?  

Are there any new financial actors or activities 
that have become more prominent in the last 

two years?  

Or maybe actors who are no longer as active on 
the market? Is this a concern? 

How transparent is the market? What could be 
done to increase transparency if necessary? 

What about the suggestions on increased 
transparency by ESMA, i.e. position 

management controls, clarification in reporting 
positions, higher transparency in OTC 

transactions, … 

What do you expect in 5, 10, 20 years from now?  
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ANNEX 2 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Prices and volatility 

Information on prices and volatility were compiled from data contained within EEX reports that 
provide market information for each trading day such as: 

• EUA spot price; and 
• EUA future price:  

o Delivery Period 
o Open price 
o High price 
o Low price 
o Last price 
o Settlement price 
o Exchange volume EUA 

Information on EUA spot price developments compared to the price of EUA futures were simply 
illustrated in a series of graphs based on the original data and processed to highlight certain trends 
that were observed in the time series. However, for the presentation of graphs on different types of 
volatility it was necessary to replicate the calculation of three indicators of volatility applied by ESMA 
(2022a). The way of calculating these volatilities is briefly explained in the following sub-sections. We 
directly follow the methods applied in ESMA (2022a)   

Historic volatility 

Historic volatility is calculated as the rolling 5-day standard deviation of daily returns. This was 
calculated based on fluctuations in the daily settlement price provided by the EEX for an EUA future 
with an expiry date in the December of that same corresponding year. 

Intraday volatility 

As ESMA (2022a), we follow Parkinson (1980) in assuming stationarity in the time series and calculate 
as follows: 

 
With: 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 representing the highest trading price for EUAs on day t, and 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 
the lowest trading price for EUAs on day t. 
 

This was calculated based on fluctuations in the high and low price provided by the EEX for an EUA 
future with an expiry date in December of that same corresponding year. 

RS volatility 

In contrast, the Rogers and Satchell (1991) volatility assumes no stationarity in the time series. We 
apply it to the data as ESMA (2022a) as follows:  

 
With: 𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the highest trading price for EUAs on day t, 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the lowest trading price for EUAs 
on day t, 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the closing price for EUAs on day t and 𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the opening trading price for EUAs 
on day t. 
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This was calculated based on fluctuations in the open, high, low and last price provided by the EEX for 
an EUA future with an expiry date in December of that same corresponding year. 

Trading behaviour in EUA futures market 

Market positions 

Within the weekly ICE COT reports, information is provided on the number of position holders 
disaggregated by counterparty type. In addition, information is included on whether these positions 
are short or long that are held by the different types of counterparties as well as whether these 
positions are for risk reducing purposes or other purposes. Based upon this information, the following 
two indicators were updated in our analysis following a methodology previously applied by Quemin 
and Pahle (2021): 

• Net short vs long positions; and 
• Net other vs risk reducing positions. 

A matrix of trading behaviour was subsequently created by plotting the two indicators above for each 
week over the time period for the five different types of counterparty.  

Excess speculation 

We updated an approach recently applied by Quemin and Pahle (2021) with more recent data from the 
ICE COT reports to put in relation excess speculation attributable to financials with that of the overall 
market by calculating the Working T-index. As all compliance entities are on the demand side of the 
market, they hold net long positions as a group for hedging purposes. Any short ‘other’ position above 
the net long ‘risk-reducing’ positions is deemed excessive, as it does not have a balancing function with 
respect to the market.  

In this context, Quemin and Pahle (2021) introduce the T-index measuring “those excess ‘other’ 
positions expressed as a percentage of total ‘risk-reducing’ positions” and compute the weekly T-index 
values as (SO − (LR − SR))/(LR + SR) = LO/(LR + SR) where S, L, O and R respectively denote short, long, 
‘other’ and ‘risk-reducing’ positions. In this context, SO, for example, denotes aggregate short other 
positions of all counterparty types.  
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ANNEX 3 EXAMPLE OF RGGI MARKET REPORT 
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Source: RGGI (2022).  
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	Along with the ESMA report, a number of scientific studies and consultancy reports have been published that also examine the role of financial actors in the market. They all agree that financial actors do perform a whole range of actions that are beneficial for the market. They also agree that there is an issue with data availability and transparency related to investigating the impact of these actions. Their conclusions on the potentially detrimental impact of some actions and the urgency of regulation do differ, however. Some authors conclude that the market is working well, and no intervention is needed, while others are concerned that the extent of detrimental actions is simply not being picked up due to monitoring issues and it is of high importance to intensify work on this issue.
	Aim 
	The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the available knowledge on the role of financials on the market of EUAs and their impact on the allowance price. Since the ESMA report analyses data up until March 2022, a further aim is to update quantitative analysis to September 2022 in order to check whether key conclusions of the ESMA report should be changed in light of more recent developments. By carrying out a number of interviews with experts and stakeholders, we aim to enrich the analysis based on literature and data with up-to-date assessments from the field. Finally, by including a discussion of other non-financial-market measures to stabilise prices and integrate this with the review of measures in financial market regulation, we go beyond the perspective of financial supervisors by providing an integrated assessment of these different types of measures. This includes, in particular, a discussion of potential reforms to the Market Stability Reserve (MSR).
	Key Findings
	While new financial actors have entered the market, their impact on the price is likely limited to date. Of particular concern are so-called buy-and-hold strategies where allowances or derivates are bought and held for a long period of time potentially “squeezing” or “cornering” the market. We confirm that the volumes held for long-term investment have stayed rather small and that no definite trend can be observed.
	It has to be stressed that potentially detrimental actions of financial actors are not characterised by rising price levels, but rather by price movements that are out of touch with market fundamentals or excessive volatility.
	The quantitative analysis on EUA prices shows that since the drop in prices in February and March 2022 EUA prices have somewhat recovered but are exhibiting high volatility. Over the course of 2022 we have observed a divergence in the spread of EUA futures compared to previous years. This likely reflects increased interest rates and financial constraints amongst actors that would otherwise make use of these arbitrage opportunities. Despite several metrics of volatility spiking to unprecedented levels at the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, these metrics returned within ranges observed in previous years. 
	The quantitative analysis on open positions shows that the number of financial and non-financial position holders of EUA derivatives has continued to grow in 2022 albeit at a slower rate than observed previously. At the same time, aggregate derivative positions held have been stable and have even declined since February 2022 reflecting short-term financial constraints and long-term uncertainty. Based upon the updated “Working T-index" there is some evidence that excessive speculation has increased over time and continues to increase. The analysis shows that “excess” speculation is the result of positions taken by both financial and non-financial actors. 
	A definite recommendation stemming from both the literature and our own quantitative analysis relates to the improvement of data availability and data quality. This includes an improvement of the weekly reports on open positions. More detail and guidance should be added to these reports. 
	Policymakers should continue to consider setting up an independent market authority. This could enable harmonisation of data to detect early signs of market manipulation, for example. This authority could also be responsible for making information about the market available to all stakeholders.
	Direct regulation of financials on the market for EUAs, e.g. via position limits, should be considered, especially if there is a risk that the market is squeezed due to buy-and-hold strategies. When designing position limits, a political decision would have to be made on what constitutes “excess” speculation knowing that the line between speculative and risk reducing activities is blurry.
	Excluding financials from the market altogether is generally seen as a step that would entail more risks than benefits at this stage, threatening market liquidity and price formation.
	Findings from both the literature and interviews imply that concerns about market stability should first and foremost be addressed via the ETS architecture (not financial market regulation). The MSR is seen by many market actors as an important safeguard against an excessive surplus and therefore an important stability mechanism. It is therefore vital that the MSR is strengthened, the most effective mechanism being a reduction of the trigger levels over time, as proposed by the EP. This is of even higher importance at a time when the Commission is considering using allowances from the MSR to finance the REPowerEU package. What is more, even from a technical perspective the so-called “hedging corridor” can be considered too generous, as many utilities have decreased their hedging positions since the start of 2022 due to increased prices and margins, as well as increased uncertainty. 
	The introduction of a price corridor would be the most direct and effective measure for controlling the price path – and would prompt many speculators to leave the market as there would be little uncertainty left to speculate on. However, designing a price corridor entails the risk of setting it too high or – more likely – too low, thus impeding the achievement of climate goals. Volatility within the price corridor still remains.
	Policy Suggestions
	Our key findings lead to the following policy suggestions:
	 Push for an ambitious reform of the MSR, especially adopting dynamically declining trigger levels;
	 Work on increased transparency and market oversight related to the market for EUAs with a goal of both making more and data of better quality available and sharing market insights with all stakeholders. Setting up an independent market authority should be further examined to this end; and
	 Keep a close eye on developments on the market for EUAs, in particular related to long-term investment (buy-and-hold strategies) and consider imposing stricter regulations (e.g. position limits) in the future.
	1. Context and Subject of the study
	The EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) is a cornerstone of EU climate policy. It has been in operation since 2005 and covers about 40% of total EU GHG emissions (EEA 2021; EEA 2022). The EU ETS is based on the principle of cap-and-trade, whereby a maximum amount of available emission permits is set by the cap, which can then be traded between participants (Crocker 1966; Dales 1968). The resulting allowance price theoretically leads to the most cost-efficient emission reduction path by signalling to the regulated participants the marginal reduction cost.
	In the EU ETS, prices for EU Allowances (EUAs) have been fairly low for the majority of its time in operation due to a combination of lacking ambition, the impact of the economic and financial crisis, the impact of renewable energy targets and an influx of international credits. Prices started to pick up again in 2018, when the EU agreed on reforms for the EU ETS in its fourth trading period including a strengthening of its stability mechanism: the Market Stability Reserve (MSR) (EU 2018). Prices picked up significantly in 2021, when the EU put into place its Climate Law (EU 2021) turning the requirement to achieve climate neutrality in 2050 into a legally binding commitment and establishing an interim reduction target of 55% until 2030. In July 2021, the European Commission presented a suite of legislative proposals (including for the EU ETS; EC 2021a) aimed at making the policy mix “fit for 55” – fit for achieving the 55% reduction target in 2030. 
	Along with the rise in prices, the EU market has seen an influx of new financial market actors, raising concerns amongst some policy makers and EU Member States (MS) about their potentially detrimental influence on the level and volatility of the allowance price. The European Parliament (EP) adopted a proposal for a series of legislative amendments to stabilize the prices in the EU ETS (EP 2022). It is argued that such amendments are justified in the face of large instability and price spikes in the market. Amongst others, the Parliament suggested restricting access of non-compliance entities to the market, or even to impose bans for such actors. This is presumed to limit speculative activity in the ETS.
	In 2021, in light of the concerns regarding the EU ETS, the European Commission requested the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) to carry out a review of the EU ETS in order to evaluate whether a more intensive monitoring of the market is needed and whether concrete steps regarding the regulation of the market need to be taken from a securities supervisors’ perspective. ESMA published its preliminary report on emission allowances and associated derivatives in November 2021, followed by its final report in March 2022. In this final report, ESMA (2022a) concludes that “overall, (…) the data analysis has not unearthed any major abnormality or fundamental issue in the functioning of the EU carbon market from a financial supervisory perspective.” (para. 337). There is no indication of price swings being misaligned with market fundamentals. However, ESMA cautions that the entrance of a large number of new financial participants warrants further monitoring. Of particular concern are buy-and-hold strategies that could bind a large share of allowances. Nevertheless, the data compiled by ESMA does not indicate that such strategies are being adopted on a major scale to date in the EU ETS. However, ESMA emphasizes that both the increase in the relative share of options traded in late 2021 as well as recent developments in the over-the-counter (OTC) market, which is less transparent in nature, require further monitoring. 
	Moreover, ESMA calls attention to the “challenges of having a comprehensive view of this market and an in-depth understanding of its developments.” (para. 336). In line with other researchers, it points to the fact that little data is available (especially publicly), and that data is not always of sufficient quality. When conducting their review of the market for EUAs, it was difficult for ESMA to trace the origins of market participants or gain a comprehensive picture of the different locations participants trade from. 
	For instance, changes due to Brexit have impaired ESMA’s monitoring of the trading activities of third-country entities, and have further led to a relocation of some market participants. Similarly, Quemin and Pahle (2022) conclude that as of now an adequate monitoring system that could help detect excessive speculation does not exist for the EU ETS. Various potential measures which can lead to increased transparency and improved possibilities for market monitoring are suggested by ESMA. Additional suggestions for potential future action include i) the introduction of position limits (i.e. the maximum amount of allowances that can be held by any one actor at a given point in time) and ii) the establishment of an independent market authority.
	One month before the ESMA report was published, Russia invaded Ukraine, plunging commodity markets – including the market for EUAs – into some disarray. The European Commission has put forward a number of energy policy initiatives aimed at reducing energy dependence on Russia, increasing the speed of the energy transition and addressing high energy costs for households and businesses (EC 2022b, 2022c). The REPowerEU package – when adopted – in particular, could deeply affect the balance of demand and supply in the EU ETS. On the one hand reducing the demand for certificates as emissions are reduced by accelerating the shift to renewable energy and increasing energy savings. On the other hand, affecting the supply of emissions if allowances are taken from the MSR in order to be auctioned and used as financing for the REPowerEU plan.
	These initiatives are not reflected in the ETS cap proposed as part of the “Fit for 55” package. They are likely to reduce demand and increase supply, prompting concerns of an allowance surplus in the EU ETS with associated price drops. This trend is exacerbated by the fact that utilities covered by the EU ETS have reduced their hedging positions due to increased uncertainty and higher margin calls leading to a situation where excessive surplus seems to be a more direct concern than a potential squeeze of the market by long-term investors.
	The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the available knowledge on the role of financials on the market for EUAs and their impact on the allowance price. Since the ESMA report analyses data up until March 2022, a further aim is to update their quantitative analysis to check whether key conclusions of the ESMA report should be changed in light of more recent developments. We aim to provide the ITRE Committee with concrete policy suggestions both related to the regulation of the market for EUAs and the design of the ETS itself.
	In this study, we apply a number of qualitative and quantitative methods. We compile the current literature on the role of financials on the market for EUAs. We further conduct quantitative analysis of data on EUA price developments and position limits on the market with a particular focus on the period following 04 March 2022: the cut-off date for ESMA’s data analysis. In the context of this study, we have conducted interviews with four representatives from research, market analysis, industry, and government agencies in order to verify results and incorporate the most recent knowledge on the market (see Section 7 in the Annex for our guiding interview questions).
	The remainder of the report is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the development of the EU ETS and the market for EUAs since 2005. Section 3 takes a close look at the different actors (compliance and financial) that are active on the market for EUAs and also describes the actions they carry out on this market. It further summarises the knowledge on the incidence of financials on allowance price developments. Section 4 presents the quantitative analysis with a focus on the period March – September 2022. Section 5 discusses the measures that can be taken in order to stabilise prices – both related to the regulation of financial markets, as well as to the design of the ETS. Section 6 concludes and provides policy suggestions.
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	2.4. Regulation of the market for EUAs

	The role of financial actors on the ETS market is complex and multi-faceted. In order to better understand what kinds of activities take place on the market, the impact that these activities have on prices and volatility, and what kind of market interventions may be useful, necessary, or impactful, it is important to understand the fundamentals of the European Union’s (EU’s) Emission Trading System (EU ETS). In this section we briefly introduce the EU ETS and how the market has developed over the years, which serves as a basis for further analysis in the report. 
	The EU ETS is a cornerstone of the EU’s climate policy. It is the central policy instrument to ensure that legally-binding emission reduction targets (or caps on total emissions) are met in an economically efficient manner. Launched in 2005, the EU ETS was the first international carbon trading system. It encompasses the EU-27 as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway. A link to the Swiss ETS has been established. A link to the United Kingdom (UK) ETS could well be established in the future. Besides the EU ETS, several other emissions trading systems have been established, notably in South Korea, New Zealand, China, as well as several regional trading schemes in the USA and Canada. The annual International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP) report (2022) estimates that around 17% of global GHG emissions are covered by 25 operational ETSs at the start of 2022. The EU ETS currently covers about 40% of total EU GHG emissions (EEA 2021; EEA 2022). 
	The EU ETS is based on the principle of cap-and-trade. Thereby, a maximum number of available emissions permits is set by a cap. On the market, participants can trade these permits (Crocker 1966; Dales 1968). Compliance entities who must comply with limiting their aggregate emissions to stay below a pre-determined cap can either reduce their emissions or purchase emission allowances on the ETS market (World Bank 2022). The resulting allowance price theoretically leads to the most cost-efficient emission reduction path by signalling to the regulated participants the marginal abatement cost. Analysis shows that the EU ETS was indeed more cost-efficient than a reference command-and-control policy (Cludius et al. 2019).
	The EU ETS has undergone significant transformations throughout the years. Since 2005 its development has been structured into four phases. The initial phase (2005-2007) was framed as a “learning by doing” period. During this time the ETS only covered emissions from power generators and energy-intensive industries and almost all allowances were allocated at no cost. The cap on allowances was set at the national level through National Allocation Plans (NAPs). This cap setting process, however, took place without reliable emissions data. Banking allowances into the second trading period was not possible. As a result, the total number of allowances issued exceeded emissions and the price for allowances fell to zero (Figure 1).  
	After Bulgaria and Romania had joined the EU and the EU ETS in 2006, in the second trading period running from 2008 to 2012 Liechtenstein and Norway joined the EU ETS and the aviation sector was brought into the trading system. 
	This second trading period represented and important step in learning from the initial trading period and laying the groundwork for the larger reforms starting with the third trading period. 
	From the second trading period onwards, the banking of allowances between periods was enabled and – while free allocation of allowances was still the norm – the amount of allowances auctioned increased. 
	/
	Source: Oeko-Institut based on EEA (2022) and EEX
	The cap was still set on the basis of NAPs during the second trading period. These were somewhat more ambitious than for the first trading period (Neuhoff et al. 2006) and verified emissions data from the pilot phase could be used to determine the cap. Again, however, emissions were lower than available allowances in every year of the second trading period with the exception of the year 2008 (Figure 1). This was due to a number of factors: i) the 2008 economic and ensuing financial crisis leading to a reduction in economic activity and emissions; ii) ambitious renewable energy targets that led to lower-than-expected emissions and were even overshot at the national level; iii) an influx of a large amount of international reduction credits (Certified Emission Reductions – CERs and Emission Reduction Unis – ERUs) which increased the overall amount of allowances available. A surplus of allowances resulted, which stood at over 2 billion allowances at the end of 2012 (Figure 1). Due to this surplus, as well as a lack of ambitious long-term climate targets (both internationally and at EU level) the carbon price fell from close to 30 EUR/tCO2e in 2008 to about 7 EUR/tCO2e at the end of 2012 (Figure 1).
	For the third trading period (2013-2020), the ETS framework was amended significantly. National caps were replaced by a single, EU-wide cap on emissions that declined with a linear reduction factor. A much larger share of allowances was auctioned, with full auctioning becoming the norm for the electricity sector, while industry still received the majority of allowances for free due to carbon leakage concerns. Iceland and Croatia entered the EU ETS and the system started covering N2O and PFC emissions, e.g. from aluminium production. 
	Several steps were taken during the third trading period to tackle the surplus that had built up by the end of 2012 in an attempt to stabilise the market. In a first step, the European Commission reacted by postponing auctioning of 900 million allowances (i.e. back-loading) from the years 2014, 2015 and 2016 to 2019 and 2020 (EC 2014). Since back-loading was deemed a temporary and insufficient measure, however, the Market Stability Reserve (MSR) was introduced in 2015 and started operating in 2019 (EU 2015). The MSR is a rule-based mechanism that regulates the supply of allowances according to the total number of allowances in circulation (TNAC). It was intended to both tackle the surplus of allowances in the EU ETS market and to strengthen the market against future shocks. At the same time, a revised ETS Directive for the fourth trading period was adopted (EU 2018), increasing the ambition of the ETS cap and strengthening the MSR (see Section 2.2 for an in-depth description of the MSR). These reforms led to a steady increase in the EUA price from 2017 onwards (cf. Figure 1). 
	The EU ETS is now in its fourth phase (2021-2030). A process is ongoing at the EU-level to align the ambition of the EU ETS with new targets set by the EU, including climate neutrality in the EU by 2050 and the 55% reduction target by 2030. To achieve these reduction targets for 2030, the European Commission proposes that sectors covered in the EU ETS must reduce their emissions by 61% compared to 2005 (Cludius and Graichen 2021; EC 2021a). In order to achieve this goal, the linear reduction factor (LRF) governing the cap would have to be increased from currently 2.2% to 4.2% from 2024 onwards. 
	The MSR is the main market stability mechanism operational in the EU ETS as of now. It started operating in 2019 as a long-term solution to address surplus allowances that were driving down the carbon price and to improve the market’s resilience against major shocks (EU 2015). The MSR regulates the supply of allowances and should ideally bring the total number of allowances in circulation into a corridor between 400 and 833 million allowances (cf. Figure 2). This area is called the “hedging corridor”. It takes into account the fact that electricity producers and – to some extent – industrials buy allowances in advance to hedge their future product sales. To date, the TNAC has stood far above the hedging corridor in all years.
	It is a point of discussion whether hedging needs are actually going down and the corridor should be adjusted. The general sense is that this is the case (cf. Vivid Economics 2021) and the EP has a position in the trialogue that would require the hedging corridor to decrease over time in line with the declining cap (EP 2022).
	The total number of allowances in circulation (TNAC) is estimated by aggregating all EUAs, CERs and ERUs that have entered the market since 2008 and subtracting cumulated emissions in ETS sectors over the same timeframe. This number is published in May each year and amounted to 1.45 million allowances in 2021 (EC 2022a). If the total number of allowances on the market exceeds the upper threshold of 833 million allowances, 24% of the surplus allowances are placed into the MSR. 
	If the TNAC falls below the lower threshold of 400 million allowances, 100 million allowances are released from the MSR. Both the withholding and release of allowances operate via changes to the auctioning calendar.
	/
	Source: Cludius and Graichen (2022), EC (2019), EC (2020), EC (2021b), EC (2022a)
	At the end of 2021, 2.6 million allowances had been placed into the MSR (EC 2022a). This number is made up of the 900 million allowances that were back-loaded between 2014 and 2016 and then transferred to the MSR, unused allowances from the third trading period, as well as those allowances that were placed into the MSR between 2019 and 2021 due to the TNAC exceeding the upper threshold in the previous years.
	With the reform of the ETS for the fourth trading period (EU 2018), the MSR was significantly strengthened in particular by introducing a mechanism that cancels allowances in the reserve exceeding the previous year’s auctioning amount. This cancelling is set to start in 2024.
	The physical products that are available under the EU ETS are EU Allowances (EUAs) and EU Aviation Allowances (EUAAs). The stationary sector and the aviation sector in the EU ETS have two separate caps. EUAs apply to the cap for the stationary sector, while EUAAs apply to the cap for the aviation sector. Since the beginning of the fourth trading period these two types of allowances are fully fungible. One EUA or EUAA entitles an installation or aircraft operator to emit 1 tCO2e. 
	A compliance year in the EU ETS runs from the 1st of January to the 31st of December. By the 30th of April of the following year, installations must submit allowances covering their emissions of the previous year. The majority of installations in the industry sector receive part of their allowances for free. If companies do not need their allowances in order to cover their emissions, they can either bank them for future emissions or sell them (Adelphi 2016). 
	/
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
	In the fourth trading period, 55% of allowances are to be auctioned (EU 2018). Actual auctioned amounts are usually lower, since the MSR withholds allowances due to the prevailing surplus. Centralized auctions are held by the European Energy Exchange AG (EEX), at which EUAs are released along a predetermined calendar (Roques et al. 2022). A number of authorized market participants, including both compliance entities as well as other market actors, can apply for joining the auctions to make bids for EUAs and EUAAs (ESMA 2022a). 
	There are several admission requirements to participate in the auctions, such as being based in the EU and owning an account within the Union Registry (see Box 1). Additional requirements for entering the auctions apply to investment firms, credit institutions, as well as other actors who join auctions to bid on behalf of their clients. In the time period from January 2021 to December 2021, the EEX auctions consisted of 48 participants, among those 34 non-financial actors and 14 financial actors (ESMA 2022a). 
	The auction price for EUAs and EUAAs is established using a single-round uniform price auction. All bids are sorted by their offer price and all participants receive allowances for the uniform price in case the price they bid was higher than the final auctioning price. When bidding successfully, actors receive the allowances they have acquired into their account in the Union Registry. This is done via the accounts of European Commodity Clearing (ECC), who act as intermediaries in order to safeguard the transaction process.
	In addition to the auctions which are also called the “primary market”, secondary markets are used to trade EUAs, EUAAs and derivative contracts. Three types of derivative contracts exist:
	 Daily futures / spot contracts: These are contracts with daily expiration. The spot price is the current price of EUAs for current purchase, payment, and delivery on the market;
	 Futures contracts: These are contracts where buyers and sellers commit to buying or selling allowances at a future date. The contracts have various maturity dates, for instance, they can expire weekly, monthly, or yearly; and
	 Options on futures: These contracts give actors the right to buy or sell an EUA derivative contract at certain date for certain price.
	All of these derivative contracts have a standard contract size of 1000 EUAs (i.e., 1000 tCO2e). The trading of derivatives between market actors is performed via a Central Counter Party (CCP) account, which acts as an intermediary to safeguard the process. Main centralized trading venues for secondary markets of EUA derivatives are the EEX (based in Germany), the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE, based in the Netherlands) and Nasdaq Oslo (based in Norway). Out of the three, the ICE plays the most important role, holding around 85% of total gross positions. The remaining 15% are held by the EEX, with Nasdaq holding only a marginal number of positions (ESMA 2022a).
	In addition to trading on organised exchanges, such as the EEX and ICE, allowances and their derivatives can also be traded over-the-counter (OTC) (Oxera 2022). This describes the trading via privately negotiated contracts between market participants, traded outside of regulated trading platforms. Delivery of thus traded allowances or derivatives still occurs through the Union Registry. In some cases, financial institutions (e.g., brokers) can act as intermediaries in the OTC trading process of market participants (Oxera 2022).
	While OTC dominated trading in the very early stages of the ETS, the share of organised trades performed via centralised exchanges increased rapidly. Already at the end of the first trading period about 70% of all trading volume was traded on exchanges. The largest share of trades in the EU ETS occurs via exchanges in future markets (Quemin and Pahle 2022). OTC may still be interesting to some participants as it implies lower transaction costs compared to the trading via exchanges and may therefore create less financial entry barriers to trading for smaller trading entities. 
	Trades via exchanges are associated with higher transaction and administrative costs, meaning they are only profitable for companies with higher annual trading volumes. Thus, most members of the exchanges are big utilities and financial institutions (Görlach et al. 2022). Although entry cost may be higher, trading via exchanges has a number of advantages (Oxera 2022): 
	 Participants do not need to establish a prior relationship with their trading partners but can simply access the exchange platform to perform their trades; 
	 Exchanges facilitate anonymous and bilateral trading. Orders are matched on a time-price basis, and no individual sellers or buyers are identified; 
	 Exchanges attract a broader and more diverse group of participants, which contributes to increased liquidity in the market; and
	 Centralised trading platforms offer a transparent environment for exchanges, as all quotes and prices are accessible. This can contribute to making the ETS less susceptible to market manipulation.
	In this report, we focus mainly on the stability of the market for EUAs and on the role that certain market actors or actions can have on that stability, e.g. via excessive speculation. While we refer to actions that are legal but could be regulated, a number of regulations exist that aim at preventing illegal actions on the market, such as fraud or money laundering. Some of these regulations also entail reporting requirements, the data of which are used also in the quantitative analysis (Section 4).
	The trading of EUAs and their derivatives is regulated by European legislation for financial markets (Roques et al. 2022). In the aftermath of the financial crisis in 2008, the EU has increased the regulatory scope of financial markets (Görlach et al. 2022). Furthermore, three EU-wide supervisory authorities were established, consisting of ESMA, the European Banking Authority (EBA), and the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA). These authorities are responsible for supervising financial markets in cooperation with the respective National Competent Authorities (NCAs) and have contributed to an increased number of guidelines and regulations among EU financial markets.
	The ETS has undergone many regulatory developments over the past trading periods. Specifically, directives have been revised, and new directives and regulations have been adopted to prevent market abuse and manipulation and to foster transparency. The current regulatory framework of the ETS includes (Oxera 2022):
	 The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive and Regulation (MiFID II and MiFIR);
	 The EU Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) and European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR); and
	 Further measures (i.e., the Directive on Criminal Sanctions for Market Abuse, the Anti-Money Laundering Directive).
	MiFID II & MiFIR
	The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) was adopted in 2007, with its revised version MiFID II being in force since 2018. It serves as a directive for Member States, which is then incorporated into national law (Görlach et al. 2022). As allowances are considered financial elements under MIFID II, they are subject to weekly or daily position reporting (Oxera 2022). Trades of EUAs and their derivatives must be reported to the respective National Competent Authorities (NCA), as the transaction data allows NCAs to monitor the ETS market. However, there are no position reports required for OTC trades, EUAAs, daily futures on EUAs, options on EUA futures, and EUA futures traded on Nasdaq Oslo. 
	The MIFID II disclosure and notification obligations apply to investment firms and market operators who operate trading venues (Görlach et al. 2022) and investment firms must employ risk management policies and procedures (ESMA 2022a). Further requirements for algorithmic trading apply, which refers to automated trading based on pre-determined algorithms. As emission allowances are not classified as commodity derivatives, no position limits and position management controls are applicable.
	The MiFID I already covered most transactions regarding derivatives. The revised MiFID II extends its scope to the spot market. Furthermore, more detailed positions reporting requirements are included, emissions allowances are considered a separate category under pre- and post-transparency obligations, and more derivative contracts of emissions allowances are covered by the directive.
	The MiFIR supplements the MiFID II. Since it is a regulation, it must be applied by MS directly. Thus, the MiFIR consists of rules for MS which are established alongside the MiFID II.
	MAR & EMIR
	The EU Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) is a regulatory framework for EU financial markets, which imposes high fines for insider dealing, unlawful disclosures of insider information, and market manipulation (Oxera 2022). For instance, it is prohibited to place orders or enter transactions which give false or misleading information about supply and demand or bring the market price to an abnormal or artificial level. The MAR entered into force in 2014 and is applicable since 2016 (Görlach et al. 2022). As it is a regulation rather than a directive, it has immediate effects on all MS. It introduces a system of market surveillance, where separate rules for the activities of participants on primary auctions and secondary markets are set (ESMA 2022a). For instance, official trading venues, such as ICE and EEX, must employ measures which ensure a fair and orderly market functioning. Furthermore, by applying separate rules for issuers and intermediaries, abusive activities in the market should be prevented. The NCAs are in charge of enforcing as well as prosecuting breaches of the MAR.
	According to ESMA, several lines of defence against market manipulation specified in the MAR can be distinguished. First, on a firm level, arrangements, systems, and procedures must be implemented to detect trading activities which may be abusive and report these to the respective NCA. Thus, transactions and orders must be analysed, and alerts must be generated in case of any conspicuous activity. Second, market operators and investment firms which operate trading venues must have systems and procedures in place to prevent market abuse. Thus, they must execute structured market surveillance activities. For instance, EEX and ICE can perform position management activities and set interval price limits to prevent large price movements (Oxera 2022). Third, NCAs are in charge of the regulatory market surveillance. For instance, the Dutch Authority for Financial Markets monitors the ICE, as the trading platform is based in the Netherlands. NCAs may also combine trading information on an EU-level to generate automatic alerts of conspicuous activity. NCAs have the most authority among the three levels; for instance, they can take actions such as requesting the freezing of assets or suspending trading. They cooperate with each other as well as with ESMA.
	The MAR is specifically focussed on market abuse and insider trading (ESMA 2022a). Therefore, it does neither detect nor prevent those speculative activities which influence the price levels, but do not represent a violation of the MAR. Furthermore, only derivatives are fully covered by the MAR. Spot contracts, in contrast, are not considered financial instruments and thus, are not subject to the rules set by the MAR.
	The European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) aims at improving the transparency of trading by specifying reporting requirements for trades in EU financial markets. It obliges the reporting of information about the conclusion, modification, and termination of derivative contracts, both traded OTC as well as via centralised exchanges. Thereby, traders must report the contacts to the authorised trade repository, which makes the information accessible to ESMA. The EMIR was adopted in 2012. However, the regulation only considers emission allowances defined as financial instruments under MiFID II. Thus, alike the MAR, it does not cover the spot market for EUAs.
	Further measures
	Two further regulatory measures are cited in the literature in the context of the ETS (e.g., Görlach et al. 2022). First, the Directive on Criminal Sanctions for Market Abuse complements the MAR in specifying minimum rules for sanctions in case of violations of the MAR. Entering into force in 2014, it established insider dealing and market manipulation to be considered a criminal offense in EU financial markets. Second, the Anti-Money Laundering Directive aims at preventing the financial system being used for criminal activities, specifically, money laundering and terrorist financing. It entered into force in 2015 and aims at ensuring the transparency of trades. It requires the identification of traders and origins of money transfers and thus predominantly targets credit and financial institutions.
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	There are a large variety of actors active on the EU ETS market and they often carry out multiple functions. In this section, we introduce the roles of financial actors on commodity markets in general and then investigate the main actors on the market for EUAs including compliance entities. We provide an overview of how these may be defined and categorised to demonstrate that this is not always straightforward. This is important for further considerations related to the regulation of the market or individual actors, which we discuss in Section 5.2. We also focus on the different types of actions that financial and other actors undertake on the market and finish by summing up insights from the literature related to the incidence financial actors have on market stability and allowance price dynamics.
	Within the last few decades, there has been an increased financialisation of commodity markets (Quemin and Pahle 2022). This process can be observed in the market for emission allowances as well, particularly in the EU. ETS markets are somewhat unique in comparison to other commodity markets because they are politically designed markets that should work towards climate goals. The EU ETS has a clear political ambition and questions remain about how to regulate the market. Should it be treated like a ”regular” market or be treated differently because of its political nature and the fundamental function fulfils?
	ESMA (2022a) draws some parallels between ETS markets and other markets. For example, position limits apply to agricultural commodity derivatives, since the commodity (i.e., food) is a basic and necessary good for humans. When discussing position limits for EUAs, ESMA writes that it could be argued that the ETS is just as vital for humans as it aims at lowering CO2 emissions and protecting the climate and livelihood of all humans.
	Overall, the way that the EU ETS should or should not be regulated is often a question of fundamental opinions of the function and role of this particular market in relation to other markets. Interviewees mentioned that, fundamentally, the decision to what extent a further regulation of the market is necessary depends on what is seen as the main goal of the market for EUAs:
	 Drive cost-efficiency in the EU ETS (narrow scope) or
	 Promote wider economic efficiency (wider scope).
	The actors on the market for EUAs can broadly be grouped into compliance entities and financial actors (Figure 3). Compliance entities must participate in the ETS and surrender allowances covering their emissions. Both large and smaller emitters are included, which can broadly be divided into utilities, industrial installations, and aircraft operators. In Figure 3 we focus on the stationary sector i.e., utilities and industrials.
	/
	Source: Own figure based on Görlach et al. (2022), Oxera (2022), Roques et al. (2022), and Quemin and Pahle (2022).
	Compliance entities can trade both to meet their compliance obligations as well as for their own profit. Most utilities have been subject to full EUA auctioning since 2013 and are proactive in their trading and hedging activities. Their hedging activities are usually related to forward sales of electricity (typically over a 3-year period). Industrial actors have more diverse hedging strategies that depend on the sector and they have less incentive to be active on the market, because they still receive free allocations of EUAs.  
	Amongst compliance entities, larger companies and larger emitters are more likely to participate in the carbon market (Abrell et al. 2021). There are generally more benefits for these actors than costs for participating in the market and since they are usually already involved in other markets (e.g., the electricity market) they already have an established trading infrastructure in place (Görlach et al, 2022). This makes it easier for these actors to engage with the carbon market. 
	Evidence from the first, second and third trading period suggests that the majority of compliance entities on the carbon market are passive and only a small number of emitters are very active in the carbon market (Görlach et al. 2022; Cludius and Betz 2020). For instance, a survey conducted by KfW/ZEW reports that only two thirds of German emitters actually planned to trade at all on the market in 2014 (Görlach et al. 2022). 
	What is more, companies who receive more allowances by free allocation compared to their emissions (net sellers) are less active than companies whose freely allocated allowances are below their emissions (net buyers) (Abrell et al. 2021). This points to a discrepancy between the actual or perceived opportunity costs of holding allowances – while net buyers are motivated to acquire allowances to avoid non-compliance and related penalties, net sellers may perceive the holding of allowances to prevent penalties in the future as more valuable than potential gains from trading activities. 
	In an analysis of companies’ trading behaviour between 2005-2014, we also see an increase in the trading activity of larger companies from the first to the second and third trading periods. 
	Small companies on the other hand, generally benefit less from the trades in the carbon market and are hence less actively involved in the market (Görlach et al. 2022). This is due to relatively high transaction costs in the ETS creating entry barriers for smaller trading entities. Transaction costs include direct costs, such as payments for brokerage and exchange membership fees, indirect costs e.g., costs for information gathering, bargaining, and internal decision making, but there are also costs for writing and enforcing contracts (Baudry et al. 2021; Jaraitė-Kažukauskė and Kažukauskas 2015). The higher the transaction costs, the harder it is for companies to participate in the market. Transaction costs were found to decrease with larger trading experience (Jaraitė-Kažukauskė and Kažukauskas 2015), making smaller companies and companies with fewer installations less likely to participate as they experience larger barriers to market entry (Abrell et al. 2021). Smaller companies with smaller trading volumes are also more likely to trade via intermediaries such as banks (Cludius and Betz 2020). In general, the more liquidity there is in a market, the lower the transaction costs as liquidity is a proxy for the ease and speed with which assets in a market can be bought and sold. Financial actors play an important role in supporting the liquidity of the EU ETS market (Roques et al. 2022). 
	The remaining information asymmetries between different market actors – but also between policy makers / regulators and market actors could be tackled by dedicated measures. One such measure that could reduce the costs of information gathering, is the publication of regular market monitoring reports available to all market participants and stakeholders. This is standard practice in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). See Annex 3 for an example of a RGGI market report.
	Around 65% of the actors in the secondary market for EUAs are financial actors (Roques et al. 2022). The majority of these financial actors act as intermediaries and generally include banks, credit institutions, investment firms as well as brokers (Quemin and Pahle 2022; Roques et al. 2022) (see also Figure 3). Financial intermediaries support compliance entities in their access to trading venues and act as their counterparty for trading on future markets (Görlach et al. 2022; Roques et al. 2022). Besides selling forward or future contracts, banks also act as intermediaries at exchanges trading allowances for smaller emitters for whom it is not attractive or possible to gain access to the trading venues themselves (Görlach et al. 2022). These financial actors are generally understood to provide an important liquidity-providing role (Quemin and Pahle 2022).
	Proprietary traders such as hedge/pension funds, trusts, or retail investors are also active on the market and trade exclusively and independently for profit. They seek either short-term profit or long-term investments and are understood to be speculators and investors on the market. While there has always been some speculation on the market for EUAs, this group generally entered the market after 2017-18 when EUA prices started to rise, and new possibilities emerged for making profits from price increases and price changes in general. These new actors include long-term investors wanting to “green” their portfolio, but also some speculative players (see also Figure 3) (Quemin and Pahle 2022). 
	The way different types of financial actors are classified in the literature sometimes differs or overlaps. Table 1 therefore gives an overview of the different financial actors and their actions as classified in the literature.
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
	Financial trading plays an important role in price discovery, as it ensures that information about supply and demand of EUAs is quickly reflected in their prices (Roques et al. 2022; Cludius and Betz 2020). This is confirmed by Quemin and Pahle (2022) who note that the participation of financial actors in the market is necessary to provide liquidity to the market, lower transaction costs, improve price discovery and act as counterparties for futures and forwards to compliance entities. In fact, on markets that did not allow financial actors to trade at all, for example in South Korea, there was very low liquidity as trading was very limited (see section 5.2.3 for a discussion on the exclusion of financial actors).
	On the other hand, financial actors can drive excessive speculation and lead to market destabilisation through increased price volatility or price bubbles. In turn, there is then a possibility that financial trading determines prices, rather than market fundamentals related to the supply of EUAs determined by the cap and verified emissions. We are going to explore these issues further in the following sections.
	As outlined above, while some actors may be more likely to carry out certain actions on the market, actions cannot be exclusively attributed to certain actors. A recurring point in the interviews was therefore that regulation may have to focus on certain actions rather than actors. 
	In this subsection, we provide an overview of the main actions that can be taken on the market for EUAs. Table 2 provides a general overview. Typical actions relate to buying or selling allowances on the spot market in order to acquire allowances for compliance, selling excess allowances or intermediating for compliance entities. On the market for EUA derivates, compliance entities buy future or forward in order to cover (a share) of their future emissions, while financial actors offer these forwards or futures in order to earn a risk premium. Finally, both large compliance entities and financial actors take part in speculative activities on the derivates market trading on their own account and hoping to make profits. 
	It becomes clear, therefore, that it is not always easy to clearly attribute certain actions to certain actors. Speculation is carried out both by large compliance entities and financial actors.
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
	 Hedging is one of the most important motives for trading on the market for EUAs, because it serves as a risk-management strategy for companies in the market. Compliance entities buy emission permits in advance by buying future or forward contracts. This stabilizes their overall profits and ensures that they will have sufficient EUAs for covering their emissions, since they have a certain number of allowances available at this future date. Thus, hedging is in line with the environmental purpose of the ETS, as it reflects how emitters manage their emissions (Quemin and Pahle 2022). It is usually financial actors and in particular banks that sell future or forward contracts. They sell these contracts with a risk premium (Tietjen et al. 2021). As they have more liquidity available, they are better placed to offer hedging products than other entities; and 
	 When actors speculate on the market, they hope to gain financial profits from expected price changes. As outlined above, both large compliance entities and financial actors engage in speculation. Speculation is an important driver of price development. For example, price increases after reforms of the carbon market are the results of trading activities of speculative investors at large compliance entities, banks or hedge funds, who enter a position in anticipation of the effect that the reform will have on the price (Friedrich et al., 2020). This speculation is triggered therefore by anticipated future scarcity of allowances. When the MSR was introduced and the reform of the ETS for the fourth trading period announced such price shifts could be observed. The same is true for the period following the adoption of the EU Climate Law (cf. also Section 4.1). Speculation in and of itself is not automatically detrimental. It can also lead to a re-adjustment of the market to market fundamentals. Only if speculation drives prices outside of what could be expected from market fundamentals is it of concern (Quemin and Pahle 2022). In fact, if compliance entities take a rather short-sighted view (Quemin and Trotignon 2021), speculation by actors with a more long-term view can have a balancing effect.
	The literature generally distinguishes short- and long-term speculation. Quemin and Pahle (2022) note that short-term speculation, especially when carried out via high-frequency trading, could be of concern as it creates “noise” on the market and links the EUA market to other markets where certain algorithms also operate. While there does not seem to be a consensus on whether or not short-term (high-frequency) speculation poses a problem, there seems to be more of a consensus regarding the potentially detrimental effects of long-term speculation and so called buy-and-hold strategies both in the literature (Vivid Economics 2021; Quemin and Pahle 2022) and interviews.
	 How detrimental an increased involvement of financials in the market may be; and 
	 Whether the market has already experienced such detrimental impacts and how likely it is to experience these impacts going forward
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
	While more actors on the market make it more complex and predicting actual outcomes more difficult, more trading on the market means that prices adjust more quickly to market fundamentals. In that sense volatility can also be a sign of this adjustment process (Oxera 2022). Pyrka et al. (2022) argue that increased activities from financial institutions was one of the main reasons for EUA price increases in 2021. On the other hand, financial actors that speculate on the market, provide more liquidity and/or more efficiency in forecasting future prices. This in turn can also lead to less volatility, which is consistent with findings from Wadud et al. (2021) and from Oxera (2022). They argue that financial actors play an important role in keeping the market liquid and that their activities do not necessarily lead to increased price volatility. 
	Others argue that the role of financial actors should be considered within broader market contexts. Acceptable levels of financial speculation may be dependent on the maturity of the market (Roques et al. 2022). The EU ETS market is now established and more mature than in its early stages. While at the beginning of the market’s development it was most important to ensure liquidity (through allowing a broad and unlimited participation of financial actors), it is now critical to focus on sending a predictable price signal to encourage long-term investment decisions, which may require a closer monitoring of the activities of financial actors (Roques et al. 2022).
	Regarding the second question above, as to whether the detrimental impacts of financials on the market for EUAs could already be witnessed, Roques et al. (2022) argue that a growing number of investment funds active on the market for EUAs is correlated with increasing EUA prices. While this is the case (see also Section 5.2), correlation is not causation. It could also simply be the case that investment funds are attracted by rising prices in the market for EUAs. This was mentioned a number of times in our interviews.
	Roques et al. (2022) further argue that the price increase in 2018 was too high to be associated with market fundamentals and exhibited the characteristics of a price bubble. In the interviews it was mentioned that – to date – the volumes held by purely investive or speculative traders such as hedge funds are small. Too small to have a large impact on the price and that, in fact, they are price takers rather than makers. The question then is whether the price reaction observed in 2018 can be attributed to one kind of financial actor or rather to the reaction of the market as a whole, including, for example, compliance entities and intermediaries making assumptions about future developments and adjusting positions accordingly.
	Finally, Roques et al. (2022) summarise their market intelligence that the massive price drop after Russia’s invasion of the Ukraine can be traced back to a liquidation of speculative positions. It is possible that positions were liquidised because of fears that sanctions against Russia would prevent actors from doing so later, but this cannot be determined with certainty. On the other hand, evidence from interviews suggest that also utilities liquidized their positions in order to serve higher margin calls. Again, this points to the fact that the market as a whole influenced the price movement, and individual actors merely reacted to the movement. At the same time, the current macro-economic and political uncertainty regarding the ETS likely means that some of the (newer) speculative traders are more hesitant to act or even turn their back on the market.
	In the following section, we will examine these questions in more detail based on the most recent available data and relate our results back to those in the literature.
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	In this section, we provide quantitative analysis on price and position data in order to investigate further the results from the literature with a special focus on the period March – September 2022. We update quantitative results from the ESMA report, as well as from Oxera (2022) and Quemin and Pahle (2022).
	In terms of an update of the analysis in the ESMA report, we can only update those sections for which data are publicly available. In particular, we can update ESMA’s findings on price dynamics and volatility (ESMA 2022a, Section 4.2) and their findings on the development of open positions of different types of market participants (ESMA 2022a, Section 4.3.6 and European Security and Markets Authority 2021, Section 4.2.3). The other data ESMA uses in their quantitative analysis is either confidential or proprietary. The analysis of price dynamics and volatility, as well as of open positions, is, however, the centrepiece of the argument related to the question of whether financials influence market stability. 
	It has to be noted that ESMA presents a whole range of quantitative findings and then goes on to discuss whether results imply that financials destabilise the market. While this seems to be mostly based on expert judgement, Quemin and Pahle (2022) present possible indicators that could be used to formally determine whether excess speculation exists in the market for EUAs. 
	In theory, the carbon price (and thus, the price of EUAs) reflects the price of the underlying market fundamentals (Oxera 2022). Thereby, it indicates the current and expected costs of carbon emission abatement (Roques et al. 2022). Thus, EUA prices are an important indicator of scarcity of allowances in the market (Perino and Willner 2022). As noted above, the actions of financials on the market have come into starker focus in particular related to the question of whether their actions influence price movements. In the following, we will further investigate this question.
	An overview of the development of the EUA price between 2018 and 2022 is shown in Figure 4. The EUA spot price has increased considerably over the time period with the following key factors contributing to this observed trend: 
	 Introduction of the Market Stability Reserve (MSR):  Given the expected supply cuts to allowances following the introduction of the MSR in January 2019, the EUA price increased significantly (i.e. rising from 8 EUR in January 2018 to 30 EUR in July 2019). In the same timeframe, reforms for the fourth trading period of the ETS were adopted, increasing ambition and further strengthening the MSR. Both speculative activities where market participants betted on rising prices and an increase in hedging positions in anticipation of this tightening of the market likely contributed to this trend;
	 Initial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic:  Initially the arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a broad market sell off (i.e. EUA prices dropped from 23 EUR on the 12th of March 2020 to 15 EUR by the 18th of March 2020) due primarily to concerns about the likelihood of a sharp economic slowdown. However, the EUA price quickly rebounded from this initial low and exceeded 30 EUR at several trading days throughout the rest of 2020; 
	 Approval of the European Green Deal:  The proposal of more ambitious climate policies for 2030 and 2050 increased the expectation amongst market participants of a tighter supply of allowances in the future. Indeed, by the time the European Climate Law was adopted in June 2021, which made the target of climate neutrality by 2050 legally binding, the EUA price had risen to around 50 EUR.
	/
	Source:  EEX Reports and own calculation.
	Note:  Red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report.
	 Longer term impact of COVID-19 pandemic:  Following the easing of lockdown restrictions, the opening up of the EU economy resulted in a huge surge in demand for natural gas at a time when the supply of natural gas was unable, for various reasons (i.e. such as depleted gas reserves after a colder than expected previous winter and suspicions that Russia was withholding natural gas exports to gain political influence), to meet the increased level of demand. The replacement of gas-fired energy production with coal became more financially viable due to increasing power prices as a result of heightened utility demand. As a consequence, carbon prices increased to over 80 EUR by the end of December 2021 as additional EUAs were purchased by utilities to cover the increased use of a more CO2 intensive fuel;
	 Russian invasion of Ukraine – As a consequence of the invasion of Ukraine by Russian forces, the EUA price experienced a sharp decline by over 30 % between the 23rd of February 2022 and the 1st of March 2022. This may have reflected an expectation in the market that there would likely be a reduced need for EUAs due to a combination of possible gas supply disruptions, import bans and the risk of economic recession as a consequence of the Russian military aggression in Ukraine. The EUA price drop may also have reflected market participants closing positions in EUAs to meet elevated margin calls (see Box 2), for instance, for gas contracts (ESMA 2022a);
	 Since the drop in prices in March 2022 EUA prices have somewhat recovered but are exhibiting high volatility. Interviewees have noted that – at the currently very high gas prices – it is hard, at present, to relate the observed prices back to market fundamentals. It seems to be the case that utilities hedge less due to an increase in uncertainty and more expensive hedging conditions. Investors and speculators also seem to be somewhat cautious. Uncertainty also exists around the mid- and long-term impacts of the REPowerEU package and its financing. By accelerating emission reductions, it could lead to a supply overhang on the market, which may already be anticipated by participants today.
	/
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
	An overview of the development of the forward curve between 2018 and 2022 for EUA futures with delivery ranging from December 2022 until December 2025 is shown in Figure 5 and is compared to the daily EUA spot price over the same time period. As is explained in the following, the forward curve is an important indicator of whether or not the market functions efficiently.
	The futures price of EUAs was consistently higher than the EUA spot price. This is referred to as the market being in “contango”. In theory, the spot price and the futures price should converge as the futures contract approaches maturity. Before they converge, the price difference between the two contracts can be explained by the opportunity cost of buying and holding the spot allowance. This “cost of carry” increases, for example, with rising interest rates.
	If the market is functioning efficiently, the current price for EUAs should reflect the expected future cost for achieving an additional ton of CO2 emission reduction. This is the case because allowances can be banked freely across periods. In practice, it is highly uncertain at what level this marginal reduction cost will be in the long term. In the short and medium term, and besides uncertainty, the level of trust placed in the climate commitment of policy makers also plays a role in determining the price (Oxera 2022).
	/
	Source:  EEX Reports and own calculation.
	Note:  Red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report.
	The spot and futures market prices are closely linked. However, more recently a divergence between the spot price and EUA futures has been observed during 2022 – especially after the Russian invasion of Ukraine. This divergence is even more clearly observed in Figure 6 where the spread between the December 2022 and December 2025 futures contracts is plotted both in absolute terms (blue line) and relative terms (green line). The spread has more than doubled in absolute terms in 2022 and currently stands at more than 12 EUR. In percentage terms, however, the spread observed in 2018-19 stood at a similar level as the spread that we observe in the market today. 
	While the current spread is likely to reflect more recent increases in interest rates that increase the cost of carry of allowances, it is likely that the climate of uncertainty, as well as liquidity constraints of market actors play a role. The latter would lead to a situation where arbitrage opportunities cannot be taken advantage of simply because market actors cannot afford to do so.
	/
	Source:  EEX Reports and own calculation.
	Figure 7 further illustrates these insights by plotting shifts in the forward curves for March 2018, March 2021, March 2022, and September 2022. The steeper the slope, the higher the spread between the price of future contracts of different maturity. The September 2022 curve clearly has the steepest slope further indicating that the market may not function completely efficiently due to a number of constraints.
	/
	Source: EEX Reports and own calculation.
	When investigating a potentially detrimental role of financials on market stability, besides investigating whether their involvement may lead to a situation where prices are no longer determined by market fundamentals, researchers also look at their potential impact on volatility. On the one hand, without the liquidity generated by financial actors, volatility and prices would likely be higher (Roques et al. 2022). If speculation becomes excessive, however, and disconnected from market fundamentals, this is potentially problematic as long-term investment decisions will be riskier since price volatility needs to be considered in investment calculations, thus hampering the efficient emission reduction role the ETS should play. 
	Besides high volatility, i.e. price uncertainty over the longer term, Quemin and Pahle (2022) also caution against short-term intraday volatility. They refer to algorithmic trading which works across a number of commodity markets and introduces cross-market volatility and “noise”. They argue that this type of noise is not necessary for the main function of the EU ETS, i.e. cost-efficiently reducing emissions. While this was echoed in some interviews, other interview partners expressed the view that while actors that want to make profits from short-term price changes may be influenced by this noise, it generally should not be an issue for compliance entities. 
	The ESMA report calculates that the historic volatility of EUAs traded from the 1st of January 2019 until the 31st of December 2021 was around 2.9% and this was considerably higher than for equities and government bonds with historic volatilities of 1.2% and 0.3% respectively for the same time period. 
	Table 4 provides the original volatilities calculated in the ESMA report, with an update to include the shorter time period after the Russian invasion of Ukraine (see values in bold). 
	The ESMA report found that volatilities marginally increased for all indicators over two time periods between March 2018 and February 2022.  We have included an additional update to take into account the time period after the start of the Russian invasion in Ukraine and this indeed resulted in a larger increase in volatility across the three indicators. This strong increase, however, is mainly related to those days following the invasion on 24 February 2022.
	When including the most recent data but looking at a two-year timeframe (Table 5), only a small increase can be observed. Table 5 provides the three indicators of volatility for the time-period from mid-2018 to mid-2020 and mid-2020 to mid-2022. 
	We therefore conclude that taking a more long-term view, aggregated volatility measures have so far not increased dramatically, and it remains to be seen how they will develop going forward. In the following, we will look at dynamic measures showing the development over time.
	Source: EEX Reports and own calculation.
	Source: EEX Reports and own calculation.
	Note:  Please refer to Section 8.1 for a description of the methodology for estimating the different volatility measures.
	Figure 8 plots the 5-day rolling standard deviation of EUA futures from the beginning of 2018 until now. Although extreme values of historic volatility are visible in Figure 8 in September 2018, March 2020, December 2021 and March 2022 (refer to Section 4.1.1 for an explanation for these extreme values) – no upward trend in average volatility can be observed. 
	This is further confirmed in Figure 9 for intraday volatilities. 
	/
	/
	Source (both figures): EEX Reports and own calculation.
	Note (both figures): Red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report.
	Despite several metrics of volatility temporarily spiking to unprecedented levels during the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, these metrics returned within ranges observed in previous years. As noted above, it is difficult to even attribute individual spikes to price adjustments that are related to market fundamentals vs. potentially excessive volatility related to speculation. Evidence suggests that following the Russian invasion of Ukraine both were true. On the one hand, market participants responded to what they feared was a bleak outlook for the economy with a potential drop in emissions. On the other hand, there seems to be some intelligence that investors and speculators shed their positions due to uncertainty. Finally, there was another technical reason: Some market participants had to sell their positions in order to free up some liquidity that was needed elsewhere (e.g. to pay for higher margin calls, see above).
	The following analysis is based on information on trading positions compiled from the weekly ICE COT reports. It is important to be aware of the limitations of the data collected from these reports as the accuracy and completeness of the dataset has been previously critiqued in the literature (refer to Section 8.2 in the Annex for a more detailed description of the dataset used for the analysis in this section). Despite these limitations, information from these reports remains useful for understanding the dynamics of the market and the different trading behaviours of participants.  
	Figure 10 shows the number of holders by type of counterparty of EUA derivative contracts traded on the ICE between January 2018 and September 2022.
	 Financials include: investment firms, investment funds or other financial institutions; and
	 Non-financials include: operators with compliance obligations under the ETS Directive and commercial undertakings. 
	Overall, the number of financial participants holding positions in EUA derivates on the ICE has increased from around 200 in early 2018 to around 500 in September 2022. Similarly, the number of non-financial participants increased from around 100 to around 200 over the same period. Given that the number of holders increased for both financial and non-financial counterparties, there is not clear evidence that an increase in financial actors alone contributed to the considerable rise in the EUA price. This view was also supported during the interviews where it was mentioned that the correlation between the price increase and the number of investors/speculators in the market is likely due to increased prices attracting additional players and that it is rather unlikely that these new investors/speculators have influenced the price. This is further confirmed in the analysis of volumes held below.
	/
	Source:  ESMA (2022)
	Note:  No data available between January 2021 until June 2021 from ESMA register. There also appears to have been a re-categorisation whereby some firms previously classed as operators with obligations are now classed as commercial undertakings. The red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report.
	Figure 11 shows the magnitude of the long positions and short positions held according to participant type:
	 A long position means that the holder has bought a future, i.e. paid for a number of EUAs to be delivered at a future point in time, classically to hedge EUA price risks (e.g. utilities); and
	 A short position means that the holder has sold the future, i.e. has sold a number of allowances to be delivered in the future hoping to make a gain by selling the future a little more expensive than buying it (typically banks acting as hedging counterparties).
	This data shows that non-financial firms tend to hold long positions (i.e. light green), in contrast financial firms tend to hold short positions (i.e. dark red). This reflects the complementary roles of different actors within the expected functioning of the market, whereby non-financial entities buy EUA futures to hedge their carbon price exposure, while financial counterparties offer these futures. Positions that are likely not related to compliance activities and could be potentially detrimental to the market, are long positions (see explanation above) held by financials. These could be related to buy-and-hold strategies. Similarly, non-financial short positions could be related to speculative activities by these entities (refer to Section 4.2.2 for further information). 
	The number of positions held by both financial and non-financial actors follows an annual cycle, however, the overall magnitude of positions has remained broadly stable over the period  investigated and up until now (Oxera 2022). 
	This is true both of those positions related to risk-reducing compliance activities (non-financials long / financials short) and those activities potentially related to speculation (financials long / non-financials short).
	/
	Source:  ESMA (2022b).
	Note: No data available between January 2021 until June 2021 from ESMA register. There also seems to have been a re-categorisation whereby some firms that were previously defined as operators with obligations are now defined as commercial undertakings. The red line indicates cut-off date for ESMA report.
	In fact, after the price drop and extreme volatility observed in February 2022, both long and short positions have generally decreased. This is in line with the observation above that positions were likely sold due to liquidity constraints and uncertainty. In general, utilities are hedging less than in the past as a consequence of higher compliance costs leading to more abatement in the power sector, lower emissions and therefore less exposure to carbon costs. National policies to phase out the use of coal power have also contributed to this decline in hedging demand from utilities across Europe. However, the declining trend that can be observed in Figure 11 may be offset by the hedging demand of industrial players. Although the hedging demand from industry is likely to be mixed due to the allocation of allowances for free varying by sector. Industrial sectors with banked allowances from previous trading phases may opt to simply hold on to these allowances rather than purchase EUA futures in order to protect against increasing compliance costs in the future. Going forward, it is to be expected that the volume of hedging should decline as the decarbonisation of the electricity sector progresses. If this process is accelerated due to new plans, such as REPowerEU, hedging needs could go down even faster (cf. Section 2.2).
	Within the weekly ICE COT reports, self-reported information is provided on the number of short and long positions that are held by the different types of counterparties as well as whether these positions are for risk reducing purposes or other purposes. Based upon this self-reported information, the following two indicators have been updated following a methodology previously applied by Quemin and Pahle (2021):
	 Net short vs long positions; and
	 Net other vs risk reducing positions.
	We assume in this analysis that risk reducing positions are more likely those related to compliance activities such as buying futures for hedging, while other positions are more likely related to activities where a gain from the market is to be generated. In order to derive the net positions, the aggregated long and short positions are deducted from each other, i.e. net short means that these counterparties hold more short than long positions while net long means they hold more long than short positions. If the size of positions is similar, they hold a similar amount of short and long positions. Similarly for risk reducing vs. other positions.
	Figure 12 shows the outcome of plotting these two indicators for each week over from 2018 to 2022 for the five different types of counterparties. 
	Quemin and Pahle (2021) classify the market behaviour of different types of counterparties by plotting these two indicators against each other as follows:
	 Investment firms are characterised by taking net short positions that are deemed as being for other purposes. In doing so, these financial actors play an important role in providing liquidity and acting as counterparties for hedges to, for example, utilities;
	 Operators with compliance obligations and commercial undertakings are both characterised by mainly taking net long positions that are classified as risk reducing and are therefore for the purposes of hedging potential EUA price risks; and
	 Investment funds and other financial institutions are mainly characterised as taking both short and long positions that may be for either risk reducing or other purposes. There is more uncertainty about the impact of these financial actors in the EUA market. As noted above, while these actors play an important role in price discovery, concerns relate to the potentially destabilising adoption of buy and hold strategies and liquidising net long positions for reasons beyond market fundamentals. 
	/
	Source:  ESMA (2022b) and own calculation.
	As noted above, the extent to which “excessive” speculation beyond market fundamentals can be quantified is challenging to define as to a certain extent all participants speculate when trading in EUA derivatives, whether for hedging risk or for financial gain. However, the development of approaches such as the compilation of the “Working T-index" as a metric of “excess” speculation by Quemin and Pahle (2022) provides important insights when forming opinions on whether price volatility is being enhanced by financial actors and whether or not the benefits of such speculation offsets the potential negative consequences. 
	Quemin and Pahle (2022) show that T-index values increased from around 50% to 90% of total hedging volumes from 2018 to 2020 and have fluctuated between 70% and 90% since then. Figure 13 provides our own update to this analysis by calculating the “Working T-Index" which is estimated based on the long other position held by participants in the market relative to the sum of both short and long risk reducing positions for all actors in total and for financial actors only. Our update shows a similar trend to Quemin and Pahle (2021) but also found that the T-index values have increased further and may even be in excess of 100% in 2022. 
	/
	Source:  ESMA (2022b)
	Note:  Positions in excess of hedging is calculated based on ICE data by dividing the long other positions by the sum of short and long risk reducing positions.
	While we conclude that the total volume of speculation may not have gone up, this update provides some evidence that “excess” speculation is likely to have increased in recent years, especially in response to policy announcements and external shocks such as the Russian military aggression in Ukraine. Note that reduced hedging also plays a role in changes in this indicator as “excess” speculation is calculated related to aggregate hedging. Oxera (2022) further note that it may be hard to distinctly classify actions into risk-reducing and other as some actions may be related to hedging future carbon risks by participants as of yet not included in the ETS that are classified as other.
	The extent to which this “excess” speculation is due to the trading behaviour of financial actors is uncertain but Figure 13 does suggest that these financial actors may be influencing the upward trend observed in recent years. However, the analysis also shows that “excess” speculation also occurs as a result of the behaviour of non-financial actors. This finding represents a challenge to policy makers intending to prevent excessive speculation through regulation as it is very difficult to determine what constitutes “good” and “bad” speculation and at present there is not enough confidence in the underlying data collected in COT reports to reach a firm conclusion. More transparent evidence will need to be accurately and consistently collected from market participants in order to further address this question in the future. 
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	When considering options for market stability and controlling volatility on the market for EUAs, one should take into account that price dynamics are impacted by a number of factors (Figure 14): i) ETS design such as the cap, allocation rules and stability mechanisms such as the MSR ii) external developments, e.g. economic, geopolitical and iii) actions of participants on the market. While the second item of these, i.e. geopolitical, economic and other external factors generally cannot be controlled by ETS policy makers, the design of the ETS is controlled directly by policymakers, while the actions of market participants are controlled indirectly via regulation. 
	/
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
	In this section, we outline a number of measures that could be taken with regard to improving stability of the EUA market. In a first step, we discuss the different recommendations on the table to improve data availability and data quality which would facilitate the monitoring of the market (Section 5.1). In a next step, we look at mechanisms related to the regulation of financial actors or actions on the market (Section 5.2). In a final step, we discuss measures that are related to ETS design and the architecture of stability mechanisms, in particular the MSR and how these are related to concerns about market stability (Section 5.3).
	Mechanisms that increase transparency should ensure that both more comprehensive and better data is (more widely) available, but also that analysis based on this data (e.g. market reports) are being made available to all stakeholders, such as to reduce information asymmetries on the market, but also between market participants and policy makers.
	ESMA outlines eight suggestions for policy measures to improve the monitoring, transparency, reporting, and market surveillance of the market for EUAs. 
	 First, ESMA suggests extending the scope of position management controls. Under the MiFID II, any trading venue where commodity derivatives are traded must apply position management controls, for instance by recording information about the size and purpose of a position. ESMA recommends extending these controls to the ongoing monitoring of positions of every commodity derivative traded and setting accountability levels. Thereby, the trading venue can be alerted when a very large position is accumulated by a market participant; 
	 Second, ESMA advises the further clarification of position reporting in emissions allowances. Currently, trading venues are required to publish weekly reports detailing the aggregate positions held by actors of various categories. Furthermore, the venues are required to provide the NCAs with a breakdown of positions held by all actors on their trading venue on a daily basis. However, according to ESMA there is some uncertainty under the MiFID II with regards to how positions should be reported. Therefore, ESMA suggests changing the Union Registry Regulation so that all owners of emission allowances can be identified. If this is done, the reporting requirements specified in the MiFID II could be removed. This can ensure the collection of more market information, and an improved tracking of market developments over time;
	 Third, there should be an improvement in granularity and consistency of weekly position reports. ESMA argues that more details in these reports are needed, as this is useful information for market participants. Furthermore, as we also experienced in our quantitative analysis, there are some difficulties and inconsistencies in the categorisation of market participants. Therefore, ESMA advises to publish both combined reports on open positions in futures and options on futures as well as open positions in futures only. Furthermore, some of the classification issues could be tackled by ensuring the consistent labelling of non-EU entities in the reports. Implementing such a measure can provide more detailed market information, which in turn improves market transparency;
	 Fourth, transparency calibrations are instruments for determining pre- and post-trade transparency defined in the MiFID II. ESMA suggests refining these instruments, entailing a recalibration of transparency thresholds for emission allowances and their derivatives; 
	 Fifth, the transparency and reporting of OTC transactions should be improved. Currently the reporting of OTC transactions in spot emission allowances and OTC transactions in derivatives is out of the scope of MiFIR. This leads to unclarities in the reporting of trades of EUAs with expiry date up to three days, which compromises reporting consistency and transparency. Thus, on the one hand, ESMA advises to provide short-term guidance regarding the reporting of spot EUAs. On the other hand, in the long-term the scope and transparency of the MiFIR should be reviewed and extended. The implementation of this measure can improve the monitoring of the OTC market segment, contributing to both completeness as well as consistency of ETS market data;
	 Sixth, a tracking chain of transactions should be provided in the MiFIR regulatory reports. At the moment it is difficult to reconstruct transaction data, as data is aggregated over several clients. Furthermore, often either no identifiers are implemented, or identifiers are used incorrectly. Therefore, ESMA suggests the introduction of new identifiers and more clarity on transaction data reporting. This can advance accuracy of monitoring as clear identifiers prevent the double-counting of data;
	 Seventh, ESMA requests the access to primary market transaction data. Currently, auctioning platforms are only required to report the buy side of every transaction. However, as the secondary market of EUA derivatives is highly interconnected with the primary market, it should be ensured that primary market reporting is done in a complete and transparent fashion. Information from the primary market, in turn, enables an effective monitoring of the secondary market. To this end, ESMA suggests adjusting the EU Auction Regulation in a way that NCAs and ESMA receive full information on all primary market transactions; and 
	 Eighth, ESMA argues in favour of improving the Union Registry. Since 2012 all EU ETS operations are centralised in the Union Registry. ESMA advises to implement requirements for the identification of account holders so that all data in the Registry adheres to the same standards and structures used in the MiFID II and EMIR. A more complete and consistent market data pool can then be used for market surveillance and to maintain an orderly functioning of the ETS.
	ESMA arguably provides the most detailed information on how data availability, quality and transparency could be improved and almost all of the sources reviewed and all interviewees agree that this should be a number one priority, including Oxera (2022) and Quemin and Pahle (2022). 
	Related to the COT reports that are self-reported, it would be important to clarify the definition of each counterparty type to remove inconsistencies in reporting and also tackle the incompleteness of data as in the recent data extract there is no information for the first half of 2021. Retroactive updates of the data also lead to uncertainty and an inability to monitor changes accurately over time. More guidance is likely needed to improve accuracy and consistency of the reports, especially with regards to the definitions of the existing reporting fields. Some form of oversight from an independent actor may help to improve confidence in the quality of reporting.
	Besides increasing the availability and quality of data, policy makers should also strive towards making market analysis available to all market participants and other stakeholders, thus reducing information asymmetries on the market (cf. Annex 3 where RGGI market reports are presented as an interesting example in this case).
	ESMA (2022a) also discusses two regulatory measures, which it does not formulate as policy recommendations, but rather presents the benefits and disadvantages of these two options for further consideration.
	Position limits are limits imposed on the number of shares or derivative contracts that a trader, a group of traders or investors can possess. By limiting entities in the number of positions they can hold, situations in which individual entities gain market control by acquiring a large number of allowances or derivatives of allowances can be prevented (ESMA 2022a), i.e. it is less likely that the market would be “cornered” or “squeezed.” Currently, position limits only apply to selected commodity derivatives, such as agricultural derivative contracts, and are not imposed in the EU ETS market.
	ESMA details the following advantages to imposing position limits:
	 The finite supply of allowances makes the EU ETS market susceptible to market participants trying to establish a dominant position to corner the market. This susceptibility is enhanced by the continuing decrease in the supply of allowances as the cap is tightened;
	 It could be argued that the derivate market for EUAs is – similar to agricultural derivative market – a market of particular importance for the citizens of the EU, as its efficient functioning ensures that climate targets are met in the covered sectors; and
	 Prior experience from other markets indicates that position limits did not harm the efficient functioning of the market. Furthermore, some positions can be exempted from the limits, such as hedging positions by non-financial actors.
	However, ESMA (2022a) also cautions about some disadvantages which should be evaluated when considering position limits:
	 Imposing position limits will imply a major change to the current EUA derivates market, the full impacts of which are impossible to evaluate a priori;
	 Position limits restrict the ability of financial actors to exercise their full capacities of providing liquidity to the market and acting as counterparties for the trading of compliance entities. This, in turn, carries the risk of decreasing liquidity, which can increase price volatility and contribute to decreased market resilience;
	 There are already some measures currently in place which may make the introduction of position limits superfluous. For instance, there are daily auctions of allowances in which the auctioning platforms can limit the maximum number of allowances which entities can bid for. Furthermore, the free allocation of allowances, which will continue over the next years, guarantees the supply of allowances, even in the face of market domination of individual market participants;
	 Position limits imply higher costs and complexity for the trading of compliance entities. Seeing that there are currently only a few compliance entities that are particularly active in trading (cf. also Görlach et al. 2022; Betz and Schmidt 2015), the number of such active participants may even decrease when position limits are imposed; and
	 Position limits increase the complexity of regulation of the EU ETS market, as such limits require a determination of the number of allowances in circulation as well as the size of current positions of participants on a regular basis.
	ESMA (2022a) does not reach a final conclusion on the subject of position limits in the EU ETS market. Instead, the authors caution that the impact of such limits cannot be fully anticipated beforehand and highlight that longer in-depth analyses are needed to arrive at a balanced conclusion. 
	ESMA, as well as other sources from the literature and interviewees conclude that it would be a challenge to set position limits “correctly” as a number of questions would have to be answered:
	 Would position limits apply to certain actors (e.g. financial operators only) or apply to all players on the market and provide exemptions for the risk reducing / hedging activities of compliance companies and their counterparties?;
	 How would the specifics of the EUA market and the changing market environment be taken into account? For example, if exemptions for hedging are set, how does one take into account a change in aggregate hedging behaviour as observed after the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the following uncertainty on energy markets?; and
	 Should position limits apply to positions held in derivates or to positions of physical / spot market allowances? Who would then be responsible for setting those limits? The exchanges or the Commission in the Registry? What is possible from a legal point of view?
	While there seems to be some agreement that position limits could be a good solution to a potential market squeeze through certain trading activities, there is much less agreement on how easily those limits could be designed and whether they would have the desired effect – or may even prove detrimental to market liquidity. Oxera (2022) caution that position limits could restrict compliance entities in their ability to purchase EUA futures from financial intermediaries. What is more, a potential shift towards OTC transactions due to position limits could raise transaction costs and decrease the liquidity in the market. Jeszke and Lizak (2021), on the other hand, see position limits as a useful measure to prevent price volatility.
	The quantitative analysis implies that attempts to regulate excessive speculation are very challenging as all counterparties speculate to a certain extent and it may be hard to come up with a measure that prevents “excessive speculation” while preserving room for trading strategies and without creating a disincentive for financial actors to participate leading to potential liquidity concerns. 
	Evidence from the interviews suggests that even the announcement that position limits could be considered has led to a situation where traders and investors are reluctant to act and cautious of building up position that would potentially be covered by these kinds of limits.
	In its report, ESMA (2022a) also evaluates the potential of establishing a centralized, independent market authority. ESMA notes that to date only one such authority exists in the EU, namely the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) who monitors the wholesale electricity market. While the market for EUAs can be considered a “very European market in nature” and a vital one at that – as it contributes to reaching the EU’s climate targets, ESMA does not reach a final conclusion on whether an independent market authority should be set up at the EU level but rather presents a number of arguments in favour and against. According to ESMA, the following arguments are in favour of setting up such an authority:
	 A centralised market authority can ensure that all market data is collected, ordered, and harmonised according to pre-defined standards. Once all data is consistent and compiled, a market surveillance software can be applied to generate alerts for cases of potential market manipulation. At the moment, several different and scattered datasets exist that are not always evaluated together. This applies, in particular to the data available to the National Competent Authorities (NCAs);
	 As manipulative behaviour in one part of the market can exert an influence on the market functioning as a whole, a centralised monitoring authority may be imperative to monitor the developments at a holistic level; and
	 Establishing a centralised market authority allows for exploring further options for cross-market monitoring, such as in collaboration with ACER. By including other asset classes which correlate with EUAs, cross-market influences by trading behaviour in other markets can be counteracted.
	Nevertheless, some potential downsides should be examined when considering the establishment of a centralised market authority in the EU ETS market:
	 The formation of a centralised market authority implies a major change to the structure of the market for EUAs. Thus, it should only be implemented if a failure of the current market surveillance authorities can clearly be identified;
	 A centralised market authority would make the market for EUAs even more complex by adding an additional layer of monitoring in addition to existing market surveillance instruments; and
	 After its formation, it will take some time to until the potential benefit of a centralised market authority for the market for EUAs can be evaluated.
	Currently, the market surveillance of EUAs is carried out by the three countries where active exchanges are located (the Netherlands, Germany, and Norway). As an interim step, ESMA advises that the collaboration on market surveillance between these three countries could be strengthened. ESMA also recommends establishing a way in which data can be exchanged between ACER and ESMA such as to better form a comprehensive view of the interrelated development of the EUAs and energy wholesale markets.
	The authors of the ESMA report also caution that while such centralised authority can help to monitor price manipulation, it cannot directly influence the price dynamics of EUAs and derivative contracts. 
	Finally, the exclusion of financial actors from emissions trading is being discussed as a possible market regulation mechanism. Although the participation of financial actors is an established element of the EU ETS, other national ETS markets have sought to exclude or heavily regulate the participation of these actors in the market. Notably, the Korean Emissions Trading System (KETS), established in 2015, has had very limited participation of banks and investors in the market. In the KETS, carbon allowance credits are traded on the Korean Exchange (Korean Allowance Units - KAUs) and offset credits generated from emissions reduction projects traded over the counter (Korean Offset Credits - KOCs). Particularly during its first two phases of operation the KETS saw extreme liquidity problems in exchange trading (Etienne and Yu 2017). Only a few trades were executed on the first few days of the opening of the KETS, for example, and KAU trading ceased for 8 months before picking up again slightly. Offset credits, on the other hand, where traded at much higher price than carbon allowance credits and much more regularly and vigorously between offset-based project developers and regulated agents. Currently ten active brokerage companies in the OTC market account for a large portion of trading volume. 
	Within its current third phase, the KETS has sought to introduce third party market participants to serve as a market buffer in the event of a thin market (Hyun and Oh 2015). Nonetheless, only four financial actors (including state and public banks), are included in the KETS market. The initial exclusion of financial actors can be linked to uncertainties and inexperience with risk management within emissions trading systems. There were fears over speculative activities of third parties which led to high entry barriers to ensure market stabilisation. As a result, however, the KETS is characterised by low market liquidity. This can be linked to high free allocations to compliance entities and the lack of forward prices in the market, but also to the lack of financial actors (Kuneman et al. 2020). The transactions of the KETS are strongly characterised by compliance-focused transactions and a strong preference to engage in OTC trading over spot trading. This produces market dynamics that could lead to the possibility of nearly zero trading activities (Hyun and Oh 2015). Kuneman et al. (2020) argue that including financial actors that engage in daily allowance trades could improve market liquidity, tackle the concertation of sellers in the market, and reduce transaction costs by enabling the outsourcing of trading strategies from inexperienced or smaller compliance entities to financial actors. 
	In the pilot phases and the gradual establishment of an ETS in China, financial actors will also be excluded initially, although the Draft Interim Regulations indicate that other actors outside of compliance entities may be allowed at a later stage (ICAP 2021). 
	Although experiences with the exclusion of financials from the market are mixed at best (Kuneman et al. 2020; Hyun and Oh 2015), it is also being discussed for the EU ETS. The EP has brought this suggestion forward into the trialogue discussions (EP 2022). This would exclude all actors from the market that are not regulated entities with a possible exception for financial actors that trade on behalf of compliance entities. This is motivated by the recent price volatilities in the market and the suspicion that these may be linked to the speculative activities of financial actors on the market. As noted above, however, this link cannot be unequivocally established to date. Most of the literature, experts and stakeholders emphasise the detrimental impacts of a complete exclusion of financial actors. Consensus within the expert community is that excluding financial actors would lead to an extreme drop in the liquidity of the market and have negative impacts on the trading activities on the EU ETS. This is also what can be observed in the KETS, where financial actors are slowly being introduced to counteract the low liquidity of the market. 
	What is more, we note above those potentially detrimental actions such as buy-and-hold strategies are not necessarily limited to certain actors. It is therefore likely that any regulation would have to target actions rather than actors (including exceptions for market actions that are related to fulfilling compliance obligations).   
	Besides imposing financial market regulation in order to stabilise prices and prevent volatility, policymakers can also turn to design elements of the EU ETS itself to fulfil this function.
	With the MSR, the EU ETS already has a quantity-based stability mechanism in place which was established in order to remove historic surplus in the market and stabilise the market going forward (see Section 2.2 for a discussion of the MSR). While the European Commission has put forward a number of suggestions regarding the reform of the MSR as part of the “Fit-for-55" package, it is unclear whether the MSR would really be fit to stabilise the market, in particular if emissions are lower than expected (Cludius and Graichen 2022; Zaklan et al. 2021). 
	In contrast to one of the main concerns related to the actions of financials in the market – namely the build-up of excessive long positions that would lead to a possible supply shortage with associated risks, there is a real risk of another structural surplus being built up if the MSR is not reformed further. Dynamically declining thresholds of the hedging corridor is one of the most effective mechanisms in this regard (Cludius and Graichen 2022; Matthes 2022). 
	Evidence from interviews suggest that the proposed financing of the REPowerEU package by auctioning EUAs from the MSR heightens concerns that there could be a supply overhang in a market where hedging positions are reduced, and financial investors become more cautious. What is more, a potential recession and the medium-term impacts of the REPowerEU package in reducing emissions by promoting renewables and efficiency could lead to a situation where there could be a significant supply overhang on the market. Concerns over these developments may already be reflected in the current price level (see above). 
	While there is some disagreement whether this would be a temporary phenomenon and be superseded by the increasingly ambitious cap in the medium and long term or indeed a long-term threat to the effectiveness of the EU ETS, there seems to be some agreement that a strong MSR that increases confidence that any excess supply would be taken up by the reserve is important for market functioning. 
	Therefore, the suggestion of the EP to dynamically decrease the upper threshold of the MSR in line with the cap seems to be a very promising option, not only from a market stability point of view, but also from a purely technical perspective, as hedging needs have decreased since the introduction of the MSR and in particular following the invasion of Ukraine and are expected to decrease further going forward (Vivid Economics 2021 and evidence from interviews).
	The MSR is not without criticism with a number of researchers arguing that it actually increases price volatility in certain situations and arguing in favour of a price-based stability mechanism (Perino et al. 2022; Tietjen et al. 2021; Quemin and Trotignon 2021; Jeszke and Lizak 2021; Friedrich et al. 2020). These will be explored in the next section.
	Article 29a of the ETS Directive represents the only price-based stability element in this directive by specifying that an additional 100 million allowances can be released should prices more than triple in more than six consecutive months compared to the previous two years. However, Jeszke and Lizak (2021) argue that Article 29a in its current form is ineffective as it is unlikely to be triggered and gives room for price manipulation. 
	Perino and Willner (2022) set out a number of principles that a price-based mechanism should adhere to and then go on to propose such a mechanism (the “Price Containment Mechanism”). The principles include: First, regulation should establish continuity by gradually adjusting the supply of EUAs. Second, market participants should be able to reliably predict the future prices of EUAs. Third, there should be symmetry between releasing allowances into the market and removing them from the market. Thus, any price stabilisation mechanism should ensure allowances to both be released as well as removed from the market in light of price spikes and price drops of EUAs, respectively. Fourth, any intervention should be synchronised with the current EUA supply. Fifth, price-based regulation needs to take into account the rate of inflation. 
	The introduction of a price based mechanism such as a price corridor would most likely lead to a situation where the market is no longer interesting for speculators and investors, thus removing some of the threats discussed in this report. It would also provide a clear signal to investors. On the downside, there is a risk that the level of the price corridor is not in line with reduction targets. Interviewees also expressed the view that while price corridors provide a good signal for investors they do not necessarily lower volatility as the price can fluctuate freely within the corridor.
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	Financial operators have been an important part of the market for EUAs since its inception in 2005 and are responsible for the largest trading volume on the market. They have performed a whole range of services beneficial to the market by intermediating for (smaller) compliance entities, providing market intelligence, engaging in market making activities and acting as counterparties for future trades used for hedging price risk by compliance entities. Due to the relatively low prices and uncertainty about future ambition, the market was arguably not a big target for speculative activities for a long time. Since prices have started picking up around 2017/18, however, a number of new financial players have become interested in the market, including those that want to generate gains from speculating. This new interest encompasses both short-term speculation and long-term speculation and investment. 
	There is a debate about whether short-term speculation and potentially ensuing short-term volatility poses a problem to the market. If it is carried out by algorithms also used on other markets, it can create a link between volatility on the market for EUAs and those other markets. Related to long-term speculation and in particular buy-and-hold strategies (“going long”) there is a consensus that if this happens at a major scale it could disrupt the market by i) squeezing the market and creating “price bubbles” when less and less allowances are available with a declining cap or ii) leading to sudden price drops if investors decide to liquidize their positions at a certain point in time.
	ESMA and other authors have however concluded that to date, the volumes held for long-term investment are rather small and that there is no definite trend regarding their level of involvement in the market. This is something we confirm with our quantitative analysis. The development of these investment strategies definitely remains an issue that should be closely monitored.
	It has to be stressed that potentially detrimental actions of financial actors are not characterised by rising price levels in general, but rather by price movements that are out of touch with market fundamentals or excessive volatility.
	The following key insights have been learnt from the quantitative analysis undertaken in this study to update key findings from the ESMA report and academic literature:
	 Since the drop in prices in March 2022, EUA prices have somewhat recovered but are exhibiting high volatility. Interviewees have noted that – at the currently very high gas prices – it is hard, at present, to relate the observed prices back to market fundamentals. It seems to be the case that utilities hedge less due to an increase in uncertainty and more expensive hedging conditions. Investors and speculators also seem to be somewhat cautious;
	 Over the course of 2022 we have observed a divergence in the spread of EUA futures compared to previous years. This likely reflects increased interest rates and financial constraints amongst actors that would otherwise make use of these arbitrage opportunities; 
	 Despite several metrics of volatility (i.e. historical, intraday and RS volatilities) temporarily spiking to unprecedented levels at the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, these metrics returned within ranges observed in previous years. Indeed, the average trend of volatility over time has remained relatively stable despite several highly volatile events between 2018 and 2022.
	 The number of financial and non-financial position holders of EUA derivatives has continued to grow in 2022 albeit at a slower rate than observed previously. Given that the number of holders increased for both financial and non-financial counterparties there is not clear evidence that an increase in financial actors alone contributed to the considerable rise in the EUA price;
	 The aggregate derivative positions held have been stable and have even declined since February 2022, reflecting both short-term financial constraints and uncertainty as well as declining hedging needs in the longer term; and
	 Based upon the updated “Working T-index" values that provides a metric for understanding excessive speculation, the share of speculation beyond compliance related trading has increased over time and continues to increase. The extent to which this “excess” speculation is due to the trading behaviour of financial actors is uncertain but our analysis does suggest that these financial actors may be influencing the upward trend observed in recent years. However, the analysis also shows that “excess” speculation also occurs as a result of the behaviour of non-financial actors, making it difficult to differentiate between the speculation of different actors in the market from a regulatory perspective.  
	A definite recommendation stemming from both the literature and our own quantitative analysis relates to the improvement of data availability and data quality. Experts agree that the market is relatively non-transparent and that information asymmetries exist. Especially relevant to the quantitative analysis also carried out in this report is that the classifications in the weekly position reports are not clear, in part because they are self-reported, but also because some market participants can fall under two or more categories. There could be increased guidance on how reporting should be carried out, more categories could be introduced, and more frequent and detailed reporting take place, at least to competent authorities.
	ESMA (2022a) suggests a centralized approach to market monitoring and data collection through an independent market authority. This could enable harmonisation of data to detect early signs of market manipulation, for example. An authority could also be responsible for making information about the market available to all stakeholders. It, however, adds an additional layer of monitoring in addition to existing market surveillance instruments, and even if it is introduced it will take some time to until the potential benefit of a centralised market authority for the EU ETS market can be evaluated. Besides making monitoring of certain detrimental (but legal) trading strategies easier, better data availability and stronger market oversight are also beneficial for detecting criminal activity on the market.
	Direct regulation of financials on the market for EUAs, e.g. via position limits, should be considered, especially if there is a risk that the market is squeezed due to buy-and-hold strategies. However, position limits are challenging to design, and it could be difficult to impose these via the exchanges, as the EU bodies cannot regulate this directly in their existing frameworks. Some interviewees took the view that position limits could work well if they were well designed, but that designing them is a challenge. In a market with high volatility, it is difficult to determine what these limits should be based on. It is also important that activities related to hedging of compliance entities are exempted from position limits. At the same time, the difference between hedging and speculative activities is not clear cut, requiring a political decision on what constitutes speculation. However, even the announcement that position limits could be imposed and related monitoring of the market, could lead to a situation where actors do not build up long positions that are too large.
	Excluding financials from the market altogether is generally seen as a step that would entail more risks than benefits at this stage, threatening market liquidity and price formation.
	The general consensus is that the EUA price does largely follow market fundamentals and follows a price trajectory that is in line with the declining cap. Findings from both the literature and interviews imply that concerns about market stability should first and foremost be addressed via the ETS architecture (not financial market regulation). This can be achieved by i) designing a strong MSR that acts as a safeguard against an overshooting surplus or ii) introducing price controls, such as a price corridor. 
	While critique of the MSR exists, it is nonetheless seen by many market actors as an important safeguard against an excessive surplus and therefore an important stability mechanism. It is therefore vital that the MSR is strengthened, the most effective mechanism being a reduction of the trigger levels over time. This is of even higher importance at a time when the Commission is considering using allowances from the MSR to finance the REPowerEU package. What is more, even from a technical perspective the so-called “hedging corridor” can be considered too generous, as many utilities have decreased their hedging positions since the start of 2022 due to increased prices and margins, as well as increased uncertainty. 
	In fact, contrary to the concern that the market may be squeezed by long-term investment strategies, the current concern is rather that there could be a large surplus on the market due to changed investment and hedging strategies. This surplus may be compounded further if the REPowerEU package leads to additional emissions reductions not reflected in the cap of the ETS.
	The introduction of a price corridor would be the most direct and effective measure at controlling the price path – and would probably lead to a lot of speculators leaving the market as there would be little uncertainty left to speculate on. However, designing a price corridor entails the risk of setting it too high or – more likely – too low, thus impeding the achievement of climate goals. Volatility within the price corridor still remains.
	We put forward the following three main suggestions:
	 Push for an ambitious reform of the MSR, especially adopting dynamically declining trigger levels;
	 Work on increased transparency and market oversight related to the market for EUAs with a goal of both making more and data of better quality available and sharing market insights with all stakeholders. Setting up an independent market authority should be further examined to this end; and
	 Keep a close eye on developments on the market for EUAs, in particular related to long-term investment (buy-and-hold strategies) and consider imposing stricter regulations (e.g. position limits) in the future.
	Since it is likely that the EU will introduce a second trading system covering the buildings and transport sector (“ETS-2”), the allowance market in the EU is likely to grow significantly in the near future. 
	It is therefore important not only for the EU ETS but also for the planned ETS-2 to achieve a sustainable level of market stability and reliability without cutting off beneficial roles that are being played in the market, also by financial actors.
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	Annex 1 Guiding interview questions
	Guiding interview questions related to the study “The role of financial operators in the ETS market and the incidence of their activities in determining the allowances price” carried out on behalf of the EP’s ITRE Committee.
	Background: The EU Parliament has proposed to exclude financial actors from the EU ETS (an exception could be financial entities trading on behalf of compliance actors). This stands in contrast to the Commission and Council positions. This is a reaction to the current price spikes in the allowance prices. The underlying assumption is that financial actors have played a part in driving these price spikes and that their activities therefore should be limited/excluded from the market.  
	Background: Geopolitical developments in the wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine have resulted in prices shocks across various (financial) markets (e.g. gas, oil, carbon markets) and in uncertainties for firms. We investigate the effect these external pressures have on financial actors and their activities on the EU ETS.   
	Background: A comprehensive review of the existing literature has given insights into financial actors on the EU ETS, but insights into who these actors are and their activities remains partial.  
	Annex 2 Quantitative analysis
	Information on prices and volatility were compiled from data contained within EEX reports that provide market information for each trading day such as:
	 EUA spot price; and
	 EUA future price: 
	o Delivery Period
	o Open price
	o High price
	o Low price
	o Last price
	o Settlement price
	o Exchange volume EUA
	Information on EUA spot price developments compared to the price of EUA futures were simply illustrated in a series of graphs based on the original data and processed to highlight certain trends that were observed in the time series. However, for the presentation of graphs on different types of volatility it was necessary to replicate the calculation of three indicators of volatility applied by ESMA (2022a). The way of calculating these volatilities is briefly explained in the following sub-sections. We directly follow the methods applied in ESMA (2022a)  
	Historic volatility is calculated as the rolling 5-day standard deviation of daily returns. This was calculated based on fluctuations in the daily settlement price provided by the EEX for an EUA future with an expiry date in the December of that same corresponding year.
	As ESMA (2022a), we follow Parkinson (1980) in assuming stationarity in the time series and calculate as follows:
	/
	With: 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑡 representing the highest trading price for EUAs on day t, and 𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑡 the lowest trading price for EUAs on day t.
	This was calculated based on fluctuations in the high and low price provided by the EEX for an EUA future with an expiry date in December of that same corresponding year.
	In contrast, the Rogers and Satchell (1991) volatility assumes no stationarity in the time series. We apply it to the data as ESMA (2022a) as follows: 
	/
	With: 𝐻𝑠𝑡 is the highest trading price for EUAs on day t, 𝐿𝑠𝑡 is the lowest trading price for EUAs on day t, 𝐶𝑠𝑡 is the closing price for EUAs on day t and 𝑂𝑠𝑡 is the opening trading price for EUAs on day t.
	This was calculated based on fluctuations in the open, high, low and last price provided by the EEX for an EUA future with an expiry date in December of that same corresponding year.
	Market positions
	Within the weekly ICE COT reports, information is provided on the number of position holders disaggregated by counterparty type. In addition, information is included on whether these positions are short or long that are held by the different types of counterparties as well as whether these positions are for risk reducing purposes or other purposes. Based upon this information, the following two indicators were updated in our analysis following a methodology previously applied by Quemin and Pahle (2021):
	 Net short vs long positions; and
	 Net other vs risk reducing positions.
	A matrix of trading behaviour was subsequently created by plotting the two indicators above for each week over the time period for the five different types of counterparty. 
	Excess speculation
	We updated an approach recently applied by Quemin and Pahle (2021) with more recent data from the ICE COT reports to put in relation excess speculation attributable to financials with that of the overall market by calculating the Working T-index. As all compliance entities are on the demand side of the market, they hold net long positions as a group for hedging purposes. Any short ‘other’ position above the net long ‘risk-reducing’ positions is deemed excessive, as it does not have a balancing function with respect to the market. 
	In this context, Quemin and Pahle (2021) introduce the T-index measuring “those excess ‘other’ positions expressed as a percentage of total ‘risk-reducing’ positions” and compute the weekly T-index values as (SO − (LR − SR))/(LR + SR) = LO/(LR + SR) where S, L, O and R respectively denote short, long, ‘other’ and ‘risk-reducing’ positions. In this context, SO, for example, denotes aggregate short other positions of all counterparty types.
	Annex 3 Example of RGGI market report
	/
	/
	Source: RGGI (2022). 
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